
 



  

  

    
ides and ends; top, yellow, white, green and black (fig. 267). The vase on the 

table is greenish blue. The vase before the table is red, wit 
d yellow stand, The helston a 

        ack tae ports an is (1m 
and white of eye. Priest, the same, except without 

tio femal 
e, black eyel 

  

      
wigs shaved lead blush greys roll white.   

    
  and iris, yellow shin. MI 

  

  Fig: aby. Alar up. caer. hive wreath, blue wig, white white of eye, Mack eyebrows 
elashes and iris, color of skin uncertain, 

    sieve + Cursing tips of bow and stern, rulder-rest, helmsman, offering table, 
     derposts, canopy posts, gures fm and 

rest in holes im deck. Aso the fet of bed. The 
in roof. The bed le 

rm and o and the 
thp 

  eae 

  

    
of bed, The arms of figure 

  

    arm of figure     
+ and painted, Blue and blush green consists 

   table was first oullined in red 

  

Parseararion : Colors and plaster much dam 

  

4916, Model of a ship. — Wood. — 
height middle 0 m, 08 cent. — Sayqarah, +884 (pl. XVI. 

   rngth om. ig cont., width om, +25 mill 

    

Hous: Like gs5, 

    

facne : Like n° gi. The helmsman sil holds in his hands the handles of the 

        

    Fossrene : Canopy, altar (ig. 968 similar to n° age. Vase before the 
lable, thicker, On the fable rilicial animal Tike” go. 

    
Geew : Helmsmon and lookout like n° 4915, Priest, similat to nt figs5 both arms 

brent at el 
fig. 269). Under canopy, mummy-lke igure (like n° ig 15, n) sit 

    

  

holding a roll open in mide   

      on a throne 

   



  

MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 
The rail is red, like onc : Like w gi except for minor differences, 

bars. The canopy is entirely white. The stand of jar before ofeing table i 
white. The shaved head of priest is lack. The throne is red. The top of table is 

7). Vase on table, red. Leg likey 

    

  

   
Only forearms of priest separate 

  

Treason : Like n° 15 except for mi 
A hole (fig. 272). Thoone and figure 

  

    
Parsravasis : Pla colors damaged. Right rudder     

5861, Gt, 1845, ps 26, wear 1 Bn: Sra ented ins 

  

4917, Model of ship for the dead, — Wood. —Length o m. 66 cent., width om. 
., height middle o m. 078 mill, — Saqqaral, 1884 (pl. XVII). 

    

Hus; Similar to n° 4915. Tips of how (Big. 278, a) and stern (b), diferent 

  

Rican: Like nt fig15. One ofthe handles of the rudders, stil in hand of steersman, 

  

Forse : Canopy and bed similar to n° 4g15. Legs of bed are rounded lions 
Table for offer 7) with leg) of saciid animal upon it    

  

The two female figures have hands 

  

(or minor diferene 

  

Grew : Like w 
‘open palm 

  

P mn, are not bent atthe hips, and hav 
Tight shoulder. ‘The priest is just lke n° 916 

  

y one strap supporting 
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INTRODUCTIO 

  

An Egyp 
ploce. In 

  an tomb has two essential parts, — a burial place and an offering 
predyn      nnd the early dynastic periods, the actual ol 

ended for the use of the spi food, were put in the burial place, 
while periodical gifts of food and drink were then, brought 
to the offering place. From the end of the Third Dynasty (perhaps earlier) the 
custom can be traced of representing the objects intended for the use of the 
spirit by paintings or painted reliefs on the walls o 
the burial place contained, during the Fourth and 
besides the burial. During this period, in addition to the objects, the paint 
include all the ordinary seenes from life, — sowing, reaping, eattle-herding, 
hunting, cooking, ete. Clearly the purpose is to provide the spivt of the dead 
covwner with a spirit world in essentials like the world of the I 

  

         
doubt ev     

      

  

   

    

   

  

     

    

    

  

their usual functions are placed 
the statues of the owner and his fai 

  

‘The serdab is, it must be remembered, 
a part of the offering place because- of -its 
connecting it with the offer 

©, and because of the slit 
the later part of the Sixth 

y (perhaps later, as the point in time is not well fixed), these servant 
hegin to be placed in the burial chamber, as were the actual offerings 

‘of the older period. The groups are, however, considerably developed over 
those placed in the serdab, and are usually of wood. A majority of the seenes 
represented in the paintings have been found, — models of feasting, brick- 
making, slaughtering, cooking, cultivating, sowing the grain and similar 

ies. Among these are models of boats of various sorts, full-rigged and: 
manned, — the same boats which are found in the scenes of the offering 
chamber. A few practical objects are still placed in the burial chamber : but 
the greater part of the objects are, like the scenes from life, mere models, — 

    

      

  

  

    

    

(AIL the east serdbe are simply walled-up offering niches, and statues are often pled in 
the offering chamber isl. See Perme, Malum, pl VI.



models of pots and pans, weapons and implements. Thus the use of models in 
the burial chamber is a developme 

nthe pictures on the walls of the offering, ch: 

    

of the custom of representing si    object 
the purpose is, 

     

  

Doth cases, the sa 
le life. The bel 

e, — to provide the spirit with the   

    essentials of an enj underlying both customs is     
obviously the same. 

Byery type of boat found ai 
scenes. Just as the t 
the burial, — the funerary bark proceeding to the western desert or to Abydos, 

15 the models is also to be found in the tomb 
nb scenes son 

  

    mes represent ceremonies connected vith 

the offerings and objects being carried to the grave, — so also, models of 
ceremonial objects are placed in the grave alongside the objects used in ordinary 
life. Thus, models of funerary harks are found alongside models of the boats 
of everyday life. Moreover, as the spirit eame in the Middle Empire to. be 
conceived as following the wandering of the Sun God in the Under-World, solar 
Darks were ‘on this nightly 
voyage. 

On the basis of function, then, the models fall into three great division: 

      

    

    co placed in the grave for the use of the spi 

  

(+) The boats for ordinary use (practial boats for travelling, carrying freight, hunting or 
pleasure, 

(2) The boats used for faneral purposes (ceremonial boats) 
(3) The solar boats used in the Under-Workd (magical boats). 

To these may he added a fourth class : — 

(4) 
Oni    

boats placed in the temples for the use of the gods, or in ceremonies such as the 
mysteries (divine boats) 

‘The last 
On the basis of structure, or rather structural origin, the boats may be 

divided again into two great classes, — (A) the wooden boats, and (B) the 
papyrus boats. It is at present impossible to trace any connection between th 
earliest wooden boats (Type 1) and the papyrus rafts (Type Ill), for the earliest 
known representations of wooden boats (Type 1) present a characteristic form 
of their own, based on the structure 

  

   ed are, of course, both ceremonial and magical 
  

    

  

   
Dat the eafiee models   (The use of models is well-knowa even in the preynastic pet 

re natural size, — wood and clay being used to represent flint and so



  

s+ the following 
  ins of types are distinguishable : — 
way 
1A —Type Il. River-boot with curling stern and single rudder: Middle Empire sp o sl ? 

  

Square cut riverboat, two rudders, OM Ex 

  

+ B— Type IIL, Swamp boat, papyrus-rft, From   Predynastic Period down, 
+ B—Type IV. Papyrus-form wooden boat. Old to Midi E 

  

9 B— Type V. Funeral bark of papyeu   form. Middle Empire. 
  3A —Type VIL. Solar bark of uncertain structural origin. Middle Empire 

  

|. Divine barks of at Lest two forms. All periods 

‘The river boats (Types I and Il) are fitted out for both sailing and rowing 
or paddling, as are the Nile eraft of the present day. The ordinary proceeding 
‘on long trips was the ntiquily as now. With the prevailing north 

vers but on the return journey, the boat was' 
or allowed to drift, guided by the oars. To avoid the 

u ved and laid at rest along 
the middle of the deck or on the roof of the cabin. The distinction, therefore, 

vessels is not an essential one. It was 
customary to place the boats in the tombs in pairs, one rigged out for sailing 
upstream, and one for rowing: downstream. They were even correctly orientated 
in the graves, the sailing boats with the bow turned south, and the rowing 
oats turned north (see Scuiren, Priesengraber, p. 16)°. ‘The exist 
powerfully manned boats wit 
models and reliefs, and th 

      

    wind, the boat was sailed up the 
rowed with the strean 

    

effect of the adverse wi 

  

mast was    
  

ebween sailing vessels and row 

            

nce of 

  

thirty or forty rowers is clear from the ancient 
useful    5 for pressing affairs is obvious. In the 

n tomb-seenes, they are also represented towing the funerary bark. 
times such boats are, of course, 

power launches and steam dahabiyehs. However 
and manned by eight to 
the Aswan reservoir. 

The models and the relies show the following chronological suecession (the 

  

     
we unnecessary by the use of 
number of boats with canopies 

leen rowers are at present in use on the waters of 

  

{ype numbers refer to the descriptions given above) : — 
  

WAV Drsasrs. — Boats of Types I (usually with paddlers) and IIL, as boats used by the living. 
VI Dasistr. — Boats of Types I (with rowers), I and IV, as boats used by the living. 
   ss, Life in Ancient Egypt, chap. 0 

© See also Garstang report on Beni Hasan in Annaler, Vp. 246. The photograph, pl. f° 3, 
shows the boats orientated as described above



Intermediate Period between VE and XU Dynasties (Limit 
Boats of Types 1, It II and 1V, used by the 

NIL Drsssry. — Boats of Types I, IIL and IV, 
and solar barks of Type VI, used only by th 

  rot exactly determinable), — 

  

   

ving + and funeral barks of Type V. 
faneral barks of Type Vs    

New Burin, — Apparently the only boat Royal Tombs, which are 
models of royal pleasure boats developed from Type IV and decorated accordingly. Models 

of di ‘of stone) hase been found in temples, but were als in use in earlier 
  

    

   Models of boats occur in wood, pottery, stone, metal and ivory, although the 
{great majority of boats are of wood. The technical construction of these models 

ly from that of other objects of the same material. The 
pottery boats are hand-made of various clays: the stone boats show the same 
technique as the statues: and the eo ry boats are made in 
“the same way as the other ivory objects. The same is true of the wooden boats, 
‘The hull is usually made of a single block of wood, sometimes repaired by 
inserting pieces with pogs. The block is often eked out by pieces pegged on the 
how and stern. The whole is covered, in most eases, with a layer of white 
plaster and painted. The rigging, the furniture and the erew are of separate 
pieces pegged on or fastened in holes, and 
parts pegged together. 

Al this carpentry is en 

  

  

does not differ essen 

  

    paratively rave i 
     

   

      

     ually often formed of several 

   tian style, and presents a 
of the erew in n® i798, the 

3n-marks for the symbolic objects on n* 4860, and the beautiful minute 
work on n? fg 18. But a greater interest 

    

    

laches to the representation of the 
actual structure of the boat. In the earlier models (‘Type 1), the structure is 

ng) in the model. But the later types 
have adopted a color scheme which represents schematically the structure, — 

while for the moveable 

  iature (except        
      

  

    red or yellow for the heavy planking, and beam w 
ck for the ties of leathe 

oat together. This color scheme is very clearly illustrated by n® figs, where 
the mast-shoe is painted in red and black on the deck and the-object in the 
position of the mast, and in the rudder n° 4893, where the black hands which 

_ bind the blade to the shaft are clearly shown. In the papyrus boats, the hull 
is usually yellow as on the reliefs. Inthe faneral barks and the solar Datks, the 

  

deck planking, a ccord or metal which bind the 

  

      
         

  

(© Type His painted red or yellow in the Old Empive relies 
© See Cunumax Bexeen, Z, Ae., vl. XXXII (1896), 

  

aba,



  

color is only used on the deck to repres 
rk 

stall green hulls with yellow ends, while the solar 

hull, the riggi 
we peculiar purpose of the boat. The 

    
and the furniture, it is used to   
funeral barks have aln 
Darks are usually whites 

  

1. THE OLDER TYPE OF WOODEN RIVER BOAT. 

      From Meir 
of river boat wh 

1895, tomb of Pepy-en-a 
th correspond to boats see 

h-kam)", come models of a type 
most of the reliefs of the Old 

Kingdom. Although otherwise well preserved, no figures were with these models 
(when brought to the Museum), and no trace (such as peg-hole or plaster- 
print) was discernible which might indicate that there ever were figures on 

Whether the models were placed in the graves without crews or not, 
nust be considered, in the light of the other boats, as 

lors. In fact, such boats are shown in the reliefs of the Old 
Empire, full-manned, both as travelling boats and as freight boats (see Relief 
of Yul, Guide to Cairo Museum, n? 38, VI Dynasty : see also Davis, Deir-cl- 
Gebréwi, 1, pl. X, XVI, and IL, pl. VIL: see Lavstes, Denkmaler, abt. I, Bl. g, 
10, 12, 29, 24, 28, 43, 45, 61, 62, 64, 96 and 104). 

‘The models of this type are of two forms, — one flat-bottomed with a two- 
legged mast (n” 4882, 4883, 4884, 4886), and the other round-bottomed 
with a single mast (n* 4887 and 4888). 

    

    
    

     ceding steersman, 

      

  

  

1 HULL, 

  

Navigation on the Ni 
Jows, required in ance 

where shifting sandbanks present an   peeted shale 
's as now, a stable boat of light draft. The largest 

native boats of the present day require from 5o to 100 cent. of water, and 
stability is gained by great breadth. ‘The large ceremonial boats found at 
Dalishur®! show clearly a form which, although more graceful than the modern 
boats, is light of draft and yet stable because of its great breadth, So also the 
models of Type I are, in form, broad and shallow. The flat-bottomed form has 

      

One other boat, n° 4880,» papyrusform boat of Type IV was found with these models of 
Type 

) See De Moneax, Fouls Daher, vol I, p- 83, fig. 208. In the érosesetion, the keel- 
beam is, unfortunately, nt represented



broad square-cut bow and stern, while the round-bottomed form has broad 
rou stern. In n? 4887, the round stern is covered by a square-cut 
projecting framework, a continuation of the ral 

ruclurally, modern Nile boats present two different varieties : — (1) boats 
It with a framework of ke Ie the planking 
nailed, and (2) boats bn nailed together 

slanting. usually’ with a Keel-beam (which 
Keel), and with braces (seats) across the 

top. This second form appears to usa fragile and almost impracticable struetu 
Dut the fact that itis still in-use 
{gerous cataract region, and is sel the qu 
‘The Dalsh models at present available, show 
the same type of structure, but with the planks mortised together and tied with 
metal bands (see Medium, pl. XI). instead of ened with iron spikes. 
Moreover the ancient representations of boat-building scenes (for example, 
Beni Hasan, pl. XXIX) depict the same type of mortised planking in process of 
manufacture. The evidence of t is not conclusive, for in all of them 

     

    
     

  
and internal ribs to wl           

it merely of very heavy ph 

  

  with heavy iron spikes drive 

  

does not project, however, to form     

         
   

  

  "by preference in the di    

  

stretches north of Aswan.    
boats, the only large ancie 

  

  

    

   
  

    
   

    

  

the hull is hollowed out of a single piece of wood. Yet it may be said that even 
the models with the most careful details show no trace of internal framework 
(vib). * 

In view, therefore, of the modern boats, the evidence of the reliefs, the 

    

structure of the Dahshur boat and the representations of Ul structure of other 
the models, it is as near certain as can be that the structure of 

the actual wooden boats of this and all other practical types was of mortised planking. 

  

   

2. DECK. 

Only n° 886 presents a deck. This deck covers the whole boat, and in the 
model consists of a single board. In the original, of course, it must have been 
made of planks laid on the cross brae del 
to see whether or not the eross-pieces were in place (probably not). The other 

   
  

  

Dut it was not possible in th   

  

oats all have three eross-braces, — flat hoards sprung into slots in the sides 
and curving upwards in the middle, These eross-pieces bore the mast and other 
posts 

  

© a Dongola, in Pebruaey-Apeil 19 I saw no other type of native boat



  

(a) Mast, Spans avo San. 

The lat bottomed form (n” 4882. 4883, 4884, 4886) has a two-legged 
rast. This was stayed with ropes to bow and stern, and bore holes fo 
by which the spars were suspended. In n** 4887 and 4888, the after ma 
appear to have been hound to the head of a post set in the after cross 

     
   

  

    
a flat post with a big eyelet on the upper end, 

‘The sail was, as usual, square-eut. N° 4886 appears also to have borne a 
twvo-legged mast, of the long eanopy 
sail would have been operated from the roof of the canopy as is often shown in 
the reliefs. N* 4887 and 4888 have single masts 

In the reliefs of the IV" to VI Dy 
twvo-legged mast and a reetangular sail suspended fr 
hhung by ropes to the top of the mast, and the upper spar is raised or lowered 
by ropes passing through the rungs in the top of the mast, ‘The sail is turned 
Dy a rope fastened to each end of the upper spar passing through a loop at 
the stern, and manipulated by , 
In another relief®, the man on the roof controls the sail with a single rope 
fastened to the right end of the 
sented, appears to pass between the legs of the mast and to be turned by 
hand, The sail was no doubt, hound and fastened to the spars as in Type Il 

When, on long trips, the boat was rowed or paddled, the mast, even the 

       

    

asties, the b     
    ovo spars, 

  

  

     nat the stern or on the roof of the canopy’ 
  

per spar. The lower spar, when itis repre- 

  

tovo-legged mast, was taken out, the sail was rolled up with the spars, and both 
mast and spars laid on the roof of the eabin®, or on two forked mast-rests™. 

(b) Repoens. 

Boats of Type I were. according to the reliefs, steered with one or more 
pairs of rudders braced (? tied?) against the side of the boat, and held in the 

ids of two or more steersmen. It is inconceiveable that the steering took 

   
  

1 Larsen, Denker, IH, BI. 98 (Gita, 45); I, BL. 43 (Gina, 96); I, BL. 64 (Saqqarah, +6); 

  

4 
©) Lerses, Denker, 1 BL 
© Larses, Denbmaer, I, Bl. 8 

©) Lenses! Denker, BL 03 (Saqqarah, 3).



place by turning the rudder on its axis as in Type Il, by the mere strength of 
the hands on the shaft. On the contrary, the rudders must fave been levered 
against the side of the stern so that the steersmen on one side pulled the shaft 
in, causing the blade to be thrust outward, and so turned the boat towards that 
side. The steersmen on the other side probably allowed their rudders to loat 
or pulled them up out of the wat ging stern appears to 
hhave been especially constructed to facilitate steering by this method. N 4882 
and 4884 have in the thind oF last eross-piece in the stern two posts joined by 

ng, see pl. XIII). This may have served as a rest for 
the rudders (now missing), 
similar to those of Type IV, 

  

  

   ‘The broad overhai     
  

  

  fa eross-piece (now mi 
.d would indicated that there were two rudders 

    mne on each side. 

(c) Oars avo Paootes. 

As the crews ave wanting in the models, itis again necessary to turn to the 
reliefs for the oars and paddles of this type of boat. The older reliefs, those of 
the IV and V Dynasties, show paddles®? as a rule, while the later Old Empire 

V" and VI Dy 

  

reliefs, those of the 

  

ies, show rowers. The paddlers appear 
to be standing. while the rowers are both seated and standing. In Saqqarah, 3 
(Denkmaler, M, 103, 104), the rowers are seated with the it 
against the eross-seat or bench in front of each one, as is the mode 

Giza, 86 (Denkmaler, I 19). the rowers have the inside hand 
in front and the outside hand on the oar behind, so that they formed a connected 
chain swinging in uniso 

    

    

    

   

‘The padilles and oars show the same slight variations in form-which are 
found in Type Il (q. ¥.). 

4. FURNITURE. 

other furniture was indicated. On the 
ually represented wit 

   

  

  Only n° 4886 shows a canopy 
reliefs these boats are 

      
long canopy like that of 

  

ne 886, or with a canopy covering the projecting stern frame (see Lursts, 
Denkmaler, Erganzungsband, Tafel XXXVI). 

On the relief of Ya, these boats are shown both as travelling boats and as 

  

© Lapses, Denner, HM, 29 ( 
© Lares, Denknalr, Hy ( 

6 (Saqqarah, 15), 64 his (Saqqae 
qanah, 3 

aa, 94), 24 (Gina, 36), 98 (Gian, 48). 
2, 75), +9 (Gira, 86), 43 (Giza, 95), AB (Soqgarah, 15), 

15), a0+ (Saqgarah, 31), 108 (Sagqeral, 31), v0 

     
       

 



  freight boats, loaded with prov 
pear 

. Thus, from the reliefs they appear to be merely a more a 
‘Type Il, used for the same purpose 

nd agri 
\d one of the 

tural produce, In Deir-el- 
towing a funeral 

form than 
         

  

  

TYPE I. 

‘The models representing river boats of the later or Middle Empire type 
(Type Il) all have the same general form of hull, marked hy the eurled-up 
stern and the single steering oar. One slight variation is presented by n™ 485g, 
4glz and 4951, which have at the tip of the stern a projecting fork to hold 
the stem of the rudder. 

     

  

List of Traseusise Bosrs or Tyee Ih,   

    
Fireeo ror Rowse. irre vor Suusc. 

798) A802 
4799 isi 

4800 4864 (paddlers) 
4801 fgro® 
4805 gts 
4868 g18 
4865 giz 

4846 g5.) 
48590 ig) 
4869 4955 
A872 
4g09 
gs3 

1. HULL. 
‘The flat bottom presented by all these models of boats is, of course, merely 

f device for making the models stand upright in the proper position relative 
to the water line when afloat. It seems, in fact, to mark the water-tine, 

  

(0 The boats thus marked havea rudder fork on th tp of the stra 
‘This boat has a erew of silor standing about the place where the mast ought to be, and is 

«typical sailing Boat; yet the place for the mast is oceupied by 8 mastrest which was usd only 
‘on the down journey, i.e. when the bast was being rowel. The mistake was ancient. 

©” In really ied out aa funerary bark, and otherwise anomalous, seep. 25, note 

  

      

 



although the stability of the hoat would appear to require that the hull should 
y indicates. However a com= 

the reliefs shows that the proportions of 
ive length and depth, ost of the 

liefs, and therefore probably not essentially diffe- 
of boats in actual use. Apparently if the models were 

conceived as round-bottomed with the sume depth as at present, the result 
would be a stable, light- that diseussed above 
under Type I (see p. v1), and constructed in the same manner of mortised 

  

  

Jie much deeper in the water than t 
do 

we the waterline, its rek 
     parison with the boats represt 

the hull al       

    

    models the same as on the 
  rent from the proport 

    

aft hull of the same form      

plnking. 
Thus, while the hull-forms preset   sd by the small models are, perhaps, not 

exact copies of boats in use, they are, in any case, such elose approximations 
that they slice for all magi n points lo be observed are :— 
(1) The tapering section of the round bow with its projecting stick. (2) The 

        

    1 purposes. The 

square-cut stern curling forward to form a rest for the shaft of the single 
sor by 0 

‘The low structural keel formed by the great keel— 
    rudder. (3) The low rail formed usually by the side 

    of the planking of the h 
beam is never represented. 

2. DE 

  

The skeleton of the deck was formed by cross beams which served partly as 
seats and parlly as lateral braces. The space in the stern, being in constant 

ally represented by solid planking (red); but the 
ul were probably covered by a movable planking, as 

use by the steersman, is u 
other spaces are white, 
is the case in modern dababiyehs. In sailing, the planking would be laid to 
permit the use of the deck: 
the legs of the rowers. The models n™ 4798, 4799, 4800, 4801, appear to 

|: but all the rest 
planking. In all eases, the rowers are represented 

  

  

  in rowing, the planking might be removed to admit   

  

show the deck open 
have the deck closed with w 

4s seated on the red cross-bars (seals), or on blocks. In the reliefs, the rowers 
appear both standing ® and th 
stand on the deck but 

Ural is, with the deck planking, remov 

  

    

  

    rowers 
the eross-braces 

(seats) or stand in the bottom, with one foot pushing on the eross-brace. 
(0 The use of Macks in some ofthe models is confirmed by the reliefs ee Newnrany, Beni Hoson, 

1, pLAVE (Tomb 2); Larses, Denbmder, H, +26; Neweany, Ben Hasan, 1, pl. XXIX (Tomb 3), 
 Nrmaenny, Ben Haven, 1, pl. XIV (Tomb 9), pl. XXIX (For 

  

    



3. RIGGING. 
At the bow is a flat stick with broad conea 

fender. In the models, the bow-stick is pey 
it appears f 

vessel) and. 
the how, being eut off at, is bound with hide (hi 

    ind, — possibly some kind of 
to the deck, 
rely bou 

     5 Lin real boats 

      

e black marks to have been se    

  

1 (sailing vessel) have no bow-stick, but 
hair with black spots). 

  

Mast, Seans ayo Sut,    

  

   
ghitly lower than bow, stern and rail, and 

mer of pir of while spaces, — 8, 
as inn” 4802 

and Agog. Between the members of the middle pair, there is an extra white 
space, a narrow rectangle, which contains t nd represents the 
framework of the mast-socket in the actual boat. The butt-end of the mast must 
have rested in a hole in the keel-beam supported by wooden blocks fastened 
to the hull, or in a socket built on the keel-heam with wooden blocks. Itis 
possible that the mast-shoe (n** 4799. figro, igi, 4gs8) represented on 
some of the boats, but not on all, is to be thought of as resting on the bottom 
of the boat; but the models show the mast-shoe on the deck, and it is 
visible in some of the representations as if on the deck (see Beni Hasan, Il, 
pl. XII). In either case, the mast-shoe braced against the forward side of the 
mast. The mast, usually a single stick, was stayed against lateral movement by 
side ropes fastened in the rail, against forward movement by ropes fastened to 
the rudder post or to the rail at the stern, and against backward movement by 
ropes fastened to each side of the bow. The models often bear holes in the 
rail, apparently for these rope-stays (see n" izg8 (j), 4799 (ht), ete.). The 
greatest strain was, of course, that in the forward direction, and the reliefs 
show the heaviest staying in the ropes fastened to the rudder-post to counteract 

forward strain. A two-legged mast does not appear on any of the reliefs of 
type of boat known to me, nor was it found in any of the models in the 

im (see, however, Type I, p. vn). The sailing vessels are all square- 
rigged, with a single mast, two yards and a square sail. 

‘The mast found in most of the models was a plain tapering stick, uncolored 
‘or painted red or yellow. In some eases, the tip bore eyelets worked in the 
mast itself (n® 4798, 4869, 4g13, ete.), or formed of bronze or copper 
(n? igs). In two cases (n* 4g 1, 4956), the models had mast tips of green 

atcha 

    

    
   

  

  

    

  

    

    
    

     

  

   



glazed steatite with eyelets, These, I believe, represent bronze eaps with bronze 
eyelets. The number of eyelets was irregular, — five or seven in number. The 
odd eyelet on the top was, no doubt, for the stay-rope or ropes which passed 

  

over the mast from how to stern, The side eyelets were for the ropes used for 
hoisting and lowering the upper yard with the sai. 

‘The upper yard was suspended hy three or five ropes on each side, fastened 
to the yard at intervals, passing up through the eyelets and brought down the 
mast to the deck, where they were tied around the mast (see n? 4841). The 

| was suspended in the same way except that the ropes were tied 
ly Ben’ Hasan, 1, pls. NIV and XXIX). 

oliefs the spars appear to be aft of the mast (i.e. on the windward 

     

     

  

lover y 
to the mast below the eyelets (see especi 
In some of th 
side); but the point is unclear 

‘The square-cut sail had the upper and lower edges hen 
cord. These edges were lashed to the yards by ropes running through holes just 
inside the hem (hound edges?) and around the yard (see n™ 4841 and 4936), 
being tied hard at the end of the yard. The sail was raised and lowered by 

ising or lowering the upper yar 

  

  

  

ned or bound with 
   

     
     

  

  

The fow sails preserved in the models do 
the wind, and controlled 

Dy means of a rope near each end of each yard (see Beni Hasan, 1, ple XIV, and 
the ropes on n® 4841, 4839, 4g36), 

not sho.   any reefing strings. The sail was turned 

    

      
out and Jaid along the axis of 
In this position the mast and yards were supported out of the way above the 
eck by a forked post set up in the mast-socket (see Beni Hasan, 1, pl. XVI, 
Gizeh and Rifeh, pl. XC, and n 4834, 4 

  

    
(1) Boonen-rost avo Reopens   

The rudder-post is much thicker and more solid than the mast. It has a 
shaft (n 4798, 4g 18). The top is 

rounded and slightly grooved. It was without doubt, firmly a 
    square butt and a ro 

  

   permanently 
  

© In Dongola, 2 
1H 

   

    

sil s used om the modern boats but hung diagonally not horizontally. 
lower one being very heayy. The end af the lower spar 

yes. The sil is Farle, shor 
lower spar has at rightangles 
10s very doubtful however whether a si 

  

  

ept down in 
       

   
hy rolling or unrlling it on the lower spar. 
the end a stick, whichis used for this operatios 
Aerie was ued on the ancient Egyptian boats. 

  

  ne of the spars preserved show any trace of the 
Ihandle which is absolutely necessary to turn the spar. Moreover the ancient sails, iti quite clear,   

snere bung horizontal  



further in a socket in the 
). and. was 

fastened in its socket in 1 
bottom (keel-beam), 
utilized to stay the mast against its greatest sti 

udder consisted 

              

    

  

it was   

  

    
    

each blade cons to the end of 

cords oF 
plank, but the black marks seem to indi 

itself was also sometimes of two pieces joined together in th 
with leather or met 

Above, the stem of the rudder was usually merely tied against the top othe side 
he side of the rudder-post near 

     bands. Tenons were certainly also used in U 
     

  

Le only the thon, 
  

    

    

of the top, but in one case it rested on a peg i 
the top (n° 4ig18). Below, the stem rested against the curling stern, and was 
tied securely in place with cords (see n* ‘i78, ete., holes in stern, and Beni 
Hasan, 1. pl. XVI, ete.). The handle was a separate slick fastened in a slanting 
hole in the stem, so that the handle fell vertically just aft of the stern post and 
parallel to it. By swinging this handle to the right or left, the steersman turned 
the blade in the water, thus steering the boat to the right or to the left. That is, 
the bow turned with the hand; not contrariwise, as is the case with an ordinary 
modern boat-rudder. In some cases, where the steersman sat on the roof of the 
cabin in order to see the look-out who gave the steering order, the handle was 
forward of the stern-post; but the action of the rudder was not altered by this 
position. Ordinarily the height ofthe stern was sufficient to permit the steersman 
a clear view of the look-out 

‘This method of steering was, mechanically speaking, a great advance on the 
rudder held in the hand (Type 1). The labor-saving alone was considerable: 
for, whereas Type I required at least two and more o 

‘Type IIL required only one. Moreover, the strain on the rudder was less and the 
control more perfect. The essential differ 
about the steering apparatus. The change to a single n 
advance but did not necessitate any change in for 
sgement required, however, a different form of stern. Th 
tmast-stays was enlarged to support the upper end of the rudder whi 
its 

  

     
  

  

  

      

   
   four or more steerstmen, 

  

     
  es between the two types all center 

st was an additional 
new steering arran- 

old stern-post for the 
‘continuing 

anclion as a post for the stays; and the stern was remodeled into a form 
suitable for supporting the shaft of the rudder and throwing the blade well 
back in the water. I have no doubt that it was the incention of this new method of 
steering which brought about the development of Type Hout of Type I. 

  

      

  

  

    
       

       

   



(e) Oars aso Paooues. 

  

‘The better made oars have spoon blades (see n* 4862, 4863, 4870, 4871 
4877, 4895), oval or ovoid in outline with a slight projeetion at the end. The 
‘end ofthe stem overlaps the blade at the back for about a quarter of the length 
of the blade or less. The black marks on n° 4895 indicate that the blade and 
the stem were of separate pieces, the end of the stem being tied wil 
cord to th 
itself (n* 484 
the middle, showis 

    

   

      

   

the ease in all the large oars. The stem 
» 4895) is marked with a broad black band in 

that it was either made of two pieces fitted together 
and wrapped, or that the stem, being of a single pieee, was strengthened by 
wrapping. Modern Egyptian oars are often strengthened (or repaired) at this 
point by strips of wood, 
loops passing through holes in the rail (n® 4798, 486g), and around the 
stem. The modern Nile oarlocks are also of rope loops, not fastened in holes 
but hu fixed verti 

   
      

  

  led to the stem. The oarlocks were simply rope 

  

       

  

ly im Holes in the top ofthe rai 

eof a fact anomalous, in Type Il, 
nl very broad and round atthe tip, very much 

in Tndian canoes. Another form is lef-shaped, with the 

  

slightly diferent form, shorter 
like 

end pointed 

    
      re paddles ust 

(a) Borvens, Manners ayo Saxe. 
Buffers are found on n® 4844, 4861 and 410° 

a wooden buffer 
woven sacks fille 

‘The boats were fastened to the bank, as at the present day, by means of 
heavy 

10 was, no doubt, 

The others may be of wood, or of heavy 

    

the ground with big wooden mallets (ovoid clumps 
‘of wood with see Beni Hasan, I, pl. XU, and*Pernte, Gizek and 
Rifeh, pl. XC. No examples, however, were found in the models of this type in 

re mallets, n® 5158-5160) 
plank, which is never missing, in modern boats, 

Dut no examples oceur among the Museum models". 

   

   

  

the Museum (see however the New     
ist also have     

  

© See Quist, Bxcvatins at Saggarah, 1906-7, pl. XVIL, 5, model of Type WV 
© See al n™ 4878, 6879, 439. 
© Tron anchors are in use now, i addition tothe stakes; but the stakes form the on 

pparatas ofthe poorer owners of boats 
1 See Quant, Exeeatont Saggareh,go6-7.p1LXXVI, nS and 20; se 

  

mooring 

    below:  



4. PURNITURE. 
None of the models in the Museum, of boats rigged for rowing show 

tion whatever for the use of th 
figures except the 

      

  

rand passengers, nor indeed any 
99, 4800, 
the two 

be intended for 
ly manned boats 
liek 

  

ry members of the erew (n™ 4798. 
+4846 

oats equipped for sailing, n™ 

  

      
  

    

   the tug boats represented on the 
I boats: but ev 

sented with cabins or canopies. There are 
which tow the eeremor        Fe repre- 

    

   

   
   rowing boats of this type in the 

ng and erew. It may be merely a 
on the deck of the model. 

hoats are, however, with the exception of n® 4861 
nished with a 

fon a throne or eh 

  

  dlgray 
sheltering a figure of the owner seated usually 

1910, figs 8, fg1, fig53). In the ease 
of nt Aga"), the eanopy shelters a bier wi 
figure of the owner without a eanopy. In n° 4ig51, the canopy is forward of 
the masts in the others, aft, near the rudder-post. In n? ‘igo there is also a 
box-like object in front of the n yy be a sealed jar of beer 

tand behind the mast-rest. 
‘on these boats, as well as on those of Type I, are 

usually of a practical type, differing from the chapel 

   
   mummy; and n® figf7 has a 

  

   

      

-like canopies on the 
«d to shelter the owner 

from the sun and the wind. The most elaborately constructed example is on 
n° 4gs8, which is especially interesting on account of the representation of the 
wood-work, the doors and locks. The framework on n° 4g 10 is fastened with 
cord where the horizontal sticks cross the upri overlaid with 
a square cover mado of hides sewed together. This is the usual form of eabin 
for ships of Type Il (see Scniren, Priestengrber, p. id 
and fig21). 

    papyrus boats and the funerary barks. They are int 

         

    

  

      and 75, 7   920 

© The crew of n° 462 is also anomalo 
ips of the dead; and the model is probaly 

(see p. 1x, note 9) 
1 See, however, n*&84s 

ting-women and» priest, like the 
ent confsion as was n° Agno     



5. CREW, 

  

The erews rm, —a look 

  

und on the models of rowing boats are very 
out (captain, pilot), a steersman, and six to forty rowers, arranged 
The rowers face the stern in all cases, in spite of n° 4801 on pl. Il (see note, 

p. 6, foot-note 4) in which the rovers have been falsely placed hy the restorer. 
Padilers face the bow (see n” 4880, 4881 and 4861, and Deskaskeh, pl. X 
Scwiren, Presengriter,p. 73). The rowers are represented as seated, while tl 

uish bite 

    
  

      

  

paddlers are kneeling on the outside knee. Thus itis easy to 

    
   

the two types, even when separated from their places on the boats. 
m of the type under discussion having paddlers i      

wr sail, show the same crews     ly rowing ships undes 
steersman and rowers. Three or more of the 

rowers, however, are represented as sailors standing about the mast, usually 
with hands uplifted, while the others are seated at rest in various parts of 
the ship, — sometimes in the places occupied in rowing (see n° figi2). 

4841, paddlers appear to he assisting the progress of a boat under 
Dut this 
paddles. 

In addition to the working crew, the sailing ships hear the figure of the owner 
(see above, p. xv). Other figures are rare, but n° 4gd1 has a porter wi 
baggage beside the canopy, and n° figt8 a group of friends. N’ fgSa is, as 

s, and has a bier with a mummy under 
women and a priest. Other ships whi 

is catalogue was prepared, show, however, 
wer may be accompanied by all manner of servants, guards and 

nstaye, Annales, vol. V, pl. V) has a negro soldier 
with bow and shows the owner and a companion p 

   
     

        

  

noted above (see p. xv)   

  

the cano| nd by two wai        
   have come into the M   

that the on   
companions. One of them (6 

    

ng game. 

6. COLORING. 

  niform. The hull i   xd or yellow, representing heavy 
‘igo yellow instead of red) 

novable planking, and 
fal 

  ‘The coloring, is very 
planking. The deck 
representing the framework, white spaces representing 
black marks representing the ties of cord, thong or 

    is red rail and bars (i 
   

    



Ill, THE PAPYRUS RAFT. 

  

‘The papyrus raft, so well known from the representations inthe reliefs of the 
old is catalogues 
but it must be mentioned here on account of its relation to other boats of papyrus 
form (Types IV and V). The structure is perfectly clear from the relies. The 
raft is made of papyrus reeds hound together (Medun, XXIII; Deshaskeh, pl. V), 
to fo row float on the top of which the owner or the crew appear to 
stand. The form is characterized by the heavy eylindtieal ends lifting above the 
‘water. Probably the raft was made for temporary purposes only. It could in no 
case have had a long period of use. 

‘The papyru raft is the traditional hunting see 
a the marsh, from the Fourth Dynasty down. In fact it is the marsh boat p 

    vd Middle Empires, is not represented among, the model 
  

            
  

  

   

  

oat shown     
    

‘excellence, and is seldom depicted except in marsh scenes (Beni Hasan, I, 
pl. XXVIIL, XXIX: Deshasheh, V, VI, NXV, XXVII; Meum, XXIV). Its lightness 
‘was well suited to the shoal waters of the marshes and of the flooded fields of the 
inundation period, while its slender form with the stout pointed bow and stern 
made it especially adapted for pushing in and out among the reeds. According 
to the reliefs, it was usually propelled by a pole (Medum, XXIV), or by paddles 
(Deshasheh, XVI), both of which are especially adapted to shallow water. 

‘The clay models of boats found in predynastic and early dynastic graves have 
heen assumed to be models of papyrus boats on account of the decoration (see 
Pennie, Nagada and Ballas, p. ts a, pl. XXXVI, 80-82; Diaspols Parea, XVI, 
81, 82, and Carser, Primitive Art, p. 19g and p. 299); but this assumption 

  

         

    
   

© Me. J. W. Crowfoot informs me tht temporary reed rafts are tll wed in Dongola and Half 
Provinees for ferrying across the Nile. These rafs, with surface almost awash, are propelled by 
swimmers. Mr. HS, Wellcome hs also given me a description ofthe ambuteh-canoe used on the 
‘upper reaches of the Nile. The ambatch plant has a light shat about 10 1 20 fet log varying. 
from a finger thickness to two or three inches aerass heavier at the butt and tapering above 
‘The sepoes are ted ina bundle atthe ends anda very slight hollow is made by forcing out the poes 
‘on top or by usage, Thus structurally it corresponds tothe papyrus raft. The user sits on top oF 
inthe slight hollow snd paddles with his bands, with a wooden pale or pushes with ple. The 

han two people in an ambach canoe, but 
he was told that ein former daye> large rafts with mast and ssl were made carrying many people. 
‘The more permanent boats are made f ngs. 

(© The alabaster object represented in Pere, Abylos, Ll IX, & represents a hollow vessel of 

  

  

      

  

    

    

    

ound rerds; ut the identification of the vessel a6 @ copy of a best, unsupported by analogy, is 
very dou



    presents difficulties. The clay models are usually hollow, with Mat-sided ends, 
solid bundles of reeds with round ends. The hollow 

Mesopotamia, are of closely woven basket work 
smeared with mineral pitch", but the Egyptian elay models scarcely 

raft is quite as early as 
uid hardly have been used as a river boat, The 

slic period must have been of 

  

while the papyrus rafts a     
reed-boals of other lands, as     

  

such a structure. It may be presumed that the paps 
the predynastic period, but 

ver boat of the pred 
hide boats with wood 
within the technical powers of predynastic Egyptians. is quite certain that 
the predynastic Egyptians, as early as the Middle Predynastic period, made and 
used wooden planks, mortising and tying them together with cords; and so 
even the mortised planking of the wooden river boats were 

  

      
different structure, — 

         fram Il of which were    
     

       
        

  t, technically 
1g+ impossible, It seems to me improbable, then, that the early clay boats 

are models of papyrus rafts, 
T have purposely not referred to the drawings of boats on the predynastic 

pottery (see J. oe Monoax, Origines, 1, pl. IL, 5; Peente, Nagada and Ballas, 
pl. EXIV, EXVIL, LIL 1; Permie, Dinspolis Parva, pl. XVI, XX: Maclven, 
El-Amrah, pl. XW), on the walls of Green's Tomb at Hierakonpolis (Hierekonpolis, 
pl LXXV-LXXIX), and on the ivory tablets from the early dynastic Royal ‘Tombs 
at Abydos (Perase, Royal Tombs, 1, pl. NVI: Royal Tombs, I, pl. XP). Whatever 
these may be, they are not papyrus rafts, and so far as I know, there are no 
representations of papyrus rafts earlier than the Third Dynasty, and no models, 
resembling them until after the Sixth Dynasty 

  

    
  

    

  

  

TYPE IV. WOODEN BOATS 

IMITATING THE PAPYRUS RAFT IN FORM. 

A series of river boas,        festly of wood, are represented in the reliefs an 
suggests a derivation from that of the papyrus raft. 

pieces are roughly 
in the models whose for 
‘The bow and ste 

  

al and end in buttons which are 
which 
flower 

nd sail, 

  

  

decorated to resemble papyrus Mowers. Even the bands are shown wi 
{ (like the bundle columns with op 

jopy with a figure of the owner, 

     
the bundle of reed stems were b 
capital). This boat bears a 

  

    

© Up to the prevent, Mr. Lucas has found a few examples of wood piteh, but none of mineral 
pitch, in the samples submitted to him. Soe A. Leeas, Prevratice Materials wed by the Ancient 
Egrption in Embalming,p. 8,



ul a crew of six o more p 
the ship of the dead (‘Type V). The dev 

ke Type Il 

  llors or rowers, and is thus sharply distinguished 
of the models is 

wen? 803 and Scuiven, Prieser- 
white (n” A804, 4807, 4808, 

fro 
painted white with red ba 
graber, p.7 8), and i 
4880, figs of this catalogu 

AIL the models are later than the VI Dynasty; but th 
reliefs in Lersiws, Denkmaler, Engsb. 1, pl. XL, where a 

papyrus-form boat is shown in the same regi 
‘The papyrus-form boat and one of the boats of 
right (downstream), while the other two are proceeding under sail to the left 

  

        

  

  

      

  

atation       e is a repre 
of this type in t 

  

      ‘ype I are being rowed to the 

    

The last sail boat on the right 
of beer or wine. The date of the to 

On the tablet found 

towing a small hoat of Type 1, laden with jars 
b is probably late V" or VI* Dynasty, 

the hurial chamber of Mera (later than the VI Dyn- 
asty) (see Persie, Deshashieh, p. 20, and pl. XXVI), two papyrus=form boats 
are shown, one to the right, and one being paddled to the left. See 
also Davics, Deir-el-Gebrévi, I, pl. XVI and XIX. 

In his Life in Ancient Egypt (Trans.), p. 480, Prof. Erman considers the 
large papyrus-form boats to have been constructed of papyrus-stems™. This is 
always to he considered possible : but as Erman himself suggests, such boats 
would have been impracticable. It is much more probable that the papyrus-form 
hoats were made of wood, imitating in form the papyrus raft, and used mainly 
as pleasure boats for back-water or swamp navigation. A basis for this sug- 
gestion may be found in Persie, Medum, pl. XI, and in Leesws, Denkmler, I, 
BI. 108 (Zawiet-el-Meitin, 2), where wooden boats are shown being constructed 
in the form of papyrus rafts. Naturally wooden boats of this form 
used on the river, or at any rate be so represented in the reliefs or 
funerary furniture. The New Empire boats found in the tombs of Amenophis Il 
and Thothmes If appear to be derived from Type IV. 

  

    
  

     

  

  

     
  

      

    

1. HULL. 
‘The hull of the models with plain white decks is very long, narrow and 

shallow, ran   ing out at each end into a long slender 

  

with a flower-shaped 

© Sabana, Grab , soe txt of same, vol. I, p- 159, and Lares, Denkmalr, Abt I, Bl 9 
1 In Daaksheh, pl VI a boat, possibly of papyeus form, is represented under sil with a two 

legged mast and +6 oF more rowers or paddlers at rest It may be, however, a boat of Type 
18 Ido not think the papyrus raft of Lures, Demi, I, BI. 106 (Zawiet-elMeitin, 2), is 

be taken seriously, but only as a fanciful development ofthe old marsh scene. 

  

 



   
termination. It certainly lacked stability, and while sailing must have been 
liable to eapsize. The hull of the models reproduced in Pristengraber, p. 74 and 
78; is, except for the flower-like bow and stern, like the hull of Type II. This 
is, of course, suitable for river navigation, and in fact, in Deshasheh, pl. XXVH, 

ler sail 
and one being paddled downstream (to the left)", N° 4803 presents 

  

    

two such boats are represented, one 

  

. proceeding upstream (to the    
ight 
a thind form with very stumpy projecting bow and stern, 

  

2. DECK. 

  

Inall cases, the deck was flat, or nearly at, in section rising slightly towards 
the ends. A low rail on each side protected the deck, or in some cases the middle 
part only (n° figt 1). 

3. RIGGING. 

‘The mast (in some eases a single stick, in others two-legged), the yards, 
the square sai, the stays and the mast-shoe, do not present essential differences 
from the similar parts of the boats of types [ and I]. N° 4808 has a bar on the 
deck in front of the mast for fastening ropes. 

       

Wren sscue Wir soot Wor ruooteas| Warn nowens 
ast vast. (v0 mast). (x0 mist). 

N° A808 N 808 Ne 4880 N 4807 
4803 asi gis 

  ‘The form of the stern made the use of a single fived rudder practically impos- 
sible. Therefore the steering was done with a large paddle held in the hands 
of a steersman (Priestergraber, p. 74 and 78), or with two fixed rudders, as 
n all the Museum models. In the latter ease, the upper ends of the rudders 
‘were tied to two rudder-posts as in Type I; below, the shafts were tied to and 

  

    

  

  

  

rested on a cross-piece, which projected beyond the sides and was notched or 
turned up at the ends®, The handles were as in Type Il, and were usually 

© Other models (which have come into the Museum siner 1849) show a st 
forward, 

  

2 Mt is posible that this is purely @ ceremonial conception, and is not a representation of 
setusl practic 

©) Tn some esses (DeshorRoh, XXVIL), the lower wing of the blade of the rudder was pierced, 
and fastened tothe seen with a rope ted in the hole



le steersman. The mast-rest is not found on these boats, and is, 
with their special use for back-water nav      

4. CREW. 

  

crew does not vary from that of the boats of Type I, — look-out, 
steersman, paddlers oF rowers, who also appear as sailors. Three of the models 
are rigged for sailing (n" 4803, 4804 and 4808), two have rowers (n® 4807 
and 4ig11); and two have paddlers (n** 4880 and 4881). In general this ype 
of boat does not have a large erew; and in the known examples ineluding those 
of the reliefs, paddlers are more frequent than rowers. 

The owner is almost always represented. This is, no doubt, due to the fact 
that this type of boat was always used singly, as a pleasure boat, and never as 
a tug-boat. 

    

     

  

5. FURNITURE. 

  

The papyrus-shaped boats all have a eabin or eanopy to shelter the owner. 
This canopy is, as a rule, of the same chapel-like form as that of the funerary 
barks. This seems to indicate that the boats of Type IV were more ofa ceremonial 
nature than the boats of Types I and I. 

  

6. COLORING. 
‘The hull is yellow (or white); sometimes ornamented with a red stripe along 

the rail (n* 4807, 4880 and 4881). The ends are usually painted in imitation 
‘of a bundle of lowers tied with cord in fulfilment of the conception of the 
structure. The deck is white, without red bars in most of the Museum specimens, 
with red bars in n? 4803 and in those from Abusir 

  

  

TYPE Y. FUNERAL BARKS. 

  

Fon 1. Forw Hl. Roaw II, Uscansus. Tyre Fas Pesenat Bans 

NeA8i1 Nedgt5 — NeGgi7 Ni gad Ni gS 
A8i7 igh iga6 
4851 
figh8 

‘The characteristic mark of the funeral bark is the presence of a mummy on 
a bier (n 4811, 4gs5, 917, 4g48), a mummiform figure on a throne  



  

   
   

  

). The stern and the bow extend into 
tion of structural origin to those of 
in that type. There are several dif- 

erent local traditions. In Form I (see 

(w 
slender projections similar in thei 

    16), or a coflin 

       Type IV, but do not extend out st   
      ferent forms representing, apparently 
jece turns up almost vertically (or at 

while the stern-piece eurves forward and then up!" In Form I, the bow-piece 
piece curves forward. In 

Form III, both pieces are alike, curving back, bending to a horizontal line 
Other forms oce 

    above), the bow: nt angles to the bow), 

    

curves back and then forward, while the sterr   

forwards, and then turning straight u in the reliefs, see 
Beni Hasan, 1, pl. XXIN 

All these forms suggest a m boat, but one differing: radically from 
‘Type IV. In spite of the fact that the Gebriwi relies (Davies, Deir-l-Gebréwi, I, 
pl. XX) show a pap asa funeral bark, and other reliefs from the 

form boat (Type IV) used in the same way, 
of the funeral bark any more than is model 

    

      

  

   
ean a er    

    

  

  weithei these is the 
52. a boat of 

          

be called characteris 
do not seem to be derived either from the papyrus raft or the papyrus=form 

   
‘of the funeral bark are those described above, and they 

boat of Type IV, but from some older primitive boat, or rather the survival of 
some older boat, as preserved in the divine barks of the Old and Middle 
Empires®. 

‘The funeral bark is th 
divine harks of the period in which the fu 
period is, so far as ean be seen from the reliefs 

ious to the XII Dynasty. All our dated material appears to be of the Middle 
Empine, and the funeral barks of that period are represented on the reliefs as 

used for the actual et tery. It is usually towed 
by a boat of Type IL 

  

   probably derived direetly from one of the types of 
Dark was first thought of. That 

vd the dated models, not long 

  

  

        
    eyance of the body to the 

  

1, HULL. 

  

Whatever the 

  

aterial and the technique of the primitive original, the 
funerary bark of the Middle Empire was constructed of wood in the same 

pes Land Il, — mortised planking with deck frame- 
hats (n” gad, fig26) are shown by the double 

  

manner as the boats of 
work. The two Dahshu     

form also occurs in the elif Ben Haven 1 pl XIV 
I. the hieroglyphic for divine bark in the Mer-ib tomb in Berlin, Lars, Dentmale, I 

I, 20, so Mofum, pl. XI, and Moga Tombs, I, pl. X andl XI 
     



  

rudders, the hawk-headed rudder-posts, the traces of posts at bow and ste 
ks of this type. The hull is con 

(©, There are no internal ribs, but only 
cross braces, which appear to have borne the deck planking. The form of the 
hull is strikingly like 

  

   
d the coloring, to have been fi     

structed of mortised and tied plan 

  

of the Dongolavi river boat of the present day. 
  

2. DECK. 

Many of the models (n° 4811, 4847, 4851 and 4g/8) show the same eolor 
scheme on the deck as the boats of Type I, — red bars with white spaces. 
‘These have the long beam (red bar) in the long axis of the boat, and all but 
ne ages have @ mast space in th le or slightly forward of the middle. 
It may be that this feature is merely ken over blindly from 
Dalishur boats have no long middle b 

   
    
   

  

  

     and the other thre 
4ig16, figt7) have the deck colored according to the structure of the Dabsbur 
boats, That is, n° 4ig15 shows a white deck with one red bar at each end of the 
mids * figt6 the same with rail also colored red; and n° fig, 
white mid-ship deck with red rail and three white spaces at each end enclosed 
with red bars. None of these three show a lon 

     

    

p section;   

idinal deck-beam. 

  

3. RIGGING. 

None of these models are represented as being paddled or rowed; and only 
‘one bears a mast, —n* fig48. This boat has a mast with two spars and bits 
of sail, and seven sailors in characteristic altitudes. ‘The boats n™ 487 and 
4851 have a mast space marked on the deck, bu les and in n” 4847 
this mast space is in fact covered by the coffin In the reliefs of this period, the 
funerary barks are represented as being towed by ships of Type Il. No doubt 
the models of the funerary barks were also conceived as being towed, and were, 

       0 ma 

  

in almost all cases, accompanied in the grave by models of Type I. 
Owing to the form of the stern, the funerary boats were steered with two 

rudders tied to two rudder-posts and to a crosswise rudder-rest, as in Type IV. 
The rudder-posts in the Dabshur models were joined near the top with a cross 
piece on which the upper ends of the rudders appear to have rested, being tied 

‘of course as in the other eases. Normally, each rudder-post and each rudder 

    

© So far as I was able to learn, the greater part, if not all of the dovetail joints, are modern 
Atany rate [0 understood M. Baron



bore a hawks head on the upper end; but in some of the models these heads 
were omitted. 

4. PURNITURE, 

Tn accordance with their funetis   the funerary barks bear in all cases a 
or a simulacrum of the mummy. Bach of the three from 

Saqgarah, fig 16, figt7, also has a table of offerings. In n" 4g 15 
and 4g.6, there is a libation vase on the table, and 
on a ring-stand beside the table. So also three are figures appropriate to a 
faneral scene, — wailing women (n” 4811, 4g15, 4gs7), priest with roll 
of papyrus (n™ 4g15, 4g16), priest with censor (n° fig48) and mourners 
(2 ne 4811, 4847, 4851). 

  

canopy cov     

   
  

  

     large jar (of wine or beer) 

  

   

  

    
5. CREW.   

  

ition to the figures of wailing women, priests and mourners, just men- 
tioned, the funeral barks bear normally only a look-out and a steersman, the 
only working crew necessary to a towed boat. N° 4gh8, conceived as sailing, 
has seven sailors; and n’ 4851 has nine figures (k) squatting on the deck (in 
addition to the six (i) about the coffin), which may represent rowers at rest. 

    

    

6. COLORING. 

‘The coloring of the funerary bark is as characteristic as its other features. 
The hull is green, light green, or in one 917) yellow. The normal 
color appears to be the funereal green, The bow and stern pivees are yellow in 
n 4811, 4854 and gS, blue-green in n? 4847, and the same color as the 
Hull in nm gi, fign@ and ga. All exept the Saqqarab boats (n* 4g 15, 
fig16, fs) have narrow stripes of various colors outside below the rail, and 

tudat-eye on each side of the bow. Even the rudder-posts showed a preference 
white of the other types. The rudders 

with open flowers, or with udat-eyes, 
or both, In one ease, Beni Hasan, 1, pl. XV 

   
     

  

    

   

  

  

  

  

   for green and yellow instead of the red a 

  

    were almost always elaborately pai 
the tomb scenes show boats of 

representations of flowers; but in the 
models this form of decoration (especially the udat-eye) seems to be reserved 

for the rudders of the funerary bark. 
‘The coloring of the figures and of the furniture does not present any 

features, 

    

Type Il, with rudders decorated wit 

  

 



TYPE VL. PRIVATE SUN-BARKS. 

  

he catalogue three models of sun--barks from private 
953 from Bersheh, and n* 4860 from Meir. The wo Bershe 

barks are of the XII Dynasty, and the Meir bark is of unknown date, but 
probably also XH Dynasty. This bark, without 1 
Dears only gical, objects. ‘The ch 

    
       

     

   

  

gor erew of any sort, 
Lerist 

    

mark, so fa   

    ging cover on the bow 
curtain adj 

An eva we harks represented in the temple reliefs and of 
wet forms, — one with recurved uprising 

rst of these seems to have 
hark. The division of divine barks 

for which Ido not venture to offer an exph 
no doubt, ¥ ed form is apparently represented on the earl 
Aynastc ivory tablets (see Royal Tons, I, pl. XI eS and possibly even 

  

ids, and o 
to the fun 

       

     

      

  

    

  

is that ofthe hieroglyphic fordi yine bark as. eit as a(t Il Dynasty. 

In spite of the antiquity of the eurtained form of the divine bark, the private 
bark is as yet unknown previous to the Middle Empire, and probably had 

in the development of the cult of the dead otherwise proved for that 

period. Even in the Middle Empire the private sun-barks are not numerous. 
I know of no representations on the walls of the tombs, nor of any models 
except those in this catalogue. Unfortunately we know nothing of the catalogue 

hers except that they were found at Bersheh and Meir. 

    

  

    

  

   
  

1. HULL. 

  ‘The hull of the sun-bark resembles that of the funeral bark except in the 
of the bow and stern-pieees. The hov=piece in n° 4860 appears to diller fo 

inaterially from that of n'* gly and fg53, but the holes on the inner edges 

  

contained bits of string, and the holes along the top of this part of the post 
‘may also have borne strings. I am inclined to believe that these strings carried 
a sort of bead-work cu 

  

  

n falling along the sides of the bow-pieces, and 

© The Hierakonpois boats are colored whit ike the Bersheh models.



In other words, the box-like cover on the 
50 represent a head-work (or cloth) curtain (see 

also in this connection the stone barks n** ig 4 and 430). Thus the 
n° 4860 and the other two would consist mainly in the presence of 

ight round piece above the curtain. The stern-piece on n° 4860 is, 
i That on the Bersheh boats rises in a square shaft and curving outwards 

al. 

    

   

        

  

  

    

  

2. DECK. 

"The deck is whi 
marked with red 

in all three examples: but in the Bersheh examples it is 
fag has longitudinal 

all three eases: and in 
    

   

1s representing the framework. 
middle bar, but not 3. The rail is very low 
n° §860, it is marked with black lines as if bound with a thong. 

  

  

3. RIGGING. 

agie or the divine with 
ince. In later representatio 

The divine barks, being guided by 
other means of propulsion nor of gui 
they are provided with rudders, like the funerary barks. 

  require no 
however, 

        
    

4. FURNITURE, 

  

All three examples present the same series of symbolic or magical objects. 
‘These are five in number, taken from the bow backwards : — (1) a board with 
nine maat-feathers: (2) a box-like object lying on the side with four finge 

black posts on each side and a hawk on the end, looking up; (3) a spool-shaped 
icks on the upper end (in 

  

  

    
  

  
  ‘object on end with two hawks and three black 

n° 4860, this is possibly square): (/4) a rectangular block with a semes-sign on 
the front; and (5) a box-like object on end with four black posts in the upper 
end. The bow cover was also decorated with upright sticks (see n* g54), and 
with other objects (see figure of Horus as child, n® hg64). 

    
  

    
   

5. CREW. 

    

   

The models of s figures. The pictorial 
representations in the Book ofthe Dead and elsewhere sometimes show the dead 

nd the divine boats have figures of the gods, in 
ing, as steersman 

sarks do not have any crew nor a 

    riding, in the solar   

    some cases with a go



6. COLORING, 
N* 4860 has a green hull like the funeral barks, wit 

and a white stripe along the rail. Th 
deck white : and the bow-piece variegated in color. The Bersheh examples n® figlg and 4953) have white hulls, white decks with red bars, blue and white bow cover, and black and white stern-pivee. 

With the small material, it is dificult to determine the normal coloring, although itis probably white, not green. If the given of n® 4860 is not due to 
ere confusion with the fu 

   white ends and a red 
gonal red ti 

    is yellow with     
    

  

  

   
         

VII. DIVINE BARKS, 

  

There are six models of divine barks in the Museum, — five of stone and 
1ge limestone boat. 

idently from @ temple. The small stone boats, nv gag, gaa, fg23, fg74, and ig75 are of unknown provenance: but 
lar boats are found in graves of the Middle din town sites. 44g23 has an hippopotamus on the top, while n* gig, goa and fig75 have a cabin-like object. The wooden boat, n° figag, a New Empire papyrus form oat from the Tomb of the Priests of Amon at Thebes, has an empty wooden chapel on the deck, and is elaborately painted with wdat-eyes on the how, green and red stripes along the side, and a black keel, all on a yellow background. 

These models, although smal in number, show the two forms of divine barks mentioned above (see p. sw), (a) that with recurved ends of papyrus-form and (4) that with curtained bow. The latter type is that of the large divine boats of the temples. The papyrus-form type is more especially connected with funerary rites and the Under-World. 

  

  

one of wood. N° 2924 is a large granite boat; n* hg3o, a 
Both are from Mitrabineh, 

  

  

  

   

  

     

      
    

  

VIII. NEW EMPIRE BOAT MODELS. 
‘The only New Empire boat models, aside from the boat found in the Tomb 

of the Priests of Amon (n° 4g2g), were the models found in the royal tombs 
of Amenophis Hand Thothmes IIL at Thebes. These are all shown by their 

   



  

  nonial in character but are searcely to be 

   
rary or solar barks. They were fitted with long lines of rowers, 

planks and other nt with their identification   plements inconsi 
as funerary or solar barks. Nor ave they of the for 
the papyri and the reliefs of the period. ‘The form is 
that of Type IV and the funetion is no doubt the san 
in this ease for the use of the king. The practical boats a 
are to be found i 

  

of such barks shown in 

    

ifestly derived from 
      —that of pleasure boats 

d ships of the period 
abundance in the reliefs of the New Empire. But models are 

  

  

   not to be found: 
lies outside the pres 

Before closing. this introdu 
in regard to the descriptive e 
and 5034-5200 have tly deseribed by M. Ds 
Catalogue général in the volume entitled Fouilles de la Valle des Rois, which is 
refered to in the text as Danesss, Fouilles, but are repeated here for the sake 

of complet was made, M. Daressy’s work 
of assembling the seattered parts was u |. When he eame to make the 
catalogue in the Fouilles, he very properly grouped the objects in classes and 

Thave given under Bibliography the reference to th 
cept in a few cases where the object could not be identified. 

second explanation concerns the diserepancies which will he noted 
the descriptions and the representations on the plates, ‘These are due 

partly to faults of restoration, which I trust have been sufficiently noted in the 
text, and lable displacement of parts during the 

‘wv museum. The text was prepared in 1848 at 
nnd in all discrepancies, it expresses the result of my 

nation of the model. 

boats and ships of later 
A, that of bo 

is necessary to give two explanations 
In the first place, the n” Ag fl~hght 

ind a discussion of t 

  

ss, however    

   

    interesti vodels           

   in the     
  

  

  ss. AL the time the present catalogs 

  

   sh    
       

    

     

  

su   
       ly to the almost 

removal from the old to the 

    

the old muse 
personal exan 

n in Giza    
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E DU CAIRE. 

MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 

4798. Model of ship with rowers and mast. —Wood. — Length om. 95 ent 
ips om. og cent.. height mast 

92 (ple 1). 

  

‘om, fia cent. — M 

          

Hous (fg. + 
with projecting 
al de Ma 

forward at end (fig. 3). Bow, more pointed, 
ened to make the ship stand. The upper 

 



  

CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
hollowed out on eath side from ¢ tod, shallower near e and d, deeper 

the middle of ship (Hig. 3, 6)- The 
Inca contains slots (lig. 5) at regular intervals to reetve the eross slicks (x0 in 
rnomber) serving as seats (g) for rowers. OF these seats, the last two on each end 
sane elevated on account of shallowness of hollow. 

side (deck) 
in the middle, leasing a beam-lke 

  

   

  

  

  

\ 
    icc: One mast, set in hole in beam atk. Upper part has ie eyes on each side 

‘one at top for holding ropes (fig. 7). A fw small pieces of string eling to the tip of 
mast, At j is a pair of holes, one on each side of ship, apparently for fastening   

  

    
ig. 7.— Mut lp, Fig. 8. —- Rade rt Figo ig. 

the 

  

rapes. AU is also a pair of holes cither for fasten 
rudder (2). AU Lis the rudder post (fig. 8). The oats (i 

‘or witestheough the holes (ig. +0). The rudder is gon 

ropes oF for hol 
19) were held by strings    

  



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 

  

Crow + ALp, figuee of man standing with lifted hands (ig. +1). Siting on the eross 
seats, twenty oarsmen with outstretched hands, ten on each side, facing the stern 
(lig. +9). In the stern, at , a siting fig 
which originally held the hanging handle of a rudder (tig. +3) 

r a® 
1s = Laat Pate ee Fete eee 

  

v, the storsman, with outstretched hands    

  

Covosivé: Ground color of hull, dark red. At ston, bow and along edge of side (rail) 
‘lack marks as ornamentation (fig. +4). Along edge of middle beam, in stern 
bow, white spaces. The rudder post is red. The mas slight yellow with re ip 
‘wo red rings below tip. Byes of mast, red. Oars, unpainted. All figures have black 
wigs, red skin, white shirts. Eyelashes, eyebrows, cosmetic stripes, irs, blak 
White of eye, white 

      
  

  

Fig 1 Gr 

Tecasioce: Hull cut out of said block. Seats rest in slots in middle beam, and are 
‘only hed by coat of plaster which covers boat. Mast and rudder post rest in holes. 
‘The igure in bow, also slands in a hole, The other figures are held by small 
wooden pegs. The armsvof the figures ae fastened on by small pegs. Each igure of 
‘a rower has a number on the bottom, in red ink for the right side looking towards 
the bow, in black ink for the left side. The whole covered with thin coat of plaster 
and painted. 

    

Presuavintos ; First pair of rowers fom the bow, the rudder, the sail and the spars, 
fare gone. The lower patt of hull is badly worm cate    

Bia. + Journal ene de Muse, n° 30213 (2). Ca, 1895, w 780. Zt for dp. Spraci, 
sl, XXNIL (1848), p. 24-32
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  4799, Hull of a ship. — Wood. — Length 
height amidships o m. 095 

n. 76 cent., width om. 21 eent., 
— Meir, 1892 (ple I).     

Mus : Very long, with high round stern (lig. 15). Bow more pointed. Bottom fat, 
Tike w S798. 

   

Str 

‘The upper side is hollowed cut like n* 478 except at how (Ib) and stern (e). Cross 
sticks for seats lke n° 4798. Only the last theee in sterw have small blocks to 
elevate the rowers on account of shallowness of hottom (fig. +6). 

hale (eside e) for rest for mast. Holes for 
fastening ropes in airs one on each side ath Oars fastened as on n° 798 (0). 

    

re of man standing, in bow, left foot avanced. Thiety rowers, fit 
‘each side, Steorsman in stern. Rowers and steersman missing; postions is 
Dy pepe . 

   

  

Fig. — Go pan. 

Cotorine : Ground color, red. Five black spots on the rail on each side like nt 798, 
(lig. +7). Bow (i) Sten (j). Middle bram, white and dark red, like n° f.7g8. Feet 

of figure in bow, red. 

 



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BoA’     

  

Trcusteve: Sold block liken h 
eg in center to middle hear. The grooves 

fata ist (For bo rowers); the false grooves are 

8. Seats,     

   

798, but fastened with woode 
idle beam for seats were wrongly   

     

  

ig 08 — Math, 

  

the holes h and     

    

Passeavarios: Plater and coloring, gone in places. One seat gone, 
But. : Jamal deni du Mae, uw 30018, Cat, 1895, wt 8h. Zee for agp. Space, 

ol. XXII (895), ps a-Bs (by Christin Beg 
     

width 

    

Hex : Shaped similar ton" 798. Upper side hollowed out like n° 478. 
Seats, liken” 478, eleven in number, of which the lst three towards 

the stern are elevated 
Ricare + Hole for mast between 6% and 7% seats. Rudder post, like 

i798. Holes for fastening oars, like a” i798. 

  

Cow 

  

similae to n° 4798     jeteen rowers, originally 
Fig19  Covonise : Like n° 798. The only diference is in the square containing 

the mast whichis red (ig. 90). The figures also 
have black side-beards 

  

‘Tucastgue: Like 678g. 

  

Peservaros: Stern and bow destroyel anu left side 
up to 7" seat, Fig. 20. — Gar pan. 

Bm: Zit for gy Sprcke, vol XXXII (4895), p. 28-32 (Chrian ager. 

  4801. Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length 1 m. 87 cent., width 
om, 21 cent., height amidships o m. 10 cent. — Meir, 1899 (pl. IN, 

Has: Similar inform to n° 799. Upper side hollowed eat like n*'7995 how (a) and 
stern (b)slighlly diferent 

Nineteen eros sticks for seats, like n° 799. 

  

© See Zp, XXR 1838). 27 
1 Then Spree lo refs bn wd probly beng ei bo  



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
Brocise : Mast hole between 8® and 

spar at top. Hole with remains of a post between 43 and 14 seats from bow. 
  J seats from bow. Rough mast!) with cross 

  

Fig. 24. — Seton fw and ster. 

  

ole for square ruder-post at eA pair of hoes behind first seat in bo 
another pain stern (lig. 24, 29) fr fastening ropes of mast. Twenty oars o 

fast ‘4798, now tied along the side®™ 
     

  el ike   

  re: Forty rowers, similar to n* 798 and 4800, with oustretehed 
rms facing the stern. Ia the bow, holes for fastening a lookout, 

standing figure with left foot advanced Ia the stern, a hole 
for fastening a steersman. Very lage rudder’.   

Fosse Sem Gouomne + Ground color, light yellow (fig. 28). Middle bram and 
seats, red and white, like n° 4800. Four black and red spots along each rail. Bow, 

               
ii /}]          

Vig. 2. — Gao pan 
stern, rudder, red and yellow. Along sides of ship, outside, opposite the end of every 

    

Ens a 

  

ig. 8 
© Appa mot tong to ship (© Avtnt ret ha en Gta in is Ble with per Unetain whthr ths mart the one 

ich Grey sod a 
(© Then or a fom a en diet hig 

(© Tho rome afm a et or dierent sige Th tg Bae Ben ctf sating (in he mate) 
tesmbe them he ba and Ue gue ae then br led om Cig te be) 
‘Ture A cnr re fom snr sip as Ben ma in he tr wi hae and by 
sents hale din th dels oe of he aes fr he fet 
(he bl. (This eo ove ied at, 2 
Uncertain whether lng 

  

  

            



MODELS OF SHIPS AND OATS, 7 
ide of bow wi   ‘Trcantgue + Like w° 799. A piece is set into righ 

  

pegs. Rader set 

  

    Parsenvarion: A piece is knocked out of side of stern, See noies 2-7 amar 
Delow 

Bun. : Joel envied Music, w 0214 (2) Fiat 

      4802. Model of a ship. — Wood. — fdth om, 245 mill., 
height amidships om. 13 ce 

igth om. 85 cent., 
    |. — Meir, 1899 (pl I). 

  
Hout + High stern, eusting 

Hottom; like n° ing8. Deck (a 
8 798 (ig. 26, 2 

  forward; more pointed bow with projecting slick; Mat 
slightly lower than rail; bow anid stern like   

   

  

  

  Riccine : AUB, one small mast, square at Bott 
‘ip (lig. 98). Ate, rudder post ike n° 798. Four holes for posts supporting small 

‘oof (open cabin, liken” 4808) (g). Two holes. and y, possibly for fastening ropes. 

Fig 

vo small and two Targe holes in 

  

Mat ip Feo 

  

Chew : A steersman (h) like figure on n’ 78. Ati and j, holes for sitting figures (2) 
AUK, figure of man sitting on chair (simple block) (fg. 29). In front 

of this, a square hole for a standing figure (I), Feet of « standing 
figure, right foot advanced (r). Thre other figures, standing with let 
foot advanced (o»+ 0, fig- 30). Standing figure at m, facing 
outwards, right arm hanging, left doubled up (fig. 31). 
Standing figure atm with small board (writing tablet?) under 
his fet arm and bit of linen wrapped around his waist. Ato 

nd p, squatting figures with outstreched hands, lke stee- 
rman. Lookout at q; right foot advanced, right arm raised, 
lett hangin 

  

    

    

   

   
Figs, Pipa 

  

Coronse : Similar to 
seats, white where n° 4798 h 

  4798. Red stipes where n° 4798 has 
hollows between seats. Four black spots on each    



8 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
rail Sten, slightly different   fig. 8). Figures, re 

  

fig. 29, 30, 31 
white shirt. White of eye, white. See 

    

‘Trcwntoce + Mast,   uder-post res he 
1, ps0 (inj) fastened ith simple small peg. Hands of figure m, bored similar to 
stevtsmon. The other standing Bigures, have legs ending in peg-like projection, 
each fiting in a separate holes the feet of plaster. Covered with cot of plaster and 
painted, Arms of figures, fastened with pegs 

Figures, Z, mann, set in square holes, i 

  

    Preseaverioy: Bow and stern damaged. Arms of standing figures amidships lst 
Waa: dural ene du Mu, wf 302182, Cat 18 

  

Bo. 2g. al. XK, p Pa 

  

4803. Model of ship. — Wood. 
idships on 

  

Length om. 78 eent., width om. 15 eent., 
to cent, — Meir, 1892 (pl. IM).     height a     

   

  

eee: Bow and strn both high, ial beak (ig. 3a). 
Bottom, Mat, ike n° ng8. Deck, hollowed out lig 
near rll (ig. 34). On each se of stern, a hollow fr ruder (lig. 33) 

@ 
Feat 

rn Fig 38 

Taccine +A single plain mast (d, fig. 35)". 
apart), each lke n° h7g8 (e, Big. 35). 

  

  0 rulder-posts, side by side (0 m. of 

  

ig, 35. — Dash pan with ear 

    holes for 
utes, with outstretched 
der his Let arm (I), 

Gar: Steersman (F), squatting like n° i798. In front of rudder post, fi 
canopy and sitting figure, lke n° 4809. Five standing 
arms Tike’ 4798, 9 (g)- Sevibe (#), with tablet u 

      
    

© Ma any nt ea.



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. ° 

    

pres are Tike those on 
wast, 

Couone : Sides of boat and beaks at bow and stern, Rail, yellow. Deck, red 
bars (beam and eross-pieces) and white spaces (planking). Mast sets 

spot See figure 

Outlook (2) (k). At L, hole for sitting 
a 798. The figure g, has a bit of linen w 

  

gre (2). The 
pped around tl     

  

    ] 
‘Tecamor: Mast, rudderposts and figures g. hand k sti square les. pag 

  

shallow hollow and is he by a peg. Rests for rude 
  

ders (¢). Arms of figures fastened on by pegs (fig. 36)- Covered with thin coat of 
plaster and painted. 

Preservation; Plaster scaled off in places. Beak on bow, slightly splintered 
Bt: Ga 18 

 30a16(2). 

  

8. Z.fge ih NNXIL, ps9 (Clg) Sura are Me, 

    4804, Model of a ship. 
height amidships om. 045 

Wood. —Length 1m. 18 eent., width om. 11 0 
— Akhmim (2) 1889 (pl. Il), 

          

Hu ; Bow and stern, drawn out long and slender with button on end. Deck, si 
curving, deeper near the side. Bottom fat (fig. 37, 38, 39) 

    

Fig. 9. — Deck pen 

Broce: Simple mast at a, Hole for rudder-post (). 
Fonsrons : Originally « canopy oer the sitting figure b. There is a pair of hols in 

front and a pair behind him for the posts (e)- 
ad Sai, 

   



fe DU MUSE 

  

g DU CAIRE. 

  

10 eaTAL 
Grew : Two holes for steersman, standing, left foot advanced (e) Figure siting with 

hands on knees, short wig and short skirt; chair isa simple block (I, fig. ho). In 
facing it, figure standing feet together, hands erossed on 

Dreast right over left, with short shiet and withoot wig (f)°. Behind and before 

wat 
Figo. —Omner, Fgh — Palle g. Fig 4. — Sunting kat 

    

    Iwo pire, Inelng on one ke, with eateehed rms, 
raced Hike flag bow 1) (gg #1) Standing igure, le fot adraned, 

{Aen both hawt (ait forth siting Giurs (to read), fog ser, 
mi (U)/ ACT ice bb, fr lookst pony he eying 

at tel sae a 

     
      
      shirt longer th 

    

Cotonine : Boat and mast, pinkish white, Figuees, black wig, or hair, dark reddish 
Drown shin, whi Eyebrows, eyelashes, irs, Mack. 

SJ Mite of ee white. Throne and wing tablet, white. 
Fe. ‘Tecan: The how and stern pices are of separate pieces set 

tengo bowie. jg by means of tongue and slot (fig. 43) and fastened with 
reduish plaster. AI figures except seersman and scribe are fastened 
‘on with pegs. Slersman and serbe, fastened by pey-like proto 

Arms ate set on by means of pes. The hands oft 
Figures and j are pierced. The writing tablet is fastened by peg 
fone in each end, to hands of seribe (fig. 4). Covered with plaster 

  

shirt.     
  

  

  

   
   

  

    Fig tte Prrsravsstos : Much of plaster posted off, Mead and foot of seribe tate pgpe 
damaged, See notes below. Left arm of one ofthe figures g gone. wel fret 

  oun enti du Muse, a ag905(2)- Ca, Musser, w* 635. Gat (Grant), +899, 
p50. 

    

© Fgae bo 
© Ste acing in reg ein pg titled Jorn to ma 
© Te ic Bucs mre ater with a vr ne ft Ile fr cap ts gs whit don 

termake em Fe af th rato the gare re fom ber Siu 
 



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. " 
4805, Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length 0 m. Go cent, width 

‘om. 14 cent., height amidships o m. 11 cent. — Meir, 1892 (pl. IV). 
  

    

Sinilar io n* 802. Upper side, bllowed out slighty exept al bow and 
g45). Stern curing forvard. Projecting sick (mas-rest) in bow (now 

ig- 46) 

    
    

    

  

  

Cauw : In stern, a stoersman, siting figure, like on w° 4798 (dl). Ts 
In the bow, a standing figure, fet together, short 
(hig. 48), let atm hanging, band ope 

Conon 
infront of rudder-post, wh 

   
tended (2). 

Sides, yellow. Ral and stern, red with black marks. Deck, 
(plonhing) with red stripe dowa the 

    

  

  

  

‘middle (middle beam) and red cross stripes (seals or eross beams) 
(see fig. 47). Stern post, red with black marks near 

base om all our sides (fig. i). Figures, ike n° 4789; 
() black side beards 

q ‘Twcumtge : Stern of separate pee, set on with wooden   

  

j—Feot_— pegs. Mast (mast was also eld by peg in bottom of Fe-$8—lest 
ots le), rales 

holes. Stersman hell by a peg. Arms of figures fastened by pegs. Covered with 
plaster and painted, 

    

post and all figures, except steersman, set in square 

  

© ch w tay, 
© For rowers The nae Ggues gered a gar 66 wee lod in in of tie bk bt 2 
thes grew feed i yaw her re 2 pg naar Ue eure bt fia 
tet be fee ster er 

 



‘TALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIKE, 

  

Preseavstix : Bow piece gone, Plaster gone in places. Arms of steerman gone 
895, 784 Zw. NNW     Jounal Coxe de Mae, n° 0817 (2) Ca 

Christian ager. 
pate     

4806. Nine rowers from model of ship. —Meir, 18g» (pl. I). 
a small block oF stoot 

  

Nine rowers from model of ship, each siting 
(ome piece). Arms outstretched. Black 9 
eyebrows, eyelashes, iris, side-beard, black, White of eye white 
On back of stool, numbers oF letters in black inky now illeg 
Arms fastened with pegs (but now mostly on the wrong figuees). 
Stool, yellow (fg. 50). 

       

  

se 

    Rg 
4807. Model of ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length 1 m. to cent., width 

3 cent. — Bought at Luxor 

  

(pl). 
rill. height amidships o 1. 

  

  

         
G3) Faso ra el br rte 

  

it the how and stern are round and thick, much thicker 
also round (Lig. 51). The low ea 

  

Hus: Similar to n° 680) 
than n° 808. The end ofthe but 

Peg este i 

uns fom     

    

  

rest for rudders to 
fig. 52). Where tl 
piece (1) enclosing the space between the 

SS 
ae 

corresponding place on bow (longer than n° 4808 and lower, 
rail ends on the how are two peg holes an the maks ofa eross- 

8 the rudder rest does atthe stern 

    

    

ig. 53. — Rae 
corse; No trace of mast, Double rudder poss and rest, liken 808. Two rudders 

(fig. 58) each with hole wear the em Squat slots fr oars i al, thee on each side) 

 



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 13 

  

easton: Just back of mille, four 
(as bier for a mummy-figure)({) 

Gnew : Steersman (h), squatting figure with short skint (ig 
ch side, very rough siting figures with white skirts and outstretched arms 

for canopy (e). Between them, a Mock 
   

  

Rowers (i), sx, three 
   

5). AU, two holes, probably for look out, 

    oe Fig. 56. — Goaig of i 
Couonine + Hull yellow. Red stripe alr 

Dow, two black rings on each (m and n). Butto 
black and red on yellow back geound (lig. 57). Figure 
‘eyelashes and iris, brown skin, white skirt. White of ey 

Tremsreve: Cut out of sold block. End of stern an of bow set on with 
tongue and slot (fg. 58). Rudder-rest and corresponding piece in 
Dow, fastened on with pegs. Rulder-posts and posts for eanopy set 
jn holes. Figures, block under canopy, fastened on wit 
Ruuder on right fastened by pogs to radder-post and to bull; rudder on tet only 
to hull, The arms of the rowers are of linen sti 
groove across hack of figure and painted (Jig. 5g). Rowers, very rudely cut, Arms 
‘of steersman, set on with pegs 

—.e. F 
Fig. 58. — Sot oat on bor Fig 89. 

Grn ing ne ame Sgr 

i (ig. 56). Block yellow. Around stern and 
stern and bow, 

    

       

   Fg 
(Gia ret 

  

  

  nl with plaster, fastened in 2 

  

Parsravsni : Calor, rubbed. Left rudder-post and arms of all figures, are missing. 

  

onal dni du Mei, n° 98836 (1). 
   ‘The pnt and cme 

 



4 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 

  

4808, Model of ship. — Wood. — Length 1m, 52 eent., width o m. 173 mill., 
— rHlaute-Kgypter, 181 (pl. IV     

  

Fig. Go. — Pol and sto 

  

Hous: Stern and bow drawn 

Ali! — @ 
ig. 61, — Ma ig. G.— Gro bebind mit. Fig 60. — Hale gad 

hoop 

long and slender and terminating ina button. Steen 

higher jan how. Bottom, flat, Edges of bow and stern, beveled (ig. G0, A-B). 
miships (fig. Go, C-D), 

  

0068 

by two holes (fig. 6). Behind this, two pair of holes slanting, 
a rail (Jig. Go, g an k) (fg. 63). In bow, one bate through top (fig. 64 tft) 

  

  

Fig. 6. — Hale gh 
ow oad, 

   



and in stern 
a rest (lig. 6 

   

    

sera in eto pg 
ore de cep he BEGG) 

A] “nt ent a i) 
ad seats fale 
Pete ee 
alicia ee acca 

Parcs ca tase ara 
Pe ert ceausogac! oti bacteremia cone oeteay 

         

  

Fig. 65. — Rat for ud 

  

Coxon : Hull, yellow. Canopy, yellow and black (fg. 6). Supporting posts, yellow 2) 
with three black bands. Mast and rudder-post, yellow () (traces). Figures have 
‘ack hair eyelashes and iris, brown skin, white shiet. White of eye wh 

[ ~ Fig 67. — Steroen, ig. 68 — Wokoat. Fi. Gy. — otf canopy yea aod Bk 
a 

    

    

  

  ‘Trowtque + Bow and stern of separate pieces, filed on 
fastened each by two pegs (fig. 60). Lang pivee st 
Dow) with pegs (feom just back of ffor © m. 95 cent.) Two pieces of mast held 

h tongue and slot 
‘on lft side (loking to      

  

  

Fig. 70: Mast, ide view. Fig. 78.— Mahon sew tion. Fig. 2. — Matha, in, 
Aogether by peg, in tip and two rectangular ervss pieces, one near bottom and one 
near top. Lower ends of mast, sharpened and retin two round holes supported by 
two shoes (fig. 70-72) fastened to deck by pegs. The ends of eruss bar (f) rest 

     

   



6 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 

  

gh the rail (ig. 6). The posts of the canopy and the rudder- posts, 
rest in holes. The cover of canopy has slots, one in each corner in 
which tongue-like prolongations of columns rest (ig. 73). The three 
squatting figures, and the rudder-rest, fastened with pegs. Laokout, 

‘of each foot rests in oblong hole. Arms of figures fas- 
pgs. Hands of three squatting & 

pierced. Figures, very rudely ct 

     

   

  

saad left and     

Persravinioy : Colors, badly rubbed.   

(at: Jounal ened Mai, w* aga. 2. dp, vol XXXIM (4895), pe 30 
(Cheatin Ba      Fi. 72-—Togse 

ae 

  

4809. Canopy from the model of a ship. — Wood. —Length o m. 1 
height o m, 27 cent   

  Canopy from the model ofa ship, Somewhat similar to that of n* 4808 (lig 
Supported hy four posts (wo of which are gone. Whitened with thin coat of plaster 
and painted with goon spots with black outlines on front and side. Poss, white 

painted with green and black rings and yellow rings etween, Prolongal 
hole in rof, below in hole in deck, Roughly nade 

    

    

    

» a an 
Fig 2. 

  

  — Wood. — 4810. Two posts from a canopy from the model of a ship. 
Height o m. 25 cent 

  

Two posts from a canopy from the model of «ship (fg. 7 
‘lock rings. Top, four black vertical stripes and one small ring (b). Hole in top for 
peg Bottom rested in hole.   

Was So bt doe    

  

cmt dng 86.0 ve a ac pst



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS. 
4811. Model of a ship for the dead. — Wood. —Longth o m. 61 

om. 16 cont., height 
1885 (pl. V). 

  

ilships © m. 10 cent. — Gebelen (2) 

‘Hous: Bow rises straight up. Stern recurved (ig. 76), Uppers hollowed out slightly, leaving raised surface in bow and stern, Flat bi tw e; the rest round,    fom 

    

Rica : No mast, no rowers. Two rudder posts, each with havk’s hea, joined together 
by cross piece near the tp. Two rudders (one lost) and est fortwo rudders (ig. 77). 

Fenstron: : Canopy, roof on four poss (ig. 76, g). Under it a low bed, with four 
‘short leg; font part ornamented with fons’ heads, one on each side (fig. 78). On the bed, a mummy figure. Holes for lions tals on rear end of bed; tals gone. 

    

Crew 
  voman (fig. 79). Wig with queve; long skirt; {wo rosettes, one on each breast. Four small figutes, standing, short wig, skit with 

Fg 79 Fig fo Fit 
three cornered apron, extended arms (fg. 81). Another small figure inthe same style but without three cornered apron and stooping (fig. 80). The positions of Gal de Made, 58.



18 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 

  

Ure igus, are 
marks the posi 

  ache by small py 
of 

  con the deck (fg. 82, m)- Another large peg, 
ne objest inthe bow (a). One figure glued on at (0.   

Covorie : Hull, green with ndatege on each side of Dow anu a green, a white and a 

  

  red stripe along top. Stern and bow, yellow, each with three greenish blue rings 
Ujining each other (fig. 82, 83). Deck, white with red bars and red middle 

lar to n° 47973 but no white retangle for m: 
      
    

    

wigs white face and black eyes and eyemarks (fig. 84). 
The stem has red, green an small white and black bands. The blae is ornamented. 
Tike that ofthe ship for the dead in Stessontss Das Grab der Mentuhoup, pl XI: but 
apparently without the rosettes. 

      

uudder-post, hawk’s head si white, green and red rings 
irvogulaly arranged, 

Canops-cover, green. Posts, with white, green and red rings similar to rudder-posts. 
Bed, white. Lion’ heads, green. Mummy, — green wig, white skin, black eyebrows, 
eyelashes, irs, sidesheard. Green and red bands between plits of wig. on breast. 
Woman, white wig and shet yellow skin, black rosettes on breast, black eyelashes, 
eyebrows and iis, White of eye, white. The other figures lke those on n° fi7g8. 

      

    

‘Tocusior : Upright pat of how, fastened on with pegs, being irregular in form as i 
ly broken off and set on again. Two stall pieces set in ral, one on each 

side, just back of rudder-posts. est for rulder, set in slots in rail and fastened 
vith pegs. Rudder-post, posts of canopy, legs of ed, st in hoes, Fi 

3 Lf foot sometimes in right. Covered 

  

    ened    
‘on by pegs, one pe-hole in each, 
with plaster and painted, 

  

Preseaviros : Plaster badly scale ff. Arms of figures most}, gone. 
  Pan, : Sura Centred Muse, 26619 (1) 

© Siig far S89 ra poe.



  MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS, 19 
4812. Figure, sitting on throne, from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Height 

om. 115 mill. (pl. V). 

of (ig. 85) ae 

  

   

    

  

  

4813, Hull of model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o 
© m, og5 mill., height amidships o m. 052 mill. (pl. V). 

55 cent. wide 

ull of model ofa ship. Long slender pointed bow; stern shorter and higher, Hollow 
from end to end. Bottom, Nat. Fourteen seats, formed by eros ticks. The first five 

seats in stern and the first six in bow are formed by two cross sticks 
‘over the other (ig. 86). 

   
   

  

ig. 86. 

  

ccrye: Hole for mast (a) now ill by butt of mast (sawed off), Hole for rudder post (b), 
new : taf     ‘ath and eighth seat (lower stick) from ston, a pair of bole, one 

rear each end. Fifth seat has extra hole near left end sixth, 
small one near middle. Bow, trace ofextra-cross piece. Tip of 
bose, pair of vertical hoes (ig. 87 

Fi Couonine : None. 

  

  

    

‘Tecuntgce : Pioce possibly set on stern. Ends of sats, fi 
Mast and rude post rested in bles. Roh unfisd wor, 

Preseavistos : Tips of stern and bow are broken off. Upper stick of fist, twelfth and 
fourteenth seats gone; that of second and ninth, broken, Salt deposit on bottom, 

oles insides of ship, 
  

  

© Reon m1 ba om ert fering and ping, par ntl bg 
 



” CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
4814, Model of a boat or canoe. — Wood. — Length o m. 52 cent. (pl. VI). 

out : Bow and stern about alike, sharp and flattened vertically. Fat bottom running 

—=— + Vv 
. 

Fig 8 

from end to end, curving like the upper se. Hollowed out almost to ends (ig. 88). 
Facuxe, enew, couonse + None. 
Tacastot : Roughly cutout of a single stick. 
Prasenvario : Very dirty 

4815. Model of small boat or canoe. — Wood. — Length om. 445 mill. (pl. VI). 

Hous: Sharp bow. Tip of stern, cut of straight. Rounded bottom and sides. Hollowed 
from end to end (fig. 89). 

    

  

icaine, cat, couoine : None. 
Tecuniqve + Roughly cat out of single sick. Not perfectly round on bottom, fat 

surfaces, 
Prrsravisios : Tip of how and of stern, somewhat broken



MODELS OF SINPS AND BOATS. 1 

4816. Model of a boat. — Wood. — Length o m. 535 
(pl. VD), 

Hous + Flat, with pointed bow and stern ( 
stern (A-B). Bottom, flat (EF. 

  

il. — Purchase, 1888   

  

; 9o)- Hallowed out except in bow and 

    

  

Tuccine = In the middle, a squore hole as if for mast (d)- 
Grew aso catome = None 
Iscatrion = Alon   Sees 

then beac wth om-§ (r ON) 
In the mile of th Later Ui, the signs © Lee 

RG ance 
Trensroee + Rony 

  con the other apparcatly with 

     

  

  tof single piece of wood 
Presenvrion: Broken in thre pieces and glued together. 
Tam: Jounal demir du Mui, 0 18729. 

4817. Model of a boat. — Unhaked Nile mud. — length o m. 445 mill., width 
‘om, +l cent., height 0 m. 055 mill. — Rizagat, +890 (pl. VI). 

    

  

Fon 
Hous: Bow and stern round, blunt, Bottom Mlattened like n° 4798, Hollow, with raised 
rostpiece for mast () and rudder-post (¢). See fi   9-92.



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
Ricaie : Round hole for mast in eross-pieee b. Square hole for rudder-post in eross= 
piece (¢). Ege of rail, pierced by slanting holes, two pair, for ropes(). Vertical 

hole through tip of how (e 

    

a      
Crew + No indication 
Coronne : Red all-over. 
‘Tuamstqce: Roughly formed 
Preseavit0s : Tip of how and also of stern, slightly broken. 
Tine: Jounal dere da Moi, 8870 

4818. Pair of rudders", — Wood. — Length o m. 615 mill., length blade 
13 cent 

    

ig. 
Large slanting bole through end of stem, for inserting end of handle. Small hole 

through upper part of blade. Blade pointed at end. Coloring so far gone a8 to be 
indeterminable. Cracks filled with plaster. See fig. 93   

4819, Rudder from model of a ship". — Wood. — Length o m. 45 ce 
blade o m. 165 mill, 

4 
‘The only hole appears to be a small knot hole. Blade pointed at end. Stem, thicker 
in the middle Colored red with white band at end of stem and another near where 
Dade begins. Paint mostly rubbed off See fig, 

  

length 

  

© May tng to 808 
et abbas ts 

”§ 80 may pny nog ae sip 

 



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 2 

4820. Rudder from model of a ship". —Wood. —Length 0 m. &5 cent., length 

    

a 

Shaped like w* 481+ but with broader blade. Large slanting hole o m. 
‘end, Painted fke n° 481g sith the ation of black marks on bla 
both sis. Paint, much rubbed. § 5 

3 mil from    
  

  

4821. Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 64 cent. 
length blade o m. 185    

        

y° 820. Blade, more angular. Vertical hale at b, posibly 
wo slanting holes one behind the other at « a’); the lower one 

‘contains the end ofthe handle. Hole through the Blade ate, Colored like n° 4849: 
bbut with black marks on blade, both ses alike, Colors rubbed. See fi 

   

  

4822, Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 0 
Tength blade o 

  

  n. 29 cent 

a 
Fig 7 

  

Blade rounded at end. Si in the middle. Small hole ate, modern. Hole 
for handle at). Painted somewhat like n° 4Sa+. Colors, rubbed. Brol 
eae blade, See fig. 

  

  

© Seow Abyy 1 Made in oder to bang oder 

    

ng upon al fsa



2 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
4823, Rudder from the model of a shi 

length blade om. 198 mill 

a ———=— 
pond 

— Wood. — Length om. 5g cent., 

  

Pointed blade, Stem thick in the middle. Hole ata, modern. Hole at b for handle 
‘of rudder, end of handle stil in hole. Colored somewhat like n* 4834. Covered wit 
thin coat of plaster and painted. Plaster and paint sealed off in spots. Sve fig. 98 

    

4824, Rudder from model of ship. 
blade om. 9 

  

Wood. —Length o m. 668 mil, length 

    

scaled off in places. Stem broken in two near blade and glued. See fig. 99. 

4825. Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m 

      

En of blade, rounded. Hole at «, modern Slanting hole a 6 for handle; end of 
handle still in hole. Painted somewhat like n° 48245 two fine black sings (€). 
Colors rubbed. See fig. 100 

 



Moni 

  

OF SIPS AND RoATS. 

  

4826, Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — | 
Tength blade om 

    

n. Oblong rectangular hole at b for handle of rulder (li) Ate, hollowed out where it rests against rudder rest or rai. Golord like nt 821 
bout without black marks on blade, Wig of hawk, green; face yellow. Colors rubbed 
Beak of havk, broken off: End of handle ail in hole 

Hawk’ head on end of s   

    

    

fig. 10% 
4827. Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 54 eent., 

length blade 0 m. 

  

Like n* 4826. First whit 
Hawk's head trifle larger. 

longer than on n* 4826, 
0 hollow below hole for handle. Colors rubbed. 

  

4828, Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 505 mill. 
length blade om. 15 cont. (pl. XXVI). 

  

eal on end of stem. Round slanting hole at «for hhandles end of handle still in hole. Painted white, green, red with black lines, Hawk's head with green wig with black stipes. Face of hawk, yellow with black ‘marks; three black marks on throat. Colors, slightly rubbed. See fig. 103, 

    

  

       
  

4829, Rudder from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m, 
blade o m. 15 cent. (pl. XV). 

ig. 

  

cent., length 

Hole at a, modern, Hole at b, (made by mistake) plugged and made even with plaster (b’). Hole atc for handle (c'). Painted with red, green, white and yellow. 
Lines and spots, back. End, broken off Blade broken in two (d). See fig. 103 (Cha de Mai, 98 ‘ 
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DU AIRE, 
4890, Rudder-post from the model of a ship. — Wood. — 

(pl. XXN). 

  

Lower half, four sided; upper half, eight sided. Hawk's bead on upper end. Wig of 
hawk grenish blues marks on face, black. All the rest of post has traces of yellow. 
Red marks around bottom, where inserted in hole in ship (ship was painted with 
red bats like n° 4798). 

4891, Mast from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 36.¢.(pl. NXVL). 
Round, Lower end, sharpened and cut square, Vertical 

peg-hole in lower end a)". Cosered with thin coat 
of plaster and painted. ip, yellow with white and 
red rings (b). Modern hole through the tip. See 
fig. 108, 103, 

  

  

4832. Mast {rom the model of @ ship. — 
Wood. — Length o m. 438 mill. 

  

®@ Tae ec eeetea eee Chere ew Sr Cored i hin ct 
‘ + ‘of plaster (now mostly gone) and painted yellow Mesh —ben Regs Te Sic ipso fn ong a eo Sp 

Modern hole throu 

  

  4833, Mast and two spars from the model of a ship 
mast o m. 575 mill., le 
505 mil 

— Wood. — Length 
th spars om. 50 cent: 0m      

Roughly rounded. Lower end of mast, lke n° 4832. Spars, thieker isthe 
‘mile, Tied together (modern knot) with an old piece of twine. Traces 
of plaster oF paint 

4834, Mast-rest (fork) from the model of a ship ®. — Wood. — 
Length 0 m. 206 mil 

  

OF one piece. Fork and pointed stem or post. Edges of post, beveled 
‘Traces of plaster or paint similar to n° 4833. Roughly formed, Piece Figo 
of twine ted on, liken’ 4833. See fig. 106. Mas rot   

  

0» GRID 31 ay alg agate



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS.    4895. Bow-stick from model of a ship. — Wood. — 1 
(pl. XXX), 

    

Similar to that on w* 798 (sve ig. 107). Two holes for fastening with pegs to deck 
‘of ship (a,b): the ole & still contains piece of peg. Painted yellow (the white end) 
and red with black marks, 

4896. Roof of a canopy from the model of ship. — Wood. — Length 
64 mill. (pl. XXXI). om1   

    

Back end pierced by holes for ends of posts. Front end, at b and on opposit 
centered by holes for ends of front posts. Covered with plaster and painted 
light yellow (on underside), daek yellow, and white, with black lines on 
coges and between blocks of calor. See fig. 108, 

   
    

4897. Pair of posts from canopy of the model of a ship. — Wood. — 
Length o m. 193 mill. (pl. XXX) (upside down), 

Lower ends sharpened to fit holes in deck. On upper ends peg-like 
projections to fit holes in roof. Roughly cut. Ball on upper end 
Painted white, with back and red rings. Ball, black, Pivee of twine 
‘on one. Pegs on top, broken of. Seo fig. 109 

  

4898. Pair of posts from canopy of the model of a sl 
— Wood. — Length o m. 17 cent.; 0 m. 168 mill, "1% 

Lower end was inserted in hole in deck. Peg-like projection on upper end to 
fit holes in roof. Painted green except peg and lower end. Colo is thick 

‘oat of pondered substance. Pegs broken off Lower eu of one, broken. See fig. 110. 
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SeE DU CAIRE, 

4899, Mast and spar from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length mast 
‘o-m. Go cent., length spar 0 m. 605 mill. (pl. XXIX).       

pened t fit hole in deck, Spar, thicker in 
opes (pieces 

su): 

Roughly cut, Mast tapering. Lower end sh 
the middle. Spar fistened (modern) to mast wit 
‘of twine) with which the sail was fastened to spar are partly preserved ( 
five (the full number?) onthe one side, each being wrapped five times and knotted, 

  

     piece of twine. The 

  

Feu Pe ig 3. Fig oh 
Kos os oe Sn! bt lh Ket, Raping on   

the ends of the twine being now broken off; thees on the other side. The tip of the 
vivo vertical ropes passing under them to form 

the rings is made fast to very tip of mast, 
passes twice around mas, is tied once 

rast i bound with five rope rings   

loops between the rings, The rope forming 
passes down the mast to place of first 

ple knot and then pastes down to place of second knot (ig. 11). At the last 
the end of the rope is knotted and slipped under (fig. #13). The other rope is 

‘wrapped and tied atthe tip and the ends pass down each side of mast under the 
rings (lig. 114), the ends being knotted to Keep the rope from slipping out. This 
second rope vas ted on first. There is another ring, wrapped twice, by which the 
spar was probably ted. Both mast and spar are painted a faint yellow 

    

  

  

    
  

     

4840. Spar and piece of sail from the model of a ship. — Wood and lin 
Length spar om. 535 mill, sail o m. 48 cent. x 0 m. 30 cent 

  

  

Sun: Simple straight stick, well rounded and smoothed. Traces of yellow as ground 
color. Tips black, Five Mack rings on each side, 
In tering with narrow red 

Fig a6 ring in the middle, Seo fig. 45, 
nl to spar (modern) 

       

  

   Su: Ragged piece of stained coarse Lin 
‘and tied at ends (modern. 

loosely woven, Gl   

  

4841, Model of ship 
width o m. 

(pl VID, 

  r ength om. 
5 mill., height amidships o m. 13 eent. — Mei 

sail spread. — Wood. — 
  

    

  

Haus: Like n° 4809 (1 4789).



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 29 
Faccane : Mast hole in back end of white block), Contains mast with upper and lower 
spars and square sail, Mast and 
spars shaped lke n° 483g, End 

provided with four rope 

  

      

  
Lower spar, wrapped three times 
‘on each side liken” 483y3 each 
time the rope passes 
around the spars the ends of 
cach rope then pass up slanting 
across sal and are made fast to 
rast near upper spar. The ony 

perfect knot sa. From th 
fon the mast, the ropes pass 
down the mast (b), are brought 
together, pass several times a= 
round base of mast (c), and 
Anotted (A) (fig. 147). The ends 
are knotted and hang freee) 
OF these knots, there are sis, 
‘There are on the spar other Fig. 
Knots besides those just described (f, g, b). On 

  

  

  

   
  

he upper spar there are a few 

      

  

1 number of holes through which the rope passed whi 
fastened the sails tothe spars. A sinall piece of rope (i) 
appears to he in its original poston. 

© Gaal eaten Sg S803 
Sill to anebersip seating Jara
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  Budr-post, lke w° 798. Six igure hold oats, lke n* 798. 

Feaserons + Canopy (lig. 148). Roof supported by back wall and in front by two 
posts, Posts similar to n° 4837. 

  Grew: Under the canopy, a igure siting on chair (ky fg. +20) figure and chai, ike 
4802, no brand, Lookout (1), like on n° 4798, with beard 

Figures (m), rowers at rest, like figares # and p on 
14809 but with beans, Four standi 
doutstevtched arms (n) si 
beards. Two standing fig 

      

i squating 
  

   res (0, pls pe as Host its 
i Aoubled up 

Steeraman () like n° 4798, no beard 
Cowon : Hall yellow. Deck, tke m4 

(fig. #20). Mast and spars faint yellow spars, with 
Mack tips and two black ands each, irregularly 
placed; amast with bck tip, below the upper spar, 

white and black rings alternating, four of each, Rulder-post, rel. Figures, like 
those on n° 798, all have black side-beanls, except figure 

  

    

    

798 and n° 4809 

Fast 

    

  

  

Fig. 10. — Dec plan with alors 
     ersman, Canopy, invile yellow, outside, white with yellow edges (Fig. 
Posts like n° 4837. 

8). 
  

‘Toawntqce : Stern pieee has been broken and set on with pegs. Bow piece, figures 
‘mand q, set on with pegs. Mast, rudder-post, figures fn, » and p, retin holes. 
Canopy, roof joined to back piece by pegs ard to posts by holes which receive peg 
like projection of posts. Posts rest i holes. Back pegged to deck. Arms of figures, 
pegged on. Covered with plaster and pate. 

    

Prrstavisiox : Af 
modern strings. 

  ws of Figures Fand p, gone. Ruder wanting. Sail fastened on with 

Ba. : Sere Eevee Muse,   219, Gat, 1898, 0 790. 

4842. Figure of goddess trom model of ship of the dead. — Wood. — Height 
om, 5550 mill, — Akhmim, 188: 

  

eon : Stand 

  

gv left foot advanced, Arms extended; hans open, with palms do 

 



MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. at 
  Drsss : Long narrow tunic extend 

hound around the top with a red ribbon the ends of which fall down the fro 
nearly 10 bottom of g 
plait down the back. Plait, short and curling up somew 
around wit 

g fom just below the breasts nearly tthe ales, 

  

   ment. Short round wig with earlappets and with broad flat 
atthe end. Wig, bound 

th sign 
       

ribbon. On top of head, a sign oF crown,    
   

  

Couonne + Ski 
cosmetic stripes 
of eye, white 

Tecmge Reson prolongation ff, ale ee 
tots inhale in deck af ship (6.2). 
Aras fend om ach de by one peg 
Well-eut nose-holes, ears and eyes. Feet Fieve 
and legs below garment, separated. Well 
plaster and painted. Crown set on with to 

  

stand wig, white, Ribbons, red. Eyebrows, 
lack, Wh 

lashes, 
      

    

  

noothed, covered with thin coat of   

we on crown and hole in bead   

  

aseevaron : Plaster and paint, mostly gone, Cracked 
Bu: Jounal Cente du Mute, 0° 26598. 

4843. Figure of a goddess from model of ship of the dead. — Wood. — 
Height 0 m. 552 mill. —AKhmim, 1885. 

  

Arnieot : Similar to n° A842. Left fot not so far advanced. 
Dass : Garment, lke n° 4842. Ribbon not to be seen, Ribbed wig, falling over 

shoulders in two plaits (one on each side) which 
have a spirateuel at the end, and down the back 

= in-one broad short plait Crown with siga in top 
of head. Wig has nareow ear-appet. See fig. 123. 

{ Covonse + Skin, yellow, Garment, white (2). Wig, 
eyebrows, eyelashes, cosmetic stripes, iris, black. 
White of eye, 

  

  Fig en it. 

  

‘Tuownsger Like n° 4Sia. Nose-holes, not so deep. Hole in left shoulder filled 
with plaster 

Presraveriow : Paster and paint, mostly gone. Legs, badly worm-caten, 
Bit: Journal dene de Masi, a6'99, 

4844, Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length + m 
height amidships om. 105 n 
(pl. VI and XXV). 

  

cent, 
., width om. 18 cent. — Meir, 1893 

    

Huu : Like n i798 and 4809, in shape. Deck like n° 4809, 
© dura ies Wight wm. 63 cen



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
ico + Hole (square) for mast, like n° 4803 in forward end of white block, Hole 

for rudder-post like nt 4798 (squnee). Ruder 

a—=— 
ig 3 

  

post, lke mr i7g8. Rest for   

  rmost, like n* 4834, udder with round-tipped blade, slanting hole for hanale (a) 
(part of handle sil in hole) and hole through tip for a sting. Oars, 
similar to those on n° 4798. Small wooden buffer hanging by a string, 
Oars similar ton" gS. See fig. 423, +26 

  

  

  

4798, stan 

  

with outstretched Left arm, 
F to those on n° i798. 

of Figures have piece of| 
  

  

Rg at 

  

Covonive «Hull, yellow. Deck, red, whi 
stern and bow diferent (fig. +95). The    

lack and yellow, similar to n" 4848, 
ures are colored ra, black and white 

  

    

      

Fig. 5 

like those on n° '798; only the lookout has a side-beaed, Rulderpst, red. Mast- 
rest, white, Buller, re, 

‘Treas : Hull cut out of a single block. Bow stick set on with pegs. Laokout, 
smastrest and ruder-post, rst in square holes. Crew sit on small blocks (modern), 
which rest on re stripes, and have their fet in holes in deck’. Arms of figures 
set on with pegs. Some af the igures numbered in black ink (ancient). Holes for 
fastening oars lke a” 4798. Covered with coat of plaster and painted 

  

  

Presenvani : Plaster only slg 

  

ly sealed lf 
But: Jounal dent du Mae, n° $0536 bis 

(© The adept bas om aloe ins eal or th 
the ble or the re pt 

hod ona ile prion, shor by skin pater 
ae lngr an hve he ft ct fl (rent eat) meth Btn Tat hey Bo at 

eg th at 

“The most as ee ened wih pater   

    

  

   
Whe fury wea a bem fod 

hl the egeen roves ca he boli 8 le vert 
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4845, Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. — 
ships o m. 08 eent., width 0 u 

  

gth om. Gocent., height 
5 mill. —Meir (pl. VII).   

  

  

Hex: Similar tow 798 (lig. 126). Deck ike w* 802 

Lo Ne 
Fig: as — Prt and set 

Ricaiwe : Round bole for mast(c) in ro stripe in front of white block. Rudder-post 
(a) ike w° 798. Ruder with narrow pointed blade and sl 

ee 
Fig. 197 — Rade Fig. 198. — Om 

ole for bande 

    

(fig. 427). Stick fastened on bow like 
with curved blades (fig. 128). Oars fastened by strings through holes, like n° 478. 

Grew : Lookout in bow, right side, indieated by hole for peg. On 
‘opposite side of bow, two small holes together containing ends 
of pogs. Ten rowers, five on each side, siting with hands closed 

‘on knees (fig. 129). 
red middle stripe, between the second pair of rowers from stern 
‘hole (b) as if for fastening a figure. In stern, right side, hole 

for steersman, 

44798. Rude oars, small, two of them 

      

con simall block; wears short skirt. On 

  

Cowon: Hull, white with narrow red band along top edge (lig. +30) 
Deck, red bars, white spaces and black marks. The black marks 
around depressed part of deck are on the slanting ioner side of 
rill (fig. +31). Rudder-post, red. Figures, red skin, black wig, 

     

  

the oars, red. Rudder, red and white. One rower has toes marked out in black. 

© Th gar hich sod in th ow dvs ot eleg te hs ont 

 



3 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
Troasieve + Hull, cut out of solid pice. Mast and rudder-post, rest in holes. Bow- 

piece, fastened on with pegs. Each rower and stool, ent of one piece, fastened to 
Aleck by pein bottom of tol. Feet of figare also rest in hole in deck. Other figures 
fastened on with pegs. Covered with plaster and painted. 

  

Preseasirts : Hole in right side, Piece broken out of left rail near first pair of rowers. 
Tuulder somewhat decayed. Plaster scaled off in places. 

Bin. : Jounal dene du Mui, 1° 0 

  

4846, Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length 0 m. Go cent., height 
6 cent, — Meir (pl IX). 

  

  amidships 6 m. 08 cont., width 

Hous; Like w° 4845. Raised mide beam in stern, like n* 798. 
oe 
One ational pair of holes through rail jst back of last pair of rowers (from 

stern), one sina leon lef side opposite sso ps of rowers, and one on eft 

Radder-post, bow piece, oars, oor holes, lke n° 4845. Very rough rudder: 
  

  

riddle block and the other half way between that and rudder-post. 
‘opposite rudder-post, Two small holes in middle beam, one back of white 

Carw : In bose, to holes close together one in front of the other (a0) on left side, 
rer hole(2) on right side. Ten rowers, five on each 

ole, in stern, lft side for helmsman. Standing 
figure, feet together, left arm hanging (?}, right extended), short skirt : may be 

the lookout 

        

  

CCoronine : Like w* 4845; but the black marks on the deck are wanting entirely. One 
rover has toes marked out in lack: 

  

Treanor ; Like w° 4845. Arms of lookout(2), fastened with pegs; the right hand 
piered 

Prsenario : Plaster sealed of in places 
  

aa. : Jounal eure du Mae, 80578 

4867. Model of a ship for the dead. Name of Y (,(2). — Wood. — Length 
il, width om. 44 cent., height amid 

    

ips om. 10 cent 

  

Hous. : Similar to n° 4844 (fig. 132). Deck hollowed only inthe middle. Bottom fat 
from end to end 

  © Monica ba est Indong



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS. 3% 
Ricaane : Two rudder-posts, hawks’ heads, like n° 4811. Rest for rudders, eross- 

piece extending beyond sides of ship. 

  

Fig. 3s: — Pre and two scons 

  

Four holes in which stood originally the posts of « canopy (d). Under 
the canopy a small rectangular callin (f). Seo fig. 133. 

  

ig. 13. — Dec pla. 

Let side. 

Beata ils | 
  

  

  

  

  
© De got se to ang ibs 
© Capa present on bat dies mt bangs pst (ne 4848) to smal rds a (oe 89) 

 



to TRIS CE SLL 
LIM SISIMELA OYE 

    

ight side 

  

      
Fen oo BS EE 

  

  

  

Crew: There are pog holes for nine figures (fg. 133) : helmsman (g), lookout (b), 
and seven gersons around the cofin (i). There are at pr igures standing 
around the coffin, fastened arbiteai hese figures are of different 
sizes but all standing, fet togel 

  

small nails. 
ith short skirt. Two of them have right arm 

‘ised, hand open, left arm hanging, hand closed. OF the others, three have one 
whole arm apiece, wo lefts and one right, arm raised, hand closed and pierced. 
‘The sath figure has no arms, 

ooo 
Giinsunluka 

Figs 184, — Clr psn, 

  

  

    

Coorine : Hull, i and bow posts, greenish blue, Deck, white with 
red stripes (fig tn blue. Rudder-post: below, red; eight 
sided part, white (traces ike n° 4814. Figures, red, white and 
Dlack as usual, black side beard. Cofin, yellow with black Fines and black signs. 

    

  

” The it we Su ay Dlg bs ny ve ed sbeat the ein, On ofthe hers may have een Ine 

 



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS. a 
  ‘Tecustgce : Hall, of one piece. Bow and stern-posts, each of sepa 

with pegs (lig. 132, section AB). Ra 
fastened with pegs. Rudder- posts, posts of canopy 
with plaster an 

te piece fastened on 
ler-rest, coffin, all the figures 

rest in holes. Corered 
painted. Arms of figures, pegged on. 

  

  

  

Prassavatios : Plater scaled off 
a: dural Cenrede Muse,w 3056. 

4848, Four posts from canopy of model of a ship'”, — Wood. — 
Length 0 m. 17 ce 85 mill. 

  

  

Usual form, painted with red, groen, black and white stipes. Seo fj 

  

4849, Roof of a canopy from the model of a ship”. — Wood. — 
Length o m. 165 mill., width om. 073 mill   

   Simple board, with frontend rounded off (ig. 
wel by three pegs to under side of front end. Upper side, grenish 

1 pictare ofa leopard skin, white with black spots and outlines. 6-5: 
AI the rest white. Two holes in back end for posts and two in the projecting ends 
‘of ross piece in front, Half of eross piece, split off 

) and with a eoss peer 
fas    

  

blue w 

  

  Fig. 1360 

    4850. Sarcophagus from the model ofa ship". 
width © m. 058 mill. height o m. 

Length om. 13eent., 
7 mill. —Meir, 1893.     

  

Rectangular, with four low cleats, tow 4847. On 
front end of top, facing back, the feet and tails of two 
small hawks. 

  

Couonis Yellow. Along edges, broad green and narrow white 
stripe (inside). Along inscription, narrow white and narrow 
green stripe, Par of eyes on left side (fig. 137)s gro eye- 

fof eye white; red corners. 
Fig 1. 

  

brows and cosmetic stripes; black eyelashes and ie 

ate 

     



  

8 CATALOGUE DU MUSRE DU CAIRE. 
Insentrio : In black ink. 

  

Froot end : |b UE Back end = RAYS Jl 
| ws 

a 
te 

  

Tscastour: Originlly fastened on by two pegs side by side in middle of underside. 
fot and tails, of plaster. All except bottom of colin, 
nto 

Presuavinioy : Plaster scaled off of ends in places. 

Havks fastened on with pe 

  

covered with plster and   

  

ig. 38 — Pre 
Hue «fn form something like n° 6847 but longer and more graceful (fig. +38). 

 



MODELS OF SHIPS AND OATS, ” 

  

later on stern indicates slight iereee i form of ster and bot) post 
(Gg +34)-Deck hllowed oot ie 484, Balto, at irom end end ie 4847 

Tica No mat Two rudder-pss, like a 6814 (lig tho) Rest for rublers, now ’ 
gone (0) 

    

Fig. 135, — Sem ig. 1. — Deck ple 
Feaserone = Canopy supported by four posts (d). Posts, like n° 4848. Under the 

canopy, four holes fo fastening small cotin (2) (5) 

  

Aout the coin, peg holes for six 
figures® In font of eanopy, ig (squatting) igures(k) with the 

in long garment, the ight side of which overlaps the left side 
    

Fig. tbe. Member of re Fig t= Bes 
CCovonie: Hull, green; tips of bow and stern, blue. On each side of how an wdat, eyes 

blue eyebrows and cosmetic stripes, black eyelashes and iris, white white of eye, on 
yellow background (fg. 1/42). Blue, red, green, yellow stripes, along top of sides 

      

ig 
Fg. 8, = Gabe ae of roery, 

(lig: 142). Deck, white with rod ars (fig. 53). From 
appears to have een yellow (b)- Rudder-post, ike n 48 
marks on square part (fig. 14). Post of canopy, like n° 4848. Roof, on top, white 

   
Nei rol nr yo ml eg bee 

© The Sew the Bat ad he gre aut at algo hs bo se ges 
ey HES, 
 



   a CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
   mide ground and yellow border; edges, yellow; underside, cream color. F 

ro shi black baie parts (n0 hear), white garments, white of eye wl 

  

Teom   Hull, out of one piece. Bow and stern posts, rudder-rst, colin, all the 
figures, fastened with pegs; the rudder-rest with two, the collin with four pegs, the 

Iles which pass entirely through 
ting even with sd of boat. The posts of canopy rest 

deck, above in holes in roo. The whole, covered with lay 

    
others with one apiece. The rulder-posts rest, 
the boat, and are cutoff 
below in hole 

  

of   

plaster and painted. 
Perseavists + Tips of bow and stern together with how and stern posts broken off 

Plaster, almost perfectly preserved 
a: Seal dnt de Mea, n° 3058 

4852. Four figures from the model of a ship\". — Wood. —Nvs h 
115 mill.; + n?3 height om. 
height on 

  ight om. 
n® 2 height o m. 12 cen 5 mill.: n° 

pill. — Meir 
      

    

age with foot together. Short white skirt, Red skin 
white of eye. Black rs. N= 1 and 9 are somewhat thick 
lett slightly extended, both hands closed, the left one pierced. N* 2, right arm 

ngs hand closed and pierced, rig N°, right arm raised, 
1 closed and pierced, left arm raised and broken off close to shoulder. N°, 

acks filled with plas ted. 
- foot broken off 

  

Black baie parts. White 
Ni, right arm hanging,        
  

  

     

  

    
    both arms wanting. Arms fastened with pegs. 

  

Fastened originally by peg to deck; peg hole in right fot. N° 4 

4853, Two figures from the model of a ship". — Wood. — 
+ height om. 115 mil. 

Stoning, fet tgtir. White kit wth back olines (ig. 143)- Rd 
‘Min, blac bar prs and ie; Mack lines, marking of the les; white 
eerie eee el cord ev eer 
My extend an broken of coe to sooler; right arm waning. 

io Teughly made, note and mouth na indiesled. Rarrow alt, saved ou 
Fgh betten et Cac ile vith plaster 
Pena atrersie 

  

height om. 
11 cont   
   

  

        

    

4854, Figure of priest from the model of a ship. 
— Wood. — Height om. 125 mill. 

  

Stoning, fot together, ams raised right anal open, Pe 
palm up, left hand broken of (ig. #46), Short whi 

  

  

shiet with white steap passing   

Sev 4854, N° 058 ond 655 telnet 
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ally over lft shoulder. Bald head, wih black dots Re skin, black hai parts, 
Dlack itis, white white of ey 
racks filed with plaster. Painted. Originally fastened by pe, to deck. Peg, hole in 
foot, Front of legs with fet, split of 

ars built up with red plaster. Arms, pogged on, 
    

4855. Figure of a man from the model of a boat’, — Wood. — 
Height om. 115, — Meir     

actly lke n° 6883 n° 

  

4886. Figure of a mummy from the model of ship". — Wood. 
— Length 6 m. 28 cent. — Meir. 

long white wrappings with indented collar (fig. 147). Yellow 
Blue wi 

  

shin, Iaircorners in font of as and short chin bear, Black eqebrows, eyelashes, cosmetic stripes and iris. White, white of eye. Features, well eu, Blue color, granular. White of wrappings, plas. 
ter, Plaster sealed off in places. Hole in back, plugged with wood, (S, 

  

  

Ban: Journal dere de Mai, n° 20631 Fig 

4857. Figure of a mummy from the model of a shi 
ll. — Meir, 

  

— Wood. — Height 

  

White wrappings. Gre   a blue wig (slained dark). No aie corners 
in front of ears. Wig falls in three plats, one narrow one over each 
shoulder and abroad one down the back. Ears exposed. Skin, yellow 
Eyebrows and cosmetic stripes, blue, Eyelashes and ies, black 
White of eye, white. Corners of eye, red. Chin beard, broken of 

48). 

  

Onsauevrarion : Large necklace (fig 

  

Insemtrion : One vertical fine down the front, large signs in ink. 

= LNA 
Teer: Fou, wll a, Bol, peed on. Boy covered wth tin cn f ltr. Blo, g 
Passervaron : Plaster and coloring on wig, sealed off in places. 
Ba. : Journ dene du Mae, 30544 

© See Ube 
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    igure of a mummy from the model of a sl 
om, 39 cont. — Meir. 

p. — Wood. — Height 

  ‘Similar to n° 4857; but eyebrows and cosmetic stipes are back. Skin, a bright yellow. 
No red in corners of eyes, Several bits of Tinen sick tothe right sie, No beard 

  

  

Oxsenesrarion : None 
    Insertion : One vertical ine down the front, large signs in i 

p> WIS 
Tansee : Pest no Be side of fe aad 

is plter The Bla andthe yl, 

    

hor sot into right shoulder. White 
salar 

  

Prsseavanioy: Right plait of wig, piec spit off: Plaster scaled of 
  a: Jornal dete ds Mai, n° 30847. 

4859, Model of a ship. —Wood. —Length o 

  

5 mill, width om. 19 cent.,   

      height amidships 0 m. 095 mill. — Meir (pl. X). rie 
ae 

Fig. stg. — Pre   
  Hous: Broad, belling boat with lat bottom (ig tg). Deck hollowed slighlly from end. 

to end, Forked stra with peg for fastening rudder (ig. +50) 

ua 
ig. 0. — Stem 

    

Ricca + Hole for rudder-post(?)(b, fig. 51). No trace of mast. 
Fomsrent : Holes for eanopy posts (d) and one also for coffin?) or throne (2) ().



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS. 43 

    

Crew : There are six holes which may have served for fastening figures (c). Some of 
‘or more figuees (f). In 

dition there is at (g) a small lump of plaster with which 9 steersman may have 
ben fastened. 

the holes in the bow must also have been for fastening on   

  

Couonixc + Bottom, greenish blue. Deck, white with red bars and six black spots 
long the rail (i). 

‘Trowstaue + Front part of deck and tip of bow set on with pegs. AC the pegs are sil 
in place, inclined towands each other. A piece is also set in each sid ofthe bow, 
fastened with pegs, that on the left side is gone. Covered with coat of plaster 
and painted. 

Preservation ; Splits in bow and stern, Plaster almost entiely gone from bottom. 
Piece split out of mide of deck, about 

  

of the sun, — Wood. — Length o m. 86 cent., width 
., height amidships om. 08 cent. — Meir.      

He : On one end (how), elaborate post, rectangular below, round above. Post on 
‘other end, now wanting (fig. 15a). Deck, slightly hollowed from end to end. Rail, 

    

Fig: 5a, — Pri and tress 

rounded. Botiom Mat, from eo d; beyond ¢ and d, 
In the bottom are four peg-holes for fastening the shi 

row fat hee (section A-B). 
on something. 

    

st fom «ing Bat (cd in with par Hale were Bred heagh the rai, sion Fgh and 
‘venom he ed rs ed nT gn ran the canopy of ship me fend wi plaster in th 
ots Ey hls were ard in the ot short tke eed and to ries om hip of he 
Andon Give af lve pte (er aunen, tn Ege ing ow is) om sailing eats 
‘eft on wih gr. The yg lls thd a ee by how gues were filed ith laser. 

    
  

  

6
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  Fosse: The postion and the number of the objects are indicated by ninetes 
ppeg-holes and two slots (K) and by black lines drawn on the deck (fg. 153). The 

4 fastened cach one abject. The group h contained one or more objects.   pairs, 

    

Figs 8, — Des pln 

The hole j does not seem to belong to. The group m held one piece of wood (on 
which may have heen several objects) as is shown by the print on the deek. Oa the 
top of the posto, eleven peg holes with ends of pegs, showing poston of a number 
of small objets (fig. 54). At, may have been a small hawk whose tail has left 

  

    

  

ma oe 

Pig 86 
Fig. 154. — Tape ew pat. tl in def ea Fe s86, — Ra   

the reclangular mark in the center. At the base of the round part of bow-post, 
there are curving holes entering and coming out in the samme surface : one in from, 
‘one behind and two on each side (s, fig. 57). The two upper edges ofthe retan- 
ular part ofthe post are pierced by twelve slanting holes in each edge (fig. 157.) 
Some ofthe holes s and ¢, contain small pieces of twine (antique) (fg. 135). 

  

  

Conte: The balms grec, the ns being whi 
eaerecteeiereies eee eed 
is yllow, rowol by ex 
epee ee ene ete eal emer ae 

8), The deposed part of deck is white, The bow=poat 
recangular prt ile, upper edge, yellow, The rund prt 

tmarled wth setenteen bands, geen, wl, yon, white, gre 
ste, tein hs ore rm belo, with gona rl werk 
(Fig: 157), 

Holl of one piece. Bow and st 
‘The font edges (t) of the rectangular part of bow-post are separate pices fastened 

two pegs each (se fig. 159, cross-section C-D). Covered with layer 
ed. 

bounded each 
es. The rail 

  

  

red ull   

  

ing diagonal red Fines. Between rail   

    
    
  

   

  

  

  n posts set on, each with two large pegs. 

  

Prastavirion : Very well preserved hull, except for injuries caused. by attempt at 
restoration, see note    Strip set in left upper edge of sern-post, wanting
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4861. Model of a sailing ship wit 

625 mill., width om. 154 mill., height amidships o m. 072 mill. — 
Meir 

   rowers (2). — Wood. — Le 

      

like w* 4846 but much smaller, Deck, bottom, bow-stick, lke a” 484‘   

  ucaine : Square holes for rudderpst (a, fig. 158), 
(cs posibly for mast-rest). Four slanting holes through edge ofr fr ropes af sail 

wast (b)® and one other object 

  

‘nd mast (d). Five paits of simile holes fr fastening oars) (e) Rough wooden 
bumper with a broken string-handle (fg. 13g).     

  

Cue : Four squating figures (hand fig. +60) with ou 
slightly extended, ise arm rose, hands closed and pered. 
‘The two pe holes‘ may have been occupied by similar ures. 
‘There are also the three pg les and j and three standing 
figures which sem on account of color an form to belong with 
the igure h. These figures have both feet together, both arms 
ruse (silos), hands closed and pered, short shirts, Inards 
on cheats, Inthe ster, pg-hole for belmsman (1), in the bow, 
pet-holes for lookout (m) and one ater (a). There is one 
sore figure which may have slod at ether or m. Figure squating (6 

arm extended, fit clase, palm down and piored 
g garment passing under right arm, ove left em and 

shoulder and Gung diagonally across back from let to ight 
sides cheek beard; wrapped in a linen rag. 

Couonne «Hull, yellow ike n° A846. Deck, rd 
lars and black 1 00° HBAS (se Figure 158) 
Figures, rod skin, white garments, black hair parts a8 
sal, White of eye, white 

  

    
    

  

   

  

ranks sim      
    

‘Troastgce: Hull, of one picee. Bow stick, and all figures fas- 
tened with pegs. Covered with coat of plaster and painted. 

  

Paesenvetion : One standing figure lacks arms. Two of the 
squatting figures lack left arm. Two square holes in deck made by restorer. 

  

Bn: Jornal Centred Mudie, n° 30542 
© Rader pon 4868 ad ma by the 
©The ea nw on hs ba ae entered wader m8 62-5863, Some of Ue Blt may he modes 
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6 Du cAIRE, 

  

     4862, Eight oars {rom the model ofa ship”. — Wood. — 
om. 18 cont. 

(aS O— 

ys om. 17 cent.- 

Roughly whitled. Black band around handle. One has traces of yellow on handle 
and blade, See fig 

  

4963, Two oars from the model of a ship”, —Wood. —Length o m. 185 mill. 
and om.   cont. 

  

Bach whittled out of one piece. Painted yellow with black band around handle. Si 
63, 

4 = 4864. Rudder-post from the model of 
a ship. — Wood. — 

aa 95 cent 

    

hom, 

  

Similar to that on n° 4798. Tip, red rest of 
square par, red with nareow black bands (5). Lower end, 

sharpened somewhat, Hole through top (modern?) 

  

  ‘octagonal part, white: 

  

4865, Two spars from the model of a st 
and om, 30 cent 

~ Wood. — Length 0 m. 28 eent.. 

  

Roughly whited, tp 

4866. Squatting figure from the model ofa ship (helms- 
‘man?), — Wood. — Height o m, »3 cent 

Knees and feet apart. Arms, outstretched; fists closed 
palms in, and pierced. Short lack wig, covering eas 

Black eyebrows, eyelashes and iris, Whit of eye, white. 
Red skin, White skirt, No beard. Rests on rectangular 
‘lock by which twos fstened to ship. Arms fastened on, each by one peg. See fig. 5 

  

      
  i ald incor dt hemo al 

‘rvkmenhip so poss ls 
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4867. Sitting figure of rower from the model of a ship’. — Wood. — Height 

39 cont.   

ts on lock. or stol, feet and legs from knees down 
slightly apart. Arms, si 
palms down, and pierced.    

  

extended; hands closed. 
loved like w° 4866, Stool, 

yellowish. Feet and arms pegged o 
  

‘Toes and fingers, 

    

carved rudely 
in hottom of stool. See ig. +65, 

astened to ship by means of two pegs   

  

4868. Kneeling figure of a woman from model ofa ship. 
— Wood. — Height o m. 20 cent 

  

is a servant possibly fom a howse-mode 
rnd, Left knee raised with fot Mat 

arm, extended, hand closed palm in 
fig. 166. 

ling in broad plait down 1 

    

  

Bight knee on 1 
on ground. L ig. 165.—   

    

Dock and in 

  

lee 
> oes neo acs of Go lec Se rs) pesiog uals ara este EE 

[Ss (Coconee) Hair parte efesneesefeenrest sed ee a 
White of eye, whila, Skin, yllorbs brown. Si Y) wie 

‘eam : White, of plaster, Arms, ston, each wih a 
— meee eo ce eS 

fetning to hp. 
Fig 66 Preseavisis : Right arm gone 

    
    

4869, Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. —L 
© m, 188 mill., height amidships o 
(pl. XI and XXX). 

  igth om. 74 cent., width 
087 mill. — Meir, 1893   

ou: Like n? 484(, but smaller. Stern 

  

care : Round mast with five eyelets on each side and one atthe top like n° 798. 
‘Two spars and piece of linen (fastening modern)". Rudder-post like n° 4864. 
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‘Taree holes (e, fig. 170) for ropes: Mastrest at & (figs. #70 and +67) with the 
‘on the hollowed part of the deck. Holes for fastening oars (4)! hored 

through the rail (fig. 8). 

OB 
Figs 67. — More 

  

  

Grew: Pegehotes fr hel 
fon W485; 

we Fourteen figures of oarsmen 

around the top. Deck, white with ee aiken Gel Tate: Raddepons Sree aie ea Mee Geel paoee Be eae een soe oa ee NES Le eames creek are are & eer ne cea ata ane Ear ey ere cea rere tead aie 
igure fastoned with peg- Rowers, have their 

fect in holes in dock and are fastened to the red. bars by pegs in the bottom of the 

man (I) and lookout (1). Squatting figure, like figure k 
ath, with cheek-beard; figure wrapped with a bit of finen, 

Tike nm” 4845 and 4846, seven on each 
        

  

   

  

   

  

est, fastened 

    

stools, Hach figure is cut out of one piese. The whole boat is covered with coat of 
plaster and painted. The top of mast was fist painted rei and then black. 

  

Praseavasios : Third rower on right, spit and worn 
ne. :Joumal dnd Masi, w° 30519, 

© Fore see Spoon 651
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4870. Nine oars from models of ships’. — Wood. — Length 1, 0 m. 15 cent.: 

ts, om. 158 mill.: 5, om, 
7, 0m. 17 cemt.; 8, om. 17 cent; g, 

(<— 

(C= (= 1C= 
== wea <= 

Fig. 171. — Om 

      

© m. 19 cont, — Moir 

Nudely whittled. Four are painted yellow, three of which have a black band around 
hhanale. See fig. 17 

4871. Five oars irom the model ofa ship”, — Q a 
Wood. — Length om. 155 mill. (four) 

a 
  165 

  

  (one). — Meir. 
Corefally, whitled and smoothly seroped. Two 

aveablackband around upper parol bende, ES 
See fig. 172 eee 

4872, Model of a ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length + m. 29 cent., wide 
om, 20 cent., height amidships o m. 13 cent. — Meir (pl. NI). 

Hu: Similar ton" 6844, 
icc: Square ole for mast, in middle 

of white Mock, Rudder-post similar 
to a i798. Two holes (¢) through 
outer edges of tp of ster [or fastening 

Fig 3. rudert). number of other holes 
through the ral, in addition to holes 

for fastening oars, may have served for holding sil ropes though some of them (4) 
hhave nover been used. Rudder like n° &829 (0 m. 5 

  

  

  

rill and 0 m. 49 cent.) 
   

  

26, © Rate ass te 8873, bg 6 
(oa du Mei, 58.



80 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
Cauw : Peg-hole for helmsman (h). Deep rectangular hole for lookout (1) occupied by 

closed with palms in, 
Fo those on ni" i7g8- 

  

     
4808 (stools or blocks are modern). Sev Bg. +7 

  

Tip 7h 

  

Couonise : Mull red. Deck white with red ars and black marks, Rudder-post red 
with three black bands around upper part of square part. Ruder Uike 
Figures, — red skin, Mack hair parts (side beard), white she, white white-ofeye, 

  

820,   

‘Trcustqce : Two smal rectangular pieces st into middle of lft side. Bow-stik, pegged 
fon. All fj 
prolongation of fet which rests in hole. Mast and 
Rudder and rulder-post coverod with plaster and p 
with plaster and painted. Arms of figures pegged on. Se 
lack oF red 

  

‘The lookout has   nes (except helmsman) rest in rectangular hol 
LMer-pos also reste 

5. Figures, eracs filled 
ures, numbered ja 

      

    

Peesravisto : Sten glued on 
Tae: Jounal etre du Mui, w 30583 (2) 

  

4873. Fourteen oars from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 
I   

  

Length 0 m. 18 eent., 0m, 

  

Rudely white. Painted yellow with Back band around middle of bandle   

  

4878. Oar from model of ship. — Wood. — Length om. 16: 
Like n° 874; blade smaller. 

  

4876. Oar from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 

  

Similar ton 874, blade larger. Painted yellow with black band.



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS, a 
4877. Oar trom model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 18 cent   

‘Smoothly white. Painted yellow with broad black band around upper paet of handle, 
a feont of blade, 

  

Fig. 16. — Ou, ig. pp. Ber 

4878, Bumper from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 07 cent. 

  

Wooden body. String fastened in pog-hole with peg. Body very rudely whitled and 
painted red. See pl. XIU and fig. «     

4819, Bumper from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 083 mill, 

  

Round body with neck and sort of conical eap to which a short sting i 
attached, forming a loop. Body red. Cap black. Black hand around 
body. String fastened in hole by a peg. Broken end of pe. ia hole in 
bottom (a) and print around it a if the bumper had been fastened by cope bans oy mag ue 

  

  

4880, Model of ship with canopy"’. — Wood. — Length 1 m. 065 mill, width 
‘©-m, 156 mill., height amidships o m. o82 mill. — Meir (pl. XID, 

    

Fig. 7g¢— Pre and wet 

  

‘08 but more slender. Bottom flat from end to end. See fig. #79. 

  

cng Cl 185 wd to   Bagh Pah)



a2 CATALOGUE DU 

  

bu catne, 
Tocise: No mast nor rudder-posts, Rough rudders (two) with pointed blades (a). 

  

    

Hest for rudder (band fig. 1So). Broad. paddles in hands of paddlers (fg. 181), 

a} G feat u 
Fig. so, — Radier et Seton, emo rk 

Fig. 1, — Pade Fig. Fig th — Ga 

essere: Canopy with four posts an roof (figs. 18, 183). Under the eanopy, a 
Yow chair with back (fig. 184).     

  

elmsman (1), squatting figure with Knees drawn up, arms han 
elbow: hands closed, palms, in and piered (fig. 185). Lookout (1), 3 

  

    

  

Fig 85, — Dak 

foot advanced, lft atm extended lightly b 
Ton paddlers, facing 

  

closed, palm in, right arm 
ow, five on each se (i), squat 

ting like Big. 186, arms extended, the inside arm above the 
‘outside one, hands closed palms in and piorced, instead of 
garment, simple white band around waist, No beard on any of 
the figures. 

      

  

  

CCotonine: Hull and deck, cream color. Rail, rd. Ruders, posts of 
canopy and padiles unpainted. Roof of canopy, white. Figures, 

  

res shin, Mack hair pars, white garments, white whte-f-eye, 
‘Trenstce Hull cutout ofa single pice. Rest for 

ruulders and seat fastened with two pegs each 
elmsman and pales, fastened with one peg 

     
cach, Posts of canopy rest below in holes in 
deck, above pop-like projections fit in holes ia 

roof. Back and front of roof, hve strip set on on underside, Lookout, 
prolongation of each foot rests in hole in eek. Arms of figutes, 
fastened with one pein each arm, The 
joined at elbow by peg ( 

    
   ms of slersman are of two pieces each, 

   187). ules of paddles are inserted in the holes 
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in ists of padlers. Figures covered with plaster and painted, Paddlers have the 
space between the legs sawed out (fig. 188) and are numbered in black 
ink, those on lft bet 
White, 

  jarked ws and those on right being marked x, 
plaster lad on and roughly smeared with some substance pos-     
   

  

H Seca gs ch scaled oft Sena 
1354 

  

broken and glued. Left arm of lookout gone and white   

Bu. : Journal erred Muse, w* 30799, Catalan, 184 

  

4881. Model of ship'with canopy". — Wood. — Length 0 m, 80 cent., width 
© m. 145 mill., height amidships ir (pl. XM). 

Hall, rigging, furniture, erew, coloring and technique, like n* 4880, except in sie 
     

  number of paddlers. Bight paler. Legs not separated as on 
"4880. The right arm of lookout is preserve, is extended and 

e— holds the end of a stick in the hand (Fig. +89). Seat held by one 
eg instead of two. 

  

  

Metered, Patservaion : Piece broken of worn out of rail near bow, lft side. 
Handles of five paddles preserve. 

it: Jornal ate du Mei, n° 0800, Cat, 1895, 
  

  

39 

4882, Model of sailing boat of type I\". — Wood. — Length o m. 428 mill., 
width 0 m. 1/4 cent. — Meir (pl. XI), 

  

ig. 190. — Plead re secon, 
ut: Broad at boat with bow and ste   square cut. Sten has small projection ig. 190) 
© See S80, te



5 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
‘on each side as ruddee-rest Hollowed from end to end ( 
Droad anu carving 

  iow A-B). Three seas (e), 

Rucaive: A two-legged mast (and fig. 19+) pierced by a number of holes through the 
n front to back (g), one from side to side (h), the rest through 

oS fi 
Fg: i = Rader pa 

top, to through 

  

= 
      

  

    

| 

elig teatertal Fig 198. — Phe, 

  

the back edges. In the frst seat from stern two slanting posts with sot in head 
(lig. 492). In the bow, side of hoat is pierced by hole on each side (I, fig. 193). 

In stern five small holes through outer edge of rai, for ropes (m). 
5, Conon : None, 

  

  

/ Treas: Hull, cut out of one piece, finished smoothly with sharp 
straight edges. Seats bent and sprung into slots in side of boat, 
ads of mast and posts, after passing through holes in seats, rest, 

shallow holes in boat. Ends of posts Mttened on side next wall 
af boot (lig. 194). Double mast of two pieces (see fig. +44) held 
together by two pegs (n) and by ten stall cross pieces near top. 

     

  

Fig. 
Bucefmet. —Parsersion + Stern alighlly and how badly spit ope. 
Bac. Journal dni du Mase, w* 308, 

  

4883. Model of a sailing boat of type 1°. — Wood. — Length 0 m. fob 
width on ir (pl. XXVID), 
cept for few details, exactly like n° 488.2. The hole on the lft side is bored through 
‘the rail from the top insted of from these There are six holes for ropes in stern 

th cont, —M     

  Poy port for» eo, «rt forth alder.
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SAND BOATS, 88 
instead of ive (Hig + 
the cross piveess other pices i 

8). Piece of small sti     around right leg of mast, between, 
   the bokes above, 

Prrseavarion : Knot hole knocked out of bottom and another out 
of middle sea. Bow, split. One of posts in stern seat gone, and 
u WT hall way up.   other broken     Bit: Sarl dnt du Mei, w° 3080, Cat, 4895, w° 135. 

Fig. 95: — Stem 

    4884, Model of a sailing boat of type 1". — Wood. — Length o n 
width om, 125 mill. — Meir. 

  

pt for ti 

  

f details, lke n° 4882, Six rope holes in stern 
Tike n* 4883. Bit of string (sail rope) on one side, noted in 
hole (ig. 196), 

Fig. igs Passeavirioy : Mast and posts, mising. Bow a 
ope Bt in a. ly split op 

    

    
Win. : Jounal dene du Mei, n° 80808. Cat, 1895, w* 1359 

4885. Double legged mast from the model of a boat’. — Wood. — Height 
o-m. 355 mill, — Mein. 

Like the mast on w° 882, but with five holes on one edge above and six on the ather. 
Bits of sting are still in the holes on edge (fig. 197) and four pieces are tied 
around one leg between cross pieces (fig- 198). A stall piece of larger coarser 

7! 
—Rae-bnt in 

  

  

Fig     ig: ge — Rael on ma 

string is wedged in between top cross pieee and tap. The ropes are not knotted but 
the end is simply looped around the main thread and twisted unders in the case of 
fig. 197 the end is also stufed in the hole. The main thread isin every case pulled 
oven straight as itt had been fastened to something below. 

  

  

Preseavatio : Right leg broken ff close to cross pieces 

  1 Se to, nt 
© dogs tow A885 or pm to 48862, 
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  4886, Model of a sailing boat of type I with e 
om, 445 mill., width om, ill. — Meir ( 

nopy. — Wood. — Length 
|. XIV). 

Hous: Very much like w° 4882, but with a rail projecting beyond side of boat and 
it much beyond the stern (fg. 19). The lateral projection (beyond the 

     

    

  

      

  

Figs 90: — Pres to scons 
sides) is greater towards the stern, 

  

The deck consists of single hoard (fig. 199. 
section C=D) set in fash with sides of boat (rail rising above) and projects beyond 
the stern as for a8 the rail (fig. 199, section A-B, b). The two projecting ends of 

stern are connected by stick laid across the top (). 

      

Racca : Just back of second canopy posts (rom bow), a pair of holes, one on each 

    

  

900). There 
Jn one) in rail (i), paie in 

    
are besides at the stern a pair of holes 
‘deck (j), and a pair in ow (k). 

Grew : None, 

  

  

Fersrone : Long frame-work of a canopy, supported of 
side ( 

  

ly by five posts on each 
‘rests a long board or beam on each side and five cursing     

1 Soe 80, wate
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Dats (6 
in cross-piece of stern (1) 

nach pair of posts, Soe also holes i, j, ka 

  

Couonise : None. 
Treawtece: Bottom and rail eut out of one piece. Deck, o single board set i 

by four slanting pegs (e). The posts ofthe canopy rest below in eight holes ( 

{1 aa 
2. Comey rst, Fig. oes — Campy net ond. Fig. 203 

vt held   

   

    ea pine, ben 
in siberian (ony one of whieh is preserved) (h in cross pie on 
stern. Above, the ends of the post passthrough hol 

the eross-pivces (Vig. 208). The eross-pieee in st 
which passes through two holes 

   
  

    

<ross-pieoe and one in rail (fig. 208). In the 
«ase of second erosspieee of canopy (from how) the posts are not opposite and the 
cross-piece is connected by peg resting in separate hoe inside beam, 

Parsuavation + Three eros 
from canopy. Two 
Dow, split open. 

iat owe Cen de Muay, 

   ices, three posts and back end of right side heam gone 
ids of eros-piece in stern, broken off. Deck in sten and the 

    

BoB 08, Cal, 1895, w° 1359. :   

  

4887. Model of a ship with mast (type 1)”. — Wood. —Length o m. 75 mill, 
cq. Width o m. 145 mill. — Meir (pl. XIV), 

  

Fig. 204. — Pro and wet 
to n° 4886, but with rounded stern and bow and rounded bottom. Rai 

‘oes not project eyonil the sides exept at stern. Nodeck. Thee seats (fig. 204, a). 
Hous: Simi   

 



88 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIKE. 
otlowed from stern to within om. 14 cent., of bow. Rail runs forward only as 
far as hollow pat (b). AA, the projecting ends of 

  

are connected by two erss= 
ted with tip of stera by a 
  

pieces (c); and these eross-peces are joined and con 
Dent stick (elbow) (fig. 205, a). 

  

    

Fig. 06, — Dat pla 

  

irs seat Tucci: Taper 

  

re and pointed below, 
from bow. Tip of mast penetrated by two holes fom front 

  

  

   
  

to back and seventeen from side to side (ig. 206). In fret 
seat from stern, Mat post, A top, perforated by a 
large hole (ge 207). One small vertical hale theough tip of     

bow (1). 
eanerone ane onen : No trace, 
Cowomse : None. 
‘Tecwntove : Post and mast passthrough hates in seats and rest 

in shallow depressions in bottom, Hall eut out of single piece. 
Seats sprang in like n° 4882. Lower eros-piece (e) rests in 
Iles in ral. Upper eross-piece fastened by strings at end 
hich pass through ons hole in eross-pieee and one in ai 
ber of times through the holes and also around between the 

108). The elbow has a lat upper end 
essing through bale in upper eross-pieces the other arm is fastened 

Dy peg to bul 

     
    

  

   
     

  

    

senvarion: Bow slightly split. Dirty. Fig- 206 
en, peer Bat: down Pert Ms 0 cepine     it, w Bo8a5. Cat, 1895 

4888. Model of ship with mast", — Wood. — Length om. 476 mill., width 
-m, 13 cent. — Meir (pl. XV). 

  

Hout + Like n* 4887 except there is no raised. projecting rail and therefore 
frame-work about stern, and that the solid part at the how is cut out levi 

  

    
1 Soe 6, noe
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surface about © m. oof m 
than bottom, in middle, 

Those : Like n° 4887, with the 
Only eleven 

  

lower that top of side but om, 013 mill, hi 

  

nldition of 
ie to side and two from f 

      ight holes in stern for ropes (fig. 209): 
nt to back, in top of mast. Bit 

  

from   

  

Fig. 20. — Ste. Fig a.     efotaa in 
of string throvgh one hole, Through middle hole «bit of string is looped 
and the ends bourid with another bit of ste       

Feaserone, ote, cntone : Like n° 4887, none. 
‘Treuntave + Seats sprung in lke n° 488 (4887). Mast and post like n° 4887, 
Presravsrio : Shi 

  

ily split stern and bow. 
a: dowrael Contre de Muse, w* S086. Ca, 1896, n° 135, 

4889. Spar trom model of a ship"’. — Wood. —Length 0 m. 31 cent. — Meir. 
White. Thicker in mile, tapering a end 

4890, Spar with remnant of sail from model of ship’. — Wood. — Length 
‘6 m, 308 mill, — Meir (pl. XXVIII). 

‘Thicker in middle, tapering towards the ends. Roughly whittled. The edge of sail is 
‘ound by rolling the cloth and binding with over and over stitch with heavy thread. 
This is the edge next to spar. The sail is then bound to spar by st 
around the spar 

  

  

  

  1g which passes 
i Mite. At the 

g which is weapped seven times, binding 
   1 through the sail over and ove, like the bi       slring is tied to another 

of sil fast to spar. The stein 
idle by another string ied on. 

4891. Spar from model of ship". — Wood. 
— Length om, 255 mill. — Meir — 
(pl. NXVIID. 

‘Thicker in middle, tapering towards the ends. 
Bow-shaped, with a swelling on under-side of mide. Large hale at swelling. Well 
smoothed, One se, a trifle longer than the other. See fig. 241 

     fastening sail to spar ie strengthened along, 

  

  

riers 
  

    

© Soe Abo, ate
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4892. Spar from the model of a ship". — Wood. — Length 0 m, 

Meir (pl. NAVIN). 
SPSFSISE ite wr 89 but tanger Bound witha ring (by wl 

sail was fastened) wosen in a ve along the back 
als. AU the tips, the string is 

I lighter color is ied (knot 

      

eee: with loops at narrow in   
broken off: Around one arm neat end a bit of sti    rodeent). See fig. 949, 

4893. Spar with remnant of sail from model of ship. 
Wood. — Length o m, #35 mill, —M      

Spar like n* 484. Sail bow 
Tike n° &8go (? accor 
apparently undisturbed the sil is now 
Knots). A string is passed in and out 
loop through itself. See fig. 243. 

  

4 and fastened to spar 
6 

dy strings ted with modern 
wough the hole in middle and 

  

if 10 Fragments of sting "6 *1% — Se 
  

    

4894, Mast from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 

  

    

om, 47 mill, — Meir (pl. XXIX). 
Figcante Crooked, tapering. Fltened atthe tops square at bottom, Four hoes 
Nctp! tops black and white rings around the top. See Big. 954, 

4895. Six oars from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 18 cent.- 
© m, 19 cent. —Meir® (pl. XVI, 

Shaped Hane 
Dade white; a back band and two black marks one on each face at juncture of 

le and blade, Se fig. 945, 

    

ilar to 0° 48; e, yellow with broad black band around the mide;     

  

Mei abject baring mambo 7988879, lt with S803, Smee of the fang mums, S858, 
0 See Hg 
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4896, Piece from the bow or the stern of a ship. — Wood. — Height o 

18 cont. — Meir. 

  

One side at, the rest round ({g. 246). Fat dise on top. Painted yellow with white, 
black and red stripes, and black and red rosette on top of die. Covered with thin   

» 

  

216. Sermo Wig. a7 — Rete 
«oat of plaster and pa a weared with plaster when it was fastened 
by restorer to i 

  

4897. Box-like object from the model ofa ship of the sun. — Wood. — Height 
0m, 06 cent. — Meir. 

Painted yellow over a coat of plaster. Traces of red apparently acci- 
dental. Fastened to ship by two pogs of which one is preserved. 
Sec lig. 2:8. 3 Fig. 6 

4898. Box-like object from the model of @ ship of the sun. — Wood. — Height 
om. 052 mill, — Meir‘,    

  

ke n* 4897. Originally painted white with red stripes, now only traces let 

4899, Sitting figure from the model of a ship. — 
Wood. — Height 0 m. 13 cent. — Meir.   

Heft knee drawn up with foot flat on ground; right leg bent and. 
thrust through bebind the left foot. Face forward. Arms exten= 
ded, the let one higher, hans open, palms down. Short white 
shiet reaching from waist to knees. White band around top of| 

Fig 29 head. Red shin, black hair-parts including side beard. Black 
iris, White, white of eye. Back of head and waist badly worn or worm-caten, Peg 
in bottom. Se 

  

  

  

949
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  4900. Squatting figure from the model of a ship. — Wood. — lei 
08 cent, — Meir” 

cht om. 

  White garment crossing over let should 
he fet. Right arm extended, broken af close to shoulder. White ring 
around top of head, Wig. eyelashes, eyebrows, sie Bead, irs, black 
White of eye, white. Shin, red. Very roughly cut; features only painted 
‘on, Whites of plaster. Cracks filled ith plaster and painted, Right 

Tra arm fastened on with plaster 

nd under ight arm, covering 

  

    

nto deck. See fig. 220.     

4901. Squatting figure (steersman) from the model of a ship. — Wood. — 

  

   
    

  

    

Height 6 m. 07 cent. — Meir 
nila to n° goo with right arm (now gone) thrust out. Garment Wey 
seems to have passed over right shouber as well as left leasing 

arm uncovered. Arm fastened on with plaster like n° goo. 
cat features. No ring on head. Originally pegged to deck of 

ship, the sloping part in stern, See figs 224 
Fig an 

4902, Squatting figure from model of ship. — Wood. —Height 0 n 
— Mein 

Like w 6851, fguee «4a. Knot broken out of left shoulder. White almost entirely gon     

4903, Squatting figure trom model of ship. —Wood. — Height 0 m. 076 mill. 
— Mein. 

ike a” 4854, Ggure 142. Has however Mack check beard, Small ole in breast 
{accidental?). White almost entirely gone. 

  

4904. Squatting figure trom model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 095 
— Meir‘ 

Like w 4 

  

© 1a, Colors, eubbed   fig 

4905. Figure a on alow stool from model of a shi 
— Meir, 

  

—Wood. — Height 
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4906. Figure sitting on a stool from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Height 
om. 115 mill, —M 

    

Similar to n° 480. i   © 29 and to n° iyo. Bars, exposed Garment 
liken .go5, edge (rolled or hemmed) marke by two incised lines,   

Feet   overed, and separated. Piece sawed out between fet. Stool 
red. Rough work. See fig. 223, 

4907. Roof of canopy from model of ship. — Wood. — Le 
om, 12 cent, — Meir, Fig at 

    

and yellow, Underside, yellow. Froot part supported originally by (wo 
ted stip 

zy [__|| — 
  posts. Back, supported by wall like on n° 4841, now gone leaving np 

  

across underside at the back. White is of plaster. Cracks filled with plaster, and 
painted. See fig. 994, 

4908, Rudder from model of ship. — Woo. —Length o m. 46 c., length blade 
© m. 15 cent. — Meir\ (pl. XXV). 

x2, Pointed blade. Hanille swelling in the midal 
F & ole in end (a) with bit of twin 

Peg ease * ote for handle (b). Painted red and white 
with black marks on blade and hase of 

ly filled with plaster (e). See fig. 225. 

  

  

    

bane, 

  

hale in blade, origi 

  

4909. Model of ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 5g cent., wi 
om. 16: height amidships 0 m. 094 mill. — Deir el-Bah 
(Temple), Jan., 1896. Tombeau de Mentu-hotep, or Buau (pl. XV). 

ig. 96. — Pri nd mtn 

  

  

     

  

Hout: Deep, with short stern tile higher than bow (Fig. 226). Tip of stern, has a 
Se Bg
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block on top. Bow has projecting stick like n? 478. Deck hollowed like n? 4845. 
Bottom Mattened a-b; beyond rounded. Tip of stera hollowed in the middle as rest. 
for 

Russie: Radder-post (c). Mast rest (4) si 
holes through edge of rail on Ul 
rust be for fastening 

    

    

    

to n° 4834, in the mast hole. Six 
side and seven on the lft (e). Five of these 

he oars. A hole through each side of stern (f), Rudder-post 
like that on n° 4798 but no grooxe on top. 

  

  

      

ew : Steesman (g) squatting figure, white garment passing over left shoulder and 
‘under right arm (fig. 298); right arm bent, fore-aem resting against knee. Lookout (A) 
standing lef foot advanced, left arm resting on breast right arm hauging slighlly 
extended hand closed and pierced (fig. 29). Short white shirt, short wig. Ten 
rowers five on each side (i), s red bars, short shiet, short wig, hands on 

230). 

   
  

    
     

ees (fj 

  

  Couonie + Hull, red. Deck, white with red bars and black marks (see figure 231). 
‘The large black marks slong the rail and on tip of how extend over om to side of| 
boat, ouside, Radder-post, red. Mast rest, white with redband around base Figures, 
black hair-parts and ies; white garments; white white-of-eye; brown skin, 

    

  

  

  

Pe   4. — Deck plan with ne 

  ‘Trowntoce: Hull, of one piece. Ruder-post and mast-rst inserted in square hoes 
‘Steersman, fastened with pog. Lookout, ends of legs (no feet rst in holes. Rowers, 
feot rest in hoes, fastened on with plaster. Hull, cover 
ach figure is of one piece, except the lookout which seems to have the right 
arm fastened on 

  

Peeseavisios : Tip of bow ana lft side slightly da 

  

ae: Sorat ote Mee,   BAB, Ca, 1898, 91373 0
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4910, Model of a ship with cabin. — Wood. — 
Il, height 

+ 1896. With 

cent. width, 

  

(Temple), Ja 
  snidships 0 m. 09 cent. — Deir el-Bahi 

figog (pl. XVI).       

  

Hou: Like w° fgog, 
Thccine: Like n’ hgog. Five hoes throug 

     

(lige 23), and six, five of which h 
Pirin stern like a” Agog (fig. 93 

ig. bs — fig ao in ein. 

Fexstrone: Cabin, a curved roof with closed gable behind, supported on each side by 
ports (fig. 983) joined together by two pieces rum ust back 

‘of mast rest a small black conical object on a Mat lock (e and fg. 935). In font 
     

  

Fig. 238. — Dek 

  

‘of mast rest a rectangular block (d) on top of which somethi 
with plaster The lookout carries in right hand a bumper (fig. 286) inthe upper 
end of which a string is fastened. 

fe 
Fig. 235. — Objet Fig 236. —Duthe. Fig. 37. — Owner 

    

   Grew : Helmsman (f) like n° Agog, short wig. 
arms covered with white garment, short wig covering ears (ig. 237). In front of 
‘canopy, one silting figure on each side (h) facing bow similar to except witho 
‘vig, ears exposed. Three figures just back of mastrest (i) the middle one smaller. 
The small one faces forward, the other two Took in towards mast-rest; standing, 
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foot and legs ps bent, hans joined jut above w 

  

1 (i. 988); short 
‘ears covered; the other to ate 

  

porated, 2   
the sm     

    Fan elosed and picreed (j). Total crow, eight 

  

otonine + Hull, yellow. Deck, white with yellow bars and black masks 
(ig. 284). The continuation of mide beam in stn and the bow stick, 
rod, Rudder-post, red. Mast rest, white: on the base and on the deck 

front, the mast shoe (K) is p rei with four black marks 
((ig. 23g}. The cabin, inside whites outside, yellow back=geouad with 

fe an black pattern (fig. ao). The posts are yellow with black 
marks where they cross, The figures hase white garments, black 

  

  

ated     
  Pig. 238 

  

  

Insir-parts, reskin, black iris, white whiteof-eye. The object cis blacks the upper 
surface of block is white the sides nalaral color of wood. The ather block is white. 
‘The bumper is white with black spots. 

  

  

  

       Fig 335.— Ghoed Fig sho. — a a 
repreattion fst su, 

Tuamtgce + Hull, of one piece including bow stick. Rudder-post, and mast-rest, 
inserted in square holes. Ends of eabin=posts inserted in holes in deck and in edge 
of roof; the upper stick running lengthwise is b 
ross with string. The string is passed around horizontal ar on each se and back 

    to the end posts where they 

of post and is finally weapped around between bar and post (fg. ts). The lower 
ik is fastened to poss and to deck at base of posts with plasters the closed gable 
Iehind is abo f     vl with plaster tothe ruder-post. The steersman f an the   

to figures 4, also the block d ure fastened with a single pog each, The igure is 
ng Figures have ends of legs 
The arms of lookout, alone, 

are separate pieces pegged on. The back end of gable of cabin is separate piece set 
in, fastened with pegs (? oF plas 
and painted, 

  

fastened ith plaster, also the hlock ¢. The four stam     
stuck in holes in deck and the feet painted on deck, 

lone). Covered with thin coat of plaster 

  

Pruseavavios : Split at how. One post of cabin, gone 
Be: Journal demir de Mase, n° 34348, Ca 1895, 0° 137 

  

1 The Bry ae actly id ith sing a es oi, chi
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4914, Model of a ship with canopy and rowers. 

4k cont., width o 1 hi 
Bought at Luxor, 1889 (pl. XVI) 

Hous : Similar to n° 4808. Bow sprit de- SSS 
pressed 0 as to run almost horizontal 
(ig. 24). Cros-picce for Rents 

107. Raised rail uns only from ruder-posts to back of last pair of 

  

Wood. — Length  m. 
ight amidships 0 m. o9 cent. — 

  

    

for rude 

    

iccrws: No trace of mast except a crooked stick which might be a spar and may not 
Delong to this boat. Two rudder-posts, rough sticks pierced from side to side near 
the top (lig. 243, b). Two rudders like nt 818. In one of them the handle is all 

  

  

  

  

Fig. 268. — Dek pl 

preserved, the lower end being in the fst of helmsman, The rudder-rest (e and 
g- ali) has two notches and four holes, two on each sid, for holding the rudders. 

passes through each pair of holes and over the rudders. Each figure holds 
in its hands an oar (ig. 945); six holes (efor the strings which served as on locks 

Fig. oth, — Had of rade, 

  

Aa 

  

—— 
ig. #66. — On, Fig. 286. — Ronee 

  

Feaneone : Canopy Hl 
high back (g and 

Guuw : Steesman (h) similar to 4808 p. In chai, originally a sitting figure(?). Six 
‘arsinen() stings arms bent at elbows, fists closed palms down, pierced; facing 

stern (ig. 246); short skirt? short black wig covering cars; logs from knees down 
not represented. Lookout (j) like figure 4’ on n° 4808, excopt the right hand is 
closed andthe left open. Taal crew eight (originally nine?) 

1" 808 (0) Under the canopy a chae similar ow” 4808, with 
248), peg bole in seat.    

   

  

  

Covonise : Body of ship, hull and deck, white. The bow and the stern, yellow with 
black beveled edges (Vig. 2a). Rudder=posts, yellow. Rudiers, traces of yellow.
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lee black rings each like on w° 4808; the roof with 
white, Mack and red vertical bars across front (ig. 247). 
‘The chair is yellow with white edges (6g. 268). Oars, 

mo yellow. F 
Trowssqee 

uulder-posts, in holes, Rudder-rst held by peg. Each 
figure fastened to deck by single peg except the lookout whieh stands with each foot 
in hole in deck. The arms of all the figures fastened on at shoulder each with one 
peg The forearms of rowers ate joined to elbow with tongue and slot, held by 
the plaster (fig. afg). The knees of rowers, a separate block joined to legs at 
bottom of skirt with two pegs (Hig. 250). Seat fastened with one peg. Figures of 
rowers on right marked with black cross (T), om left with a tne () 

Wes 
Fig ag, — Biwi tone 

=? @ 
Fig 288, — Oh, Fig. 0. — Kons af oe 

Canopy, yellow the posts wi 

  

      

  

Figs ay. — ge fang et 
   

        

    

Presenvasios: Very dit 
of canopy, 
‘on (lft fot does not belong) 

  

Colors damaged. Tip of bow anil of ston, broken. One post 
forearm of one rower, gone. Feet of lookout broken off and glued 

  

  Bae: Journel deuce da Masi, 98817. Cit 1896, 0° 1020. 3 

  

4912, Model of a ship with sai 
5g cent., width o m. 137 
Saqqarah, 1884. 

  

rs and rowers. — Wood. — Length o m. 
«height     Uships o m, 065 mill. — 

  

ig. 95. — Dea pl 
eu : Like n° 4798 but very small. Deck like nt 845 but no depression in stern 
Tuecine : Round hole (fig. 951, a) for mast. Single der post (b), like on nt i798; 

hole bored in right side near top not running through. Oars, two, one la 
small, small one like n° 4863 (originally four ones). Two holes on each 
fastening oars (€). 
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Gaew : Helmsman (d), squat 

{garment passing over right shoulder and under Left a 
covering cars (fig. 25). Four 
facing bow, garment drawn up over shoulders ( 
back pair is smaller. Four sailors, side by side, feet togeth 

left arm bent, fist closed. palm     

  

   

     
    

  

  

  

raised palin and pore short sket nd shot wig). Lookout ( 
stood with right fot aivancrd (in hole k)' Total erew ten. 

Covonine : Hull, red. Dock, white with red bars and black marks (1 in 2a)      
Black mark on tip of bow extends around on the underside, Radder- 
post, red. Figures, red skin, back hair-parts, white shirt, white white-ofeye, Baek 

iris. Oars, yellow. 
     

‘Tuowstqre: Tip of bow and of stern, pegged on; Hines é and j mark edges 
of separate pices. Bow stick, figures of helmsman, rowers and lookout 
|, pegged on. Sailors stand in oles in deck, Arms of sailors, rig 

‘of lookout k pegged on. Rudder post stands in hole. Covered with plaster 
ol. 

   
  

and pai   
  Presensasion + Bow da 

the sailors, legs entirely gone 
Bin, : Journal etre de Mae, 

aged. Figures more or less worm-eatens one of 

  

88. Cat, 4895, p 6, mer n° v0 

  4913. Model of ship with rowers. — Wood. — Length o m. 725 mill., width 
‘om. the, height middle o m. 078 mill, —Saqqavah, 1884 (pl. XVI). 

fA 
Fig: bt, — Dock pln ig. 285. — Mt 

      

Hous + About like n° 4805, longer and more slender. 
Tuccine : Rudder-post like n* isa (Iig. 254, a). Mast (fig. 955) isa tapering stick, 

with two eye holes through tip. Oars like n° gia, passed through holes in the 
‘oars. Holes through tip of stern, one 

  

Ina of rowers; hols(c) in ral for fasts 
ruler (d). 

Grew: Helmisiman (e) like gs except that he sits on Tet side and has right arm 
uncovered. Ten rowers, five on each side, facing stern; about like rowers on 
1 845 (fig. 256), no beard, arms resting on knees, hans together and piereed 
with hole sl as handle of oar). Lookout (h), on 
right of bow. Tatal crew, twelve 

  

ir for fast     

  

   
  1g outwards (in same die   

1 Th Sige (so ere elas 6.
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n cata 
Couoetye: Hull, rol, Deck, white with red bars and black marks similar to n° gi a: 

note the spdle-shape marks and the el mark (fg. 235) around the mast. Rudder- 
post, red. Mast, traces of yellow, Figures, red skin, 
lack bair-parts and ies, white garments and white of 

Stools, yellow. Oars, yellow. 

  

    

‘Tronstace: Base of bul of separate piece, pegged on. Bow 
nd stern (beyond Fines and m) pegged on (fig- 257) 
Rulder-post and mast in holes, The mast seems to 
hae been originally fastened something Tike the mast 

4i79g see mark (re) of shoe (which must have been painted red) on deck 
ral mas, Helmsman, lookout and stool fastened each with single peg. Rowers 

‘locks (unfostened) with prolongation of fet in holes in deck. Oars pass 
gure is of one piece (arms alo). Bow stick 

  

Fig. 267. See     

  

   

  

  

us of rowers. Each 
ts plaster and painted, 

Presravatioy; Plaster sealed off in places. Fi ses worm eaten. 
iat: Jura dent du Mec, 9588, Cat, 4895, p26 nes a” 108 

= Wood, — 1 
Fig. 958, — Mabe. 

    
  

4914, Brace for mast from model of shi 
Length om. 065 mill 

  

Forkike block with part around eroteh of fork raised. Outside painted red. Originally 
fastened to deck by means of peg. Seo fig. 258. 

  

4915, Model of a ship for the dead. — Wood. — Length o m. 465 mill., width 
‘om, 102 mill, height middle o m. 05 e. —Saqqarah, 1 884 (pl. XVII). 

  

  
      

  

ig. ag. — Pale 
w 8t1 and 4847; bow and stern do not rise sob     Hous : Same general style a 

Tip of bow bea back and then sharply forwards. Deck hollowed out slightly from 
440 b, Bottom Mat fom ¢ to d. Bow higher than stern. See figs. 259, 260. 

     
  ee een ete eer oe eels ere ete ps9 rere
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OF SHIPS AND BOATS, a 
Ricare + Pair of rudder-posts (2), simple round sticks. Rest for rudders (1) 

  

  

  ck 

Fenserone: Simple canopy supported by four round posts sh 
‘neath the canopy a bed (n) with lions feet and two lions 
canopy an offering table 
the table, a ase resting 

  pened at top (g)- Under 
ds at head. In front of 

‘a yase (i) on front left corner (Fig. 961). Just beyond 
a ring-stand (j and fig. 96). 

iy 9 & 
Fig aie — Me Pig a6. — Ye, ig. 65. Serman, Fig 6, — Wang woman, 

  

        

  

tersman (k), squating, arms bent and pressed against sides, hands closed 
polis in and pierced, short wig and short shirt (fi. 263). AU 
head (1) and at foot (m) of bed, figure of a waling woman, 
standing feet together, body bent slightly forward, arms exten- 
ded, hands open, palms in, long wig falling down the back, 
short garment supported by two straps one over each shoulder 
(lig. 264). Om the bed, figure of n) wig falling in two 

‘over shoulder and in one broad one down the 
‘across breast two red and two blue bands. Pres 

(o and fg. 265) standing, fot together, facing table, both arms 
slightly bent atthe elbows, right hand open palm in, left hand 
Holds @ half opened roll (of writing): no wig, shaved heads 

shoet sket with triangular apron, supported by white strap 
over let shoulder. Lookout (p), standing with feet together, 

  

    
   

    

      
       

  

     left arm hanging against side, ist closed, vight arm extended, 
fist elosed, hole in top of fist not going clear through, Total 

Fig. 266.—Conoy, COLOR: Hull, rail tips of how and of stern, grenish blue. Deck, 
white with two re bars at ends of hollow deck. Radder-rest 

and rudder-post re. Posts of eanopy, blue: roof white with yellow border all around 
the edges (ig. 266). Bed, yellow; eyes of lions’ heads, red. Offering table, white 
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sites and ends; top, yellow, white, green and black (fg. 267). The vase on the 

the table is re, with lack cover, black ring, 
v1. The helmsman and the Lookout have red 
rts and iris (no beanl or eyebrows) white 

except without 
wigs shaved ead bluish greys voll white, The two femate 

nd white of eye, black eyelids 
> white weappings, red and 

wig, white white of eye, Black eyebrows, 

  

lable is greenish blue, The vase befor      
    

  

garment and white of eye. Priest, 

  

  

  

figures, white wig, garme          and iris, yellow skin, Mum   

  ig. 267. —Atartops clare le wreath, Dl 
eyelashes and iris, color of skin uncertain,   

  

  Tuensiour Carving tips of bow and stern, rudder-rest, helmsman, alfering 
-Rdderposts, canopy posts, figures fm and 

‘, rest in holes in deck, Also the feet of bed. The upper ends of canopy posts are 
sharpen and rest in holes in rof. The bed legs have tongues iting holes in body 

‘of hed, The arms of figures {, and o and the right arm of figure p are fastened 
‘on each with a peg. Covered with plaster and painted, Blue and bluish green con 
of a ground granular substance. The plan of top of table was fist outlined in red 

  

  fastened on with ps 

    

    
    

  

Proserarioy: Colors and plaster much damaged. 
at vena ere du Mae, 

  

839, Cat, 1898, p36, new 0 

4916. Model of a ship. — Wood. —Length o m. fg cent., width om. 125 mill, 
ah, 1884 (pl. XVID).   height middle o m. o8 eent. — Saqqa 

Hous: Like n° hg +5. Bow higher. 
Tacane ¢ Like nt 4g15. The helmsman still olds in his hands the handles of the 

rudders 

  

Fensnene: Canopy, altar (fig. 968) and two vases, 
table, thicker, On the table, also, a leg of sacrificial 

ilar ton” 4g. Vase befor the 
al Tike n° igs 

  

    

   Fig 288. — Aue 
     Canw 

9g 
(lig. 269). Under canopy, mummy-tke igre (Hi 
(ig. 970) 

  1915. Priest, similar to n° 4915; both arms 
at bows, hands open pals up holding a roll open in middle 

e ng 5, n) sitting on a throne 
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Couonisc: Like n° hg+5 except for minor diferences, The rail is red, like the two 
bars. The roof of canopy is entirely white. The stand of jar before offering table is 
white. The shaved head of priest is black, The throne is red. The top of table is 
slightly different (fig. 072). Vase on table, red. Leg like 

    

  

  

   
en     2. — How pn, 

‘Trcwsiqoe : Like nt figs except for minor diferencs. Only forearms of prist separate, 
fastened on by round tongue and hole (fig. 272). Throne and figure, of one piece, 
pegged to deck. 

  

Presenasios: Plaster and colors damaged. Right dder-post gone. 
  Bn: Jornal dent du Mai, w° 95843. Cat, 1895, p26, mea 403. 

4917. Model of ship for the dead. — Wood. — Length o m. 66 cent., width o m. 

13 cent., height middle om. 078 mill. —Saqqarah, + 884 (pl. XVID). 
ou : Similar to n° 4g15. Tips of bow (fig. 273, a) and stn (b). different. 

  

ig. 278. — ow (a) a stern (). ig. 274. — A 

  

n° gs 5, One ofthe handles of the rudders, still in hand of steers, 

  

Canopy and bed similor to n° 4g15. Legs of bed are rounded lions’ les. 
‘Table for offerings (fg. 274) wi   leg of sacrificial animal upon it 

  

Grew : Like n° gs, except for minor differences. The two female figures have hands 
‘open palm down, are not bent at the hips, and have only one strap supporting 
‘garment, passing obliquely over right shoulder. The priest is just lke n° &gs6, 

  

Lg poi das nt bln, 
Gaal di Mae, 998



a cATALoat    18 DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 
except the oll has we 

  

con the open part. The legs and feet of stersman are 
covered with garment, Total ere, si. 

CCovonine : Bottom, yellow. Deck, white with red roll, two red bars lke n° fia 
(Gig. 975). Radder-rest, red. Rud 

fig13, Roof ofeanopy, all yell le. Bed, y 
red; nostrils, mouth and edge of face, black. Table for offerings, 

    
to additional re bars across ste   

  

yellow. Figores like     
‘eyes of li     
somewh 
Mack hoof 

  

  

      

      deck, fastened wit . Ruukder-posts, in holes. Canopy 
hed in holes, fastened with pla fig. Table of three pieces 
(lige 27) pegged together. Arms of Figures, like wg 16: priest like n*fign5. 
Table, fastened to deck with plaster, Covered with plaster and painted. 

Tike nv fign5. Feet of 
  otherwise like   

    

arsenvarios: Plaster sealed off in places. Figures, worm-caten 
+ Jorma ete de Mase   2880, Cat, 9898, p28, mae v0. 

mle 
» of f=" (pl. XVI). 

Similar to n® Agog-hg to. At present, 
‘on deck are © m, 002 mill. to 0 
spaces. On 
13,15, 16,49 ing from bow) are small projet 
ends of beam. On each sie near bottom, two holes") 

4918, Model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 
1m, 238 mill, —Siut, 
   

  

Dowestick. The red bars 
N., lower than the whi 

         

a 
roll, Boone + Rudder-post like n* 798 except not Rollowed on tp on the 

Tel side ki 

  

owand how a pe as rest for the mast (Gg. 277) and 
1 hole through the corner of post behind for fastening: the mast wit 

    

a string. 

©, Se 95, he te an 
tains a8008 ond 28199 c Arpraly Ur ening pol 

  iy ad 28 (Ca 895 88p, 38), the       



noo 

  

OF SHIPS AND BOATS, % 
Mast-rest standing in mast-hole center of boat (lig. 278, e), shaped about like 

  

  

  

rudder-post but with an arm onthe side of top (1g: 279). Round tapering mast wih ve bronze eyelets, two on cach sea tip and one ontop bottom of mast square and slightly sharponed, covered with a bronze cap. 
Originally mast rested on ruder-post 

When in use, the mast was placed spright inthe hole © and apparently Mocked in by some object iting inthe large square hole witha smaller, ‘ore shallow one (din the mile onthe eter sie, it was supported hy a shoo (fig. 280, €) with thre supports In this shoe area number oles (Fig. 278) in edges beind (four pair) and through the mile 

  

astro 

    

  

    

(On the third red bar back from mast, a bar with four grooves on underside for fasten~ 
ing ropes of sil (and fig. 281), 

Shad orate.    
‘Three holes (h) for rope: four for holding sail ropes (? or fastening 
ars); four for fastening rudder (j. Round pointed rudier with hole near end 
‘of handle (ig. 282). The end may have been covered with metal cap, 

   
    

  

wrasse



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
essere Originally cabin with a vestibule 

  

). The walls o-p and I-m are 
handed up, each with one door (g. )s the sides and top are of frame work over 

  

Fig. 283, — Dow. ig. a8. — Rei om dw 
which apparent cover was originally steetched. The corners of walls im and o-p 
have holes for lening cover. The dors have projecting pivot above and below and 

( the ouside in incised elit isa standing 
‘ertical, one horizontal) of inscription. 

Aha Nae 

    
     284) and two Fines ( 
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Below, the pivot of door ress in hole in deck. Above, the pivot is held by a socket 
(lig. 285 and 295). The doors have laches (fig. 286 and 295) on the sie of the 
oor-way, inside. The resus formed by continuing the side walls and roof © m. 
6 cent. beyond the front wall of cabin and supporting w 
deck in form of elbow (fig. 287). 

    

  

Teams which rest on 

    

Dhow bean of, vse.       Fig: 985.—Upperdorschel. Fig 286.— Dor ath Fig. a8. 

Reconsraverin : An additonal room was built on to the vestibule (k-n-y-x). Root 
supported in the center by a lotus bundle clown with closed capital (2), The 
front wall ike the side walls, all with double vertical beam opposite column, and 
without doors 

  

Grew + Heloaman, squotting igure, right arm extended slightly rooked, fst closed 
palm in and pierced, left sem straight with hand open palm on oor; short wig 
covering ars, no cosmetic stripes; short shiet fom wast to knees) Sat on ein oF 

‘on platform on cabin, Lookout (L), standing left fot avanced, right arm oustretched, 

  

  

     

  

(© Th col fa on undereye ith get tpg or wich hr sno de in dk The 
‘ahaas al eigealy re bulnged oslo Spe 
(Onl AVI, hin gre ins he a 
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Thad closed and pointing with the index finger, left aera ha 
short black 

  Jing closed, palma ins 
ug eatss short skirt with Iappet in front 

(lig. 288). Standing figere (A) left foot advanced, hands open 
r crossed on breast, right over left, palms towards breast; no wi 

Tong skit from waist to ankle, with teiangular apron in fe 
‘Sprating figure (B) similar to n° 4899, but with i 

lack wig covering eats, short shirt, Spuating figure(C), 
ns, hands and fot covered by garment which reaches 

98g): Syuating figures (D, B, H) similar to 
figure B, except the right arm is straight with the palm open flat 

Spuating figure F, like B but 

      

    
    

  

knee draven 
      

  

    

thout wig, Tota ere, 
Figure B has no wi 

         

  

Covome : Bottom red. Deck white wit red rail and red as fig. 20) 
Tulder-post, mast shoe, red. Rudder, yellow with black mark 
ig est, npainted. End walls of original 

cabin, beams red, hoards yellow (traces), Front frame of vestibule also red. Rest of 
cabin, unpainted, Figures L, B,D, B, F, H and helmsman, dark red skin, Black 

  

  1). Mast and. mast     
    

   

  

Fig so aa ef one Pelee Ce ee ee 

hair pets (no cosmetic stripes) and iris, white garments and white of eye. Figures A 
and C, the same but with Fight red skin, 

Tuowstqee + Hall has a number of i 

  

pivees set in and fastened with pegs. 
Several eracks have been filled with wood. The whale smoothed 
‘over with plaster and painted, Buder-pst rests in square hole 

Moat rests in ole, stayed with block () and shoe. Sloe of mast, 
eqged to deck, two pegs in each support. The supports on the 

sides are fostened to msin body of shoe with tongue and slot 
(ig. 292). The roof ofthe original e 
is composed of two halves, Each half has two beams lengt 
connect by five curving eross-beams 
{nto the longitudinal beams by means of tong =the eross-beams ae then 
fastened together by two thin strips lid over lengthwise’ and fastened by a peg 
where each crosses a eross-beam. The frst and filth eross-beams adjoin the end 

two halves are joined by tongues 
31 beats; 

  

    
         

©) gaps ite slo nate 
which ae ite    

    
    

  

walls, The adjoining longitudinal beams of 

  

  snd sockets. Each side wal s compose of two longitudinal and five vert  
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  ithe frame work is layed at the four corners by elhows (fi. 293). The vertical 

ined (0 lengthwise beams by tongue and socket 
ntlavise beam is grooved on inner 

to admit the edge of outside beam of rot (fig. 294). The 
‘end sell L-m consists of outside framework of thre pieces, — 

hed top-pivee jo picees with tongue and 
slot, —anda door frame of thee pieces (lig. 9g3).The two side Fi. 203 Pieees (tig. 998) re 

  

       

    

  

pieces are elbow-shaped he middle ofthe bottom 
with an overlapping joint Joint dis overlapping (ig. 296); the others are tongue 
and slot joints, The intervening spaces ar filed in with boards (1, 2, 3), half as 

  

   
Fig. 95. — Ead wall om. 

thick asthe beams and level with outside, The smaller beam crosses board 1 inside 
and is fastened to frame-work with tongue and sot joints, The outer corner of fame- 
work is pierced with five oles on each side and sis on arch (the inner copner by 
{oo on each side (,(). Two thick pegs fastening boards (h"). The front wall o-p 

>I 
Fig. 96 — Int 

  

  

      
  

  

of similar construction: the door i inthe middle so thatthe boards 1, 2, 3 have 
dilferent forms from those in back wall; board 3 is erossed by smaller beam like 
board + : there are four thick pegs in upper arch fastening in the boards «the under 
arms ofthe elbow pieces are joined hy a fourth piece (fig. 297). This end wall sets 
inside the side walls. Five holes on each se through the outer corner of 

    

le wall   



80 

   formed by pice 
to frame of wall o-p but with smaller beams and without the middle piece betow 

ate 987). The fortard cabin (keney-a) is bull onto vestibule and consists 
of tvo side walls and a roof, similar tothe after eabin, and an end wall. The side 
walls have bowever two adjoining vertical beams in the middle braced with elbows 
shove and below (fig. 298). The roof has also a double middle eross-beam; and the 

thre eross-bean 

    

   

  
td both double eans ae peed with overlapping joints pegged 

‘g9)- The end wall (4-y) consists of two equal halves st together     

  
    ig. 98 9 Fig 

(tia berry sda me, aig Watley, oe bale     
conten oft 

  with lat pegs. Bach ball consists of one curving top-pieee (with projetions on 
‘underside corresponding to slats in top ends of theee vertical beams), of three 
vertical beams and a bottom piece (fig. 300). The vertical beams are joined to the 
‘other to by tongue and slot joints and each corner is stayed with an elbow. The 
top pivee is groove on inner ege to reotive end of eros beam of roof. The column 
in the center is fastened above by ap 
rests on floor. The two cabins are peg 

  

  

      f btewen the lengthwise beams; below it 
to Moor, holes in deck larger than pegs. 

Figures sn B have prolongations of heels resting in holes in deck; feet joined on 
with pogs. Al other figures are pegged on, All figures (except C) have arms pegged 
‘on, Figures covered with plaster and paited 

  

  

  
Prasenvaion: Cracked. Plaster scaled off in many places 

  

Iara dre de Mei, w° Sogo. Ca, 1895, 0° 138, 

4919. Model of a boat. — Yellow limestone. — Length o m. 1 
Assuan. 

  

Finds bending back. Rests on Mat plate (oval). Cabin 
Hack and red lines. Black lines along edges: the 

   center. Painted yellow with 
yee hatched spaces marked & 
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Ihave black and red fines crossing ach others the fourth hatched space has re 
lines only (fig. 30s) 

  

Fig. Soh. — Pole ad te wet 
All other heavy fines are Mack, Deck shows taces of light green. Ends of cabin (#) red. 
ae: Jounal deni da Mei, 30369   

4920. Model of a cabin. — Wood. — Length om. 12 cent. (pl. XXNI). 

  

  

Fig: Son, — Gate 
Rectangular. Curving roo. Vestibule formed by extension abore and on the right side, 

‘The underside of roof of vestibule is arched. Patel yellow with four black bands 
around the sides (fg. 302, a). Front painted with red lines in imitation of frome 
work (ig. 302, ). Covered with plaster, except on bottom, before panting. Plaster 
sealed off of roof 

     

4921, Model of cabin. — Wood. — Length o m. 1g mill. (pl. XXX). 

  

Fig. 33. — Cain, 
Rectangular. Corvng root. No vestibule. Covered with plaster and painted yellow with 

black and red band. See ig. 308. 
(sa de Maem. *
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ine grained yellow limestone". — Leng! 
syple (pl. NIN). 

     4922, Model of @ boat. — 
tt cent, — Hh 

a> |i 
igs Soh — Pole nd erp 

in stern, Rudder. Rests on platform similar to   Bow, elevated. Stern, short, Cab 
18 gag, Heasy lines are black; rudder, el; hull, yellow; one band, red; rst, 

End of rudder above, broken oll. Se fig. 304 

  

aa: Sera dered Mane, a 29817. 

    4923. Model of a boat with hippopotamus. — White limestone. — Length 
‘© m. 095 mill. — Magazine (pl. XIX). 

  

Bow and stern, alike, each with a knob, Bottom 
Aattened. Painted red, blue and black, Blue 
almost entirely rubbed off. See fig. $05. 

30683, 

  

    

oar Cone ds Mas 

  

Fig, 3, — Prot ws. 

  

4924, Model of a boat with statue of a god. — Pink granit. — Length 
th about o m. Go cent. —Mitrahineh July, 892 (pl. XIN). 

AB 

a = 

Hou : In general, similar to 4860 (fig. 306), Rail rounded like n° 4860. Stern 
piece broken off Bow covered with bead work. Tip of bow broken off: Resting 
‘hick rectangular plate to which bow and stern ate joined: by vertical walls. In the 
how, the rilis much higher (Ike the solar ships from Bersheh). 

  

  

  

  

ig. 266. — Pale ad ue sci 
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1S AND BOATS, 8 
Bran-wonk on vow: Sides covered with bea-work (fig. 3 

  

    cach side and inthe 
tered. On each sie of how, just lehind bead work, one eye in low rele (ig. 308) 

as 
Fg. top. — Debi Fig. 08. — a Fig. op 

le raised ridge like a 

  

  

Feasirnt : In the middle is low base (fig. 30g, a) on which stood a seat with the 
statue of « divinity. Before this base and adjoining it, an uprgl 
object composed of two halves covered with mat work (b) an 
separated by a channel (c). Two pais of hawks, on front of this 

cach side) (A) facing upward in each pair, on 
hank is diretly infront of the other. The top of this object is 
Droken off the spot ¢ was however lower than the adjoining sides 
as if the channel continued over the top. In the stra (ig. 310), traes of, block 

  

    
   

  

         object (one pair 
® 

Seti, objet f 

    

ted so ely ge, 
Cana ane 
rep areeereietend ere 
Tresor nearer ae (ae perme ce 

Fi statue). Object with hawks broken off and stck on, Several pieces on lft of ase, 
broken off and stuck on 

Surnal dati du Mei, 3165. 

  

  

4928, Ship for the dead. — Wood. — Length 10 m. 20 cent., width 2 m. 
of cent., height middle o m, 845 mill. — Dahehour, +893. Near 
the northern pyramid 

  

  

  

Fig. a0. — Deck 

eu. + General form in De Monain, Dakcour, Lp. 83, fig. 203. There 
ini the stern iste tht in De Morgan's gure. On the contrary, 
rounded off ike w 81 1 and similar boats; andthe fact that the ound piece (2) i 

cat offshrp indicates that the senha orginally an upright bent post ikem 681 5 
ana siilar bots (fg +1) In that ase, the bow, which s destroyed mst als ave 

    

     

   



8 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
Ina such a post, see n* 4814, ete The ruil is raise from om. 
20 cent. abore the deck and is cut off square before rea 
stern, similar to 1” 4807. The deck enelosed by the rail i elosed at ends by to 
eros pices (now gone) one of which, that in stor, extended beyond the sides of 
Dat and served as rst forthe rudiers. Beyond the cross pieces, instead of raised 
ruil, smizylindrial staves are laid lengthwise along top of sides of oat, one on each 

side (ig. 317). The deck covered the whole boat from stera to bow though much of 
itis now lost, 

      
  

    

Riccine + Tao ruder-poste” square at bottom, round above, each surmounted by a 
ly joined together by across pee at top of posts, Tao rudders, 

15 hole for handle® At bow 
I outer edge of ral 

  Ihawk’s head, origi 
with rou   lipped blade, long round stem and slant 

      and at stern, a hole on each se fig. 31,2) throu 
Covonise = Bottom, yellow wi 

stripes are outlined with black and separated by narrow yellow spaces 
34a). The boars of deck, apparently white. The cross pieces 

Incing covered by boards were probably unyainted, The posts for 
raulder, — the left one, rods the right one, yellow, Hawk, yellow 

eyemarks. Rudders, ike De Motcan, Dakehow, 

    

  

Dlue, a red and a blue stripe slong rail. The 
   

  

ll 

  

  

Fig. 312. shin, blue wig. g are Se ee odd AE NNX 
"Trowntqce: The fall consist of «middle beam set together out of three pivees and a 

      

Fig. 86. — Pn of al 

  

number of irregular boars running lengthwise and joined to the middle beam o 
318); the middle doom is held together by two 
ins joining ends of pieces of middle beam; the 

foards on sides are held to middle beam and to each other by 
svrallow tl joints joining sides boards to each other (se fig. 31) 

  

     imber and arrangement ofthese slot joints its impossble 
boat apart. Bach rail consists of four pieces fastened 

  

  1 Thee rue pst dest em ng ths at ant he de in er ame 5 
{he pst shws tes fed the sk hag 
Acrtng te De Met, Dalry we XSK, oe of the andes seme Ao ave Ben in pation 

1 Seems 
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i and slot 
The holes 

to the hull with swallow 
‘beam and to each ot 
Noles of sot join 
by sot joints (i 

  ints a8 the side hoard are fastene to middle 
op of ral (except ain fig. 314) are mostly 

The pieces forming rail are als joined to each other atthe ends 
515) and by being bound with (leather or) metal (fig. 316), 

  

  

  

      

      

  

fe ie sored eee 
leded or send face bet 
(lig 31 

  

ig. 847. — Pale ad sec oho, 

bby a Mat peg (fg. 311, é) and by a metal (2) bond bound around the groove k 
(Gg. 317). The pivee on bow was fastened differently as shown 
by a hole (m) ia middle beam and a horizontal hoe in board 

‘on the right. The cros rams rest with their ends passing through 1 
sides of boat, through a rectangular hole in top of fist board 
under rail, and have at each end a square hole (0 m. 09 cent. 
Xo m. 03 cent.) passing down vertically through cross beam 

  

(Gg. 318, 1), The lode of eck were fasten tothe ros FSM esaafyfemol evel page (Fp cco eae ee 
the beams marked with > are modeen restorations); ad they 

were fastened to each other by Mat pegs joining the sides (Ike ig. 31/4). The ends 
of the rudder-posts pass through square holes in eross beam and rest in hoes in 

    

© The hte in he eam i hich the rer pote 
Ise hl herve i at serve ten ro     
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DU CAIRE, 
bottom (fig. 3149, m). The ruder-posts were joined by cross-piece above, joined to 
right pos (ig. 320) in dif which it was joined to Left 
post (li. 321)" Impossible to see how head was joined to post (now nailed on) 

7 Wh? Ff 
Pig. 3. ig. 0 ig. 3 

adder po ston tbe, gh oder po at erp 

    manner From that 

  
  

    

  

  The rudders consist of long’stem, running the whole length, which is fattened 
where it enters the"blade; the sides of the blade are each ofa separate pieee (in 
‘one case two pieces) se an to stem with pegs (lke ig. 314), n each side. 
‘There are also a numberof round holes (+ centimetee in diameter) through the blade, 
which stem to be from old construction, The stem has above a tongue (0 m. 02 (3) 
which fits into hole in A's hed. 

‘The boat is made for the most part of wood which had been used once before and 
ed with wood oF 

plaster. The underside of boars used for deck was only roughly hewn and only 
the upper side was covered with plat 
fill show traces of plaster. The eross-pvces closing 
in the stern by means of the square holes, the on 
Iles (7). 

Pressavari : Most of deck, parts marked with > in igure 341, most of plaster and 
paint are gone. Parts marked with > are modern; and M. Barsanti informs me 
hat most of the dovetails are also modern, 

    
   

   

   

   imber of holes used in the former construction have been   

The ral and the bottom ofthe boat also, 
rail were fastened, the one 

    

    

nu: at, 4895, w* #353. De Mone, Dabur I p 81-83, pe XNIN-XXM 

4926. Ship. — Wood. — Length g 
middle om. 74 cent. — Dah 

     n. 90 cent., width 2 m. 28 eent., hei 
ur, 1893. Near the northern pyrami   

    

Fig. San. — 
Hout: General form, rail, deck, eudder-est, smicylindrical staves beyond the rail lke 

1 fg25. Indeterminable whether bow and stern had bent posts like n° 4g oF not. 
Bicone: Rud ul rudders, 

Toles stopped with wooden peg ( 

  

      ke n° aga. The middle piece of rail has nine 
329). 

  

Bye soe wt beget
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Covonine : Mail, red. Cross beams and ends of boards adjoining them, traces of red 
ces yellow, Rudder: 

ier tenia 
   

  

Boards except ends show traces of white. Botiom, forward,   

  a red anda green band   
posts 
posts and rudders, like n*fig25, 

  

  

‘Tronfignr : Construction of hull similar to n° 4g 
(even to shape of boards in bow and stern): 
swallowtail joints sparingly used. Rail of four 
pieces fastened with po in top ond with metal 
band like 9° g95 (fg. 393, the numbers show 
course of baid). Semieylindical staves at bow and 

ste ns fastened in 
frame of boat; and ruulder=posts in holes, like 
1 aga. The two rulderposts were connected by 
1 cross-heam, from mark on post apparently about 6,323, 5 Ral Mes 
0m, of cent. x 0 m. of cent; the end of cross 
Piece held a tongue which fited into hole o m. 045 mill, x om. 045 mill. an 

15 een. from top of post the heads are heli on like heads ES : 

  

   

  

  

fastened to sides; cross-he         
    

    uldersof niga. Rudders, like w bya’, The deck is 
illerently from n° ga; the eross-beams have the upper 

Fg. at erlges grooved: the ends of the boards rest in these grooves sac a ait oy alsa ae Oe 
bby wooden pegs driven in slanting. The lst eross-heam in bow has a peg in each 
‘end driven slanting back into the end of top bose on side of ship, Rudder-rest 

fastened with broad fat peg (2). Old wood used; underside of deck unfinished; upper 
side of deck, rail and bottom covered with plaster; similar to n° figa5. The deck 
Doards nest to rail have the edge ouside slanting to fit slope of side, 

  

    

      

    
   

Preservation : Round slaves, rudder-rest, tip of bow 
palates gad MME ay ea 
aecaleresal = 

Bu: Ca, 1895, n° 1358, De Mocs, Dash, 1, p. 8 
‘83, ph ANIK-ANN 

Wool. —Length 
© m, 8g cent Fig 398, — Ow 

    

Round stem, prolonged along the midle of blade on both sides. Flat roun 
Dade. No trace of coloring. Blade somewhat rotted (fig. 325). 

  

© Tha twas posibe at any ine treme Bar af ik xl a am der ad yet he Bards 
fe «frm deck



88 a CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
4928. Drag for transporting a ship(?). — Wood. — Length & m. 21 cent, 

width o m. 78 cent.-o m, 80 cent. —Dahchour, 1893. Near n® fig5-        
Fre : Two lengthwise pieces, curved upwards slightly at forward end, and four eross- 

pieces" The lengthwise pieces contain a number of slots and holes, for holding 
pieces Ind across from side to side (fig. 326, a), and for holding upright pieces, 
posts te (I), arranged symmetrically i pais, Th 
Uhrough outer edge (e)- Sov also ianer appor elge (d). The i 

seven pairs of holes passing in and out on some surface (# 

  

      
        

  

  pieces con 
ross pieces there are holes for ting passing through upper back edge (F), upper 

front edge (g, in n°» and 4), lower back edge (hin n° 3), lower Front edge (i in 
1° 3), in front face (k, in w 3). 

  

    

Cononne + No traces 
‘Twowsigee: The eross eams (1, 9 and 4) have at each end a tongue which its into « 

slot in lengthwise beam (1). The tongue was fastened by two pegs (2) through the 
Iles m (these oles ass through the tongue but not into beam below). A slot (n) 
posses down into the lengthwise beams just at end of tongue of beams + and 4. At 
‘end of tongue opposite 2, a hole passes in and out on same surface (0). Beam 1 
has tongue at left end resting in slot in lengthwise beam (p) and the right end is do 
tailed into beam, the dove-tal being pegged fast (q) A number of pieces of wood ha 
been patched in, being fastened with pegs (r thre on forward part). On inside of 
heaton right between beam + and backend, thee isa narrow slot which was filled 
with pee of wood eli by pegs. Some of the eracks are filled with plaster 

   
     

  

     
    

  

Prsstavasios : Surface and edges more or les eaten or rotted avay so that strcly 
‘exact messurements are dificult to make, Cross-bea 
‘on the het bal. 

  

3 is very badly damaged 

Fim. : De Monun, Dkehow, 1p. 81-85 

  4929, Model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 575 mill., height middle o u 
5 eont,wilth o m. 095 mill. —Sépul- 
re des prétres d’Amon. 189 (pl.XIX). 

   
   

    

  

    

  

a © 
Hou: Stender, lost triangula 

with bow and stera curving 
d 1, wards, round in eross section and en 

broad circular b 
is not flattened. Under the cabin is a hole 
(lig. 327. g) with traces of resinous mater 

  

Fig: a7 

elas ofan ah pg true eee Up rcs eee 
Beams 3 

  bp oi 
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8 (now broken off). Rudder 

of erosepivee extending beyond the sides and notched near each end in upper back 
  Bicoase: Two rudder-posts ata, ig. est(b) consisting 

      

cege. Two rudders (now one) rough vith narrow blade, no handle. 

  
  

    

  

essere : Rectangular bor-eabin with slanting roof; supported in front and back by 
ing poss, one agnnst each end, e 

      

Fig. 29. — Ge. 

  

Covonse + Ground color is brownish yellow. Side of bottom has green and red strips, 
green spots, and black along keel (ig. 329). On each se of box, eye in green 
(omited by copyist fig. 328, see pl. XIX). Around stem of button on bow and 

  

Fig. 30, — Eade bata 

two green bonds, a red one and four red sepals (dl). Back of rim of flower 
ont of flower hears picture ofa solar ship (e):     ton a green rim. Tow, stern, 

  

front of lower,   and Isis (1) (Gg. 330).
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‘The rudder has black tip, and four rel and three green stripes 

handle, The supporting posts of cabin are re. Cab 
sreen, sides crossed by vertial and horizontal red lines with green dots at points 
where the lines cross. 

A Ea) 
Fig. 3340 

   

  

      

Fig. a, — Pan of abi 

  

Trcasigve: Hull of one piece with flower-tipped stern and bow set on (h). Rudder-rest 
rests in noteh and is held by 
TRadders tied to rudider-rest and to rudder-post and stuck on 
plaster. Lower ends of cabin-supports rest in holes in decks upper end 
walls of cabin (fig. 331). Cabin composed of five pieces, he together by pinkish 
grey plasters the two ses overlap the two ends and are bulging inside (fig. 33); 
the roof overlaps al four wall. Cabin fastened to deck with plaster. The hull covered 
with layer of white plaster and then the whole covered with layer of pinkish grey 
plaster and painted 

   

  

ish groy plaster. Rudder-posts 

  

    

    

Praseay   ox : Rudder-posts and one rudder gone,   

  

Bin, nal Cmte de Mui, 29265 

4990. Model of a boat with naos and statues of gods. — White limestone. — 
Length 1m. 28 cent., height middle o m. 35 cent., width o m. 
38 cent. — Mitrahine, July, 1892 (pls. XX and XX). 

    

  

    | [somes 
PAS 

      

ig. 298. — Pri ig. 334. — Deck pan 

  

lar to n* Aga (figs. 333, 3314). Rests on a rectangular block. Rail square



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
ith semicylindrieal strip along the outside (fig. 335). Bow covered with bead work, 
similar to n° 4g, interrupted onthe sides bythe semicylindrcal step (ig. 333, a). 
‘The font is plain except for a single line of bead-work down the middle (fig. 336) 

vw A 
Fig 335. Fig 396. —Froeftows Fi 

    

      
in relief. The back surface of the how post is hent in peculiar manner (fig. 383, e), 
‘The rail at the how as far back as end of bead work is raised similar to n° Sigaf 
Stern is broken off (ig. 337). 

Forsireme nthe bow, «bore objeto one pee withthe deck (4) Back ofthat 
fad joined to ity a epindcalbjet with 9 aquae hale(e). Then, witha short 
interval, ahallow (0m. 095 mil.) rectangular hale (1) containing a plat wth the 
fet of 2 stoning state, eft foot advanced. AC another short interval, square 
ole (g) and then a ehapl or mas. In oor of neoe a retengloe ble ( 
the back wall, and nol fre from it, «atte af Chaom, boman frm 

    

      

  

and on 
Teh foot 

ya, ead of rom, fac 

        

peated cote eng     forward, 

  

forwards; with sus dise, human ears; wig falling in long plits over shoulders 
‘and marked with parallel incised lines; short skiet (fig. 338). The naos is op 
‘only in front; and the front above is decorated with a serpent in relief arranged 
ong folds up and down each side, across bottom and top (lig. 339. the direction 
‘and positon of folds marked with simple line). 

      

     

  

  

  

Fig 338, — Si of ata ig. 39. — Fron of ap 

  ‘Teanntoce: Cutout of one pivce except the objects or statues which rested in e, fs gs 
Presuaviniox : Consists of eight fragments which fit together. There are a number of 

ther pices of different sizes some of which belong to this boat and some do not. 
A considerable part (ste, right side and upper part of bow) is wanting 

  

  

Srna ene da Mi, 

  

0166, 
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4931. Model of a ship. — Wood. —Length o m. 26 cent., width o m. o| 

How 
{hem broken off (a). Bottom fh 

  

miler to n° 4808. Ends broken of. Two flat cros-picees on each end (one of 
from end to end. See ig. 340.   

  

Fg   Deeps 

Brccine : One hole for mast (?)(b). 
Covonise : Traces of yellow (2) 
‘Tronstgne : One pices, except that cross pieces are glue on. The ends whi 

broken off were orginally separate pieces 

  

Presenscrion broken off 

  

4982, Roof of a canopy from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Len 
17 cent., width o m. 10 cent. (pl. XXXD). 

Pe 

    

the roof of a naos. With hole in each comer for receiving the posts. Upper surface 
white with yellow rim. Kilge also yellow. Under surface greenish blue. Front of 
‘undersle (a) pointed with alternate red, blue and green stipes, beginning with a 

    

  

   Hue on 
before pai 

‘each side which runs into blue of underside, Covered with plaster 
‘See fig. 3h. 

4933, Model of cabin. — Wood. — Length om. 175 mill, height 
(pl. XX41). 

  

Pattern of frame-work on 
front and on back alike exept thatthe door on front (2) ison the 
right hand side and that on back ison left hand side, that i, the 
Aoors are directly upposte each other. Painted directly on the wood. See fig. 34a. 

Similar to n° 4y2¥ in form and col      
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Du AIRE. 
   4984, Model of cabin. — Wood. —Length o m height o m, 08 cent. 

   Like 3. Pattern of frame-work roughly de nd peg on underside for 
fastening to ship(?). Covered with layer of white plaster before painting. Plaster 
much damaged 

  

4995. Canopy post from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Height o m. fo cent. 
1 Paintod with alternate greenish blue and yellow bani separated by narrow 

black rings. Lower end black. Lower end si 
Upper end, prolonged into peg to it hole in root of canopy (fig. 343). 

ghily flattened on one side 

    

4996. Half of a spar with remnant of sail 
— Wood and linen. — Length 0 m. 

  

fastened to it 
cont   

Fg. 388. Straight spar tapering towards the end, painted yellow with four black 
ings, one atthe tip (fig. 348). 

  

    

he edge nest to the spar is bound with over and over tite like sail on 
1 8hx (a). A twostrand rope passes along this edge 
and is tied to it around the bound edge at regular 
intervals (ca. 0 m. of cent.) (b); this rope passes 
around tip of spar, i ied agsin through hole i sil) 
(and may have passed up along ouside edge of silt). 
A short distance up the outside edge a string is noose 
through hole in sail. Another string binds the two- 
strand rope to the mast, passing over an over like on 
w k8h around the two pieces ofthe tworstrand rope at d 
and around the rope and the tip (lft out in igure forsake of clearness), 

    

     
   

  

AL the end, is w   

  

‘Suu-norss: At thre points(e), «type is passed around the spar possibly for hoisting 
sail (ef 4844), 

4997. Mast with sail ropes from model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
46 cent. (pl. XXIX), 

‘Tapering; lower end rougbly sharpened; upper end broken off, Near the base wound 
with six strings il together somewhat similar to the hosting ropes on n° 484s 

  

4998, Part of a rudder from a model of a ship of the dead. — Length o m. 
39 cont., width om, 057 mill. (pl. XVID) 

  

The blade was formed by fastening   two side-picces, each hy means of thee pegs, to 
the prolongation of the stem. The present number is one ofthese side-pieces, One  
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sie is Mat; the other oblique. I is beatifally painted; similar to rudder of igo 
hu fig 

4, Yellow with red lines; the interior petal is white with rel shading 
outline; the background is wh 
lotus 

    sell is different. S   

  

top and black 
  Nymphara 

2, ¢. The background surrounding rosette and 

  

ye i red. 
1, The centre is reds the radiating loops from 

he top one tothe right are blue, green, red, yellow, blue, green, red, yellow 
the outlines are black. 

«6. The eye-ball is blek and white; the cosmetic stipes are blue. 
4. Green with black dots and black outlines; 

shading at top and black outlines. Nymphace caerulea. 
‘The side (k) is damaged. Covered with plaster before p 

  

Fig. 35. — Rober 

  he interior petal is white with blue 
  

  

      

4999, Bumper from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 095 mil. 

  

Ruhl whited; ct off square bore; lnped aig imran 
SY) lola tp and fastened with» pg. Soi 346 

y 4940. Upper part of semes-sign. — Hard wood. — 
) Length 0 m. 23 cent.   

ig. 86, — Baer 
4941. Rudder from the model of a ship. 

length of blade om. 135 mill. — 

Possibly from 1 4860. Traces of plaster and of yellow. 

Wood. — Length o m. 46 cent., 
icht(2), 1895. 

  

   

  

Slanting hole for handle not far from end of stera. Inequalities filed with plaster. 
Traces of red paint on blade. Stem bent and eracked; surface worn. 

4942, Rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length om. 28 cent. 
length of blade 0 m. 09 cent. — Lieht(?), 1895.    

[No holes. Smoothly finished. Slight traces of plaster. No coloring. Tip of blade, worn. 

4943, Rudder from model of boat. — Wood. — Length om. <> 
98 cent., length of blade om. 085 mill. —Licht(?) gy. 
age Sect, Hd 

Like n* Agta. Stem broken in two and mended. Crack across blade, Tip of blade worn 
ection of blade, se fig. 34    
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4944. Model of a ship. — Wood. —Length » m. 34 cent., width o m, 38 cent., 

Iucight middle 0 m.22 cent, 0 m. ws, June, 1898. 
Tomb of Amenophis I, Room 1, Se 

      

Fg. 38, — Pl ad er eos 
Hus: Rounded botom (ig. 48). Tip of ow and of stern Nattened these Attend 

ai aT TTLUTT ITT        

eee nee Kats eee ee eatin re 
ea sree oe eee 

|] imams are indicated by a row of projections along sides of 
‘hp Det is igh Llloved (om. 0:6 mil) fr dence 
ecaetfatee eeforonu aver aad (eb a 
ee evr wth brads (6. 3h, nd fi 360) which 
rec foeev esse ce Nath see 
season ere a ae eos Bed 
a eToys se fra ea 

      

Fig. 350. — 
in font of d (b) 

© Former ended in caring Sef 

  

rie. 
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rudders (¢). On each side of deck, eighteen small blocks of wood (0 m. 05 cent. x 

- 09 cent. x 0 m, 15 mill.) serving a8 seals for rowers (Ff 

  

  

rocawe + Just back of each seat (f)- the rail is pierced by a small hoe for fastening 
oar, Similar hole also at (g). Two rectangular holes for fastening rudder-posts, 
passing through the board h (i). 

  

Feaserone : Long closed cabin in the midile(j). Back of this marks of an object 
oblong, rectangular, resting eross wise (k). 

CCovonie : Ground color of bottom bluish green, Kecl projecting beyond bow and stera, 
yellow (Lem, ig. 348) Bove and stern, bottom colored yellow (wand q); just beyond 
rand q, a yellow band (0 and p). On each side of o and p and on the adjoining 

Qe 

e 
Fig. 54, — Colred border, Fig. 35. — Sel, how ad sem. Fig 363. — Bander 

    

  

cots sh eel eel ies colette (Teseet eae ee 
foo ation elie prod (Og 3 i). Tia etl aa eel 

Sow and drs oe Wd ol si er (Sta ands) On fing toe 
iil nd eed ring hy er a 

tu dap do chro opel ibn sd lula i ad ec a as eee ee eee 
Tia rap by eta ost 

ie iene eal aay eters “1 
Inn pie Ha epi i Gap reli lll eal eel cera see eee er a 
thine On oy thes bide bang is ban noch 
ee er eee tee aparece ee ee eae 
Dolod neing gon i eta wing 

Tha del inplor. Te ods rk ot ones, 
tnpall abr, Set, jl, 

Teme To bl ll fe pl tn 
rasal ie easier oats gate Xeni pps sd the preecing ois er 
Deans ae prs ed ito ble ne Tho hts al ran avoid ts ined set ech 

  

  

     
     

  

  

   
1 blue      
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96 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIKE. 
with one peg. The boards on how and stern and all the furniture ae alo pegged 
con, The colors are applied dreetly on 

  

Presensiron + Hoard d, outside part broken off having once extended to fi 
One seat gone 

  

    

Ba. : Jor Beaty 

4943. Model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 1 m. go eent., width o m. 36 cent., 
Iheight middle 0 m. 20 cent., 0 m, 22 cent. — Thebes, 1898. —      

   
M. Room 1, Section   ~ ship nt 

  Lie 
and 

fight but smaller. Only twelve ends of cross beams projecting on each side 
No hole in mille of space where the cabin stood 

       Presiavinios : Projecting prow or bow broken off, Boards on stern, rudder-posts and 
two seals, gone 

Ban: Sort dene ds Mai, nt 17 

4948, Model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 2 m.o2 cent, wile om. 3g cent., 
23 cent, — Thebes, June 1898. — Tomb of Ameno- 
4, Section 4, 6. Ship n 

  

    
Hous : Like w° hgish, Bow and stern, just alike, consisting of a stem, 

ending in papyrus flower which curves back towards middle of ship 
deck, Boards on bow and stern (fig. 354, ¢,d, e,h), lke w” hgh 
‘board on bow (a). Projecting ends of sitoen cross-beams. 

     

      

  

Fig. 355, — Datla 

Bioaise : The rail on each side 
Two holes for ruder-posts (i). 
     eed by hoes, filteen in mumber, 

  

ight. 

  

Fnstrone ; Cabin like n° ig (j). Back of enn, is. box (k). Both of them indicated 
‘only by marks on deck, In front of cabin, two holes (f). On bow board e, two 
‘oblong holes i which some objet was fastened (b). 

Coronise : Similar to n° ght. The bands o and p are wa 
yellow with red stripe along these cieea 0 m. 02 cent, from edge. See technique 

    

0 Bade dered Ie, Ser pice i cnleed 3 34, hw pn a 9 ot 
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Trcrsteve : Tip of bow and of stern set on, where now broken of, by means of tongue 
and slot, pierced by metal mal   ot in body of boat. The boat shows traces of a 
reconstruction, The rail contains in upper surface eighteen holes fille with pegs and 
painted over, on each side; and the deck just inside of ral also contains a number 
of holes filled with pegs and painted over (I), exact number indeterminable, See 
also the holes in space covered by j. The top of the outside was also originally 

         

  

fed with red, blue and white stripes (similar ton? Aga) which have been 

  

painted over with dark green of rest of bottom   

Ba: Journal dire du Moe, a 30958, 

  

4947. Model of a ship. — Wood. —Length 0 m. 855 mill., wide o m. 14 
ight © m. 085 mill. —Bersheh, tomb of Sepa, 1898 (pl. XX0). 

    
      

  

Hux: Similar to n° figog, but the bow and stera rise much higher and the flat bottom 
is raised to a sort of rectangular platform (a, Big. 358). Deck, slightly hallowed 
like n* igog, ete. Bow-stick (b). On the stern, projection forming semicircular 

rest for rudder (¢ and fig. 356). 

    
  

  

Fg. 35. — Sete, ig. 36, — Se 

     Ricaine + Small round mast 857, d). Bn of rudder-post broken off in 
hole (2)- Two holes one on cach side of stern for fastening ropes (for rudder?) (1). 
Four pegs in deck aft of mast (I and fig. 358). 

    
Fig. 358. — Ses eid ma. 

  

Cars + Hels 

  

ost) in hole. Siting Bigure(h), arms and body 
from neck down wrapped in white garment (simile to n° 4851 Kb 
of flap being indicated), short wig covering ears, with white band tied behind, 
rovjgh features. Si standing figures (i), fet together but slighty separated, arms 
crossed on breast, leftover right in four cates, rig 
indistinguishables short shel, projecting and Ot infront, head dress like hy ive 

8. 

  

  without edge 

    

‘over left in one and one
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of     re wrapped in bits of linen, Two other holes in bow (j and k), one of 
‘which (K) was for lookout, Total crew seven, originally ten    

  

ides and bottom of boat, yellow with red stripe along top. Deck, whi 
storn. Figures, red skin, black hair-parts 

Coron         red bars and Mack marks in bow 
i iis, white garments and wh 

  

of-eye.   

Tacastee : Hull of one piece. Bowstick pe 
ered with layer of plaster and painted 

  

‘on, Figures fastened on with pegs. 
  

Prssravinioy : Very small pices of plaster sealed off on tip of bow and ster, 
in oer dete de Mare, 3820 abel =T. 4.» fn re, Annaler de Serie, 

  

pasa 

4948, Model of sailing ship with mummy. — Wood. — Length o m. 80 eent., 
075 mill. —Bersheh, +898,     width o m. 16 cent., height middle 0 

1 fighi7 (pl. XNI). 

  

  

  

Hut: Long, slender, three sided, gradually becoming rounded towards the middle; 
rests on rectangular platform with slopi 
(ig. 35 g)s tip of stern curves forward (b). Raised squ 
rail, e-fand deg. Inside of « and J, hollowed out as far as the bands hte 
raised edge forming a continuation of roundel ell (seo 

    

   
    

  

  Fig: 359. — Pre aa tee et   

Riccrse : Roughly whitled, tapering max (ig. 360, 1, amidships) resting in small 
ound hole; the tip of mast is notched on top and pierced by two small holes, one 

    

    

feogment of sein 
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with over and over stitch, like w 484x 

dh, Tico rudder-poats, like 
at angle not far fom mile of stem, udder-rst,j. 

  wother piece, a commer, has both edges 
98 (i). Tito udder, round pointed blade, round 

  

  

    handle ise 
in holes (K). Beneath it, bed with 

9 small ions” heads above head. On the bed, figare of 
Forni + Cano 

lions lege and 
roof with four posts re         

oe Helasean (1, ft), with both ands otsttched holding handles of rudders, 
‘sqatng, short kit rom weit down covering feet, shor wig covering crs Seren 
tlre standing, fet togetter, arms o 
wigs four all wrapped in bts of linen and other pi 
cihers (1m). On let se of bed, Sigur similar tom, hollng a censor in both hands, 

and shove (). tn front of eanopy ad facing it, siting 
fig In bow, lookout, similar tosis, let hand cased, 

ely etended, right arm ouliched, band open (p). Taal row, leven figures 
(Wel wth mommy), 

tretched, fists closed, short shiets and   

8 of Finen beside two       

Fett hand below,       

Coton : Platform res botiom from eto d green with a white, a ed, a green, a red 
stripe in this ordee along the top of sides; bow and stern beyond « 

and d, yellow. On each side of bow, an eye in black. Deck, white with red bars. 
Rail from ¢ tod, red; beyond yellow. Ruder-posts, yellow. Ruuer, red with white 
hand around tip and another near top of blade; blade with open nymphea carulia 
Mower (lig. 361). Figures, red, white and black, lke on n° git7. Mummy, green 

black eyebrows, eyelids, iris and cheek-beard. Canopy and bed, yellow. Lions! 
heads on bed, geven hair-parts, yellow face. 

    
  

  

    

  

Eh 
‘Tuauntque + Hull of one piece, Upright picees a and 4, of separate pices, Round 

(c-f,d-g) ond rudder-rest, held by plaster. Radder-posts, masts, eanopy posts, 
feet of bed, res in holes. All figures pegged on. Censor fastened with plaster to 
hans of figure, Roof of canopy, made of long board resting atone end on narrow 
crass piece: above, posts fit in holes. Coverod with smooth layer of plaster and 
painted. Arms of figures pegged on. 

   

  

    

Presensaron : Excellent. Handle gone from one rudder, 
Ba. Jarl ere du Made, $0819. Label wih. s.sin rl nk, Annaler Serie ps 

with om 
ith n° igh 

4949. Model of a solar ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 875 mil 
16 cent., height 0 m. 065 mill. — Bersheh, 1898, 
(pl. XXID). 

      

Hous: Flat bottom wi ides like w” 4804, Low rounded rail running from end    slop



Musée 

  

02 eATALOGUE CAIRE, 

  

to.end. Raised prow covered with bor-Like object open on the sides (i 
‘Tip of stern, raised and curved back (i.e. out)    

  

ig. 36, — Pie ad ston of erp. 

Ruccine + None 

  

Fensrene: Towards the ster, tall square hos bearing round black stick on eath corner 
(igs. 362,363, b). In front ofthis, another box-like object witha ms-sga c). Then a 
¢slinder, bearing originally three sticks (the stick with curved tp is in the center) and 

       

  

  

      

ig. 268, — Desk, 
two hawks each on a pole (). Then, a long low rectangular box-like object with 
four fat sticks on each side and two havks on the forward end, facing upwards (e). 
Tn the bow, a board with nine feathers in a row (f).On the rail on each side of bow, 
1 sort of railing (g)s the upper bar pieced by twelve holes. On top of the bow= 
cover a three rows of holes containing ends of pegs (4 -+ 3 +4 holes). Five small 

ly stood in outside rows of holes on a 

     

  

tapering sticks beste the boat, which form   

all, white, Object « on bow, white and light blue with black outlines 
(ig. 364). Cursing stern-post, black with white slashes (b) 
‘on front and sides, Deek, white with rei bars. Objeet 
yellow wth black edges and black stripes onal four sides 

Hit Objects ¢, d and e, yellow with black sticks. The hawks 
HH es ean ieet a ST ees Galow wird Tea 

Ht u rest of it, red, Board f, red with white feathers, Railing g 
Fg: 964. — How bs shite, Small sticks fom top ofa, rd 

    Coron   

  

  
  

  

  
  

    

  

        
Tecuntqve : Hull, of one piece, Prow and steen-post, set on with tongue and sot 

Object a, bs esd, es fs pegged on; also body of dme-sign to objet c. AN other 
posts of railing, Eads 

‘of horizontal hoes of railing fastened to prow with tongue and slot, Covered with 

  

    pieces rest in holes ie. post, feathers, ee, om abjeets a 

  

ed, even on the bottom,   plster and p
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Prestavarios : Two posts gone from b; one post and one hawk, from d; two 
  frome: all objects from a (five sticks beside the boat). Plaster scaled off in a 

few places 
Ban, : Jounal ene du Nani, w' 39818; danas de Serve, My ph     

4950. Mast and spars (two) wrapped in sail (?), from model of @ ship. — 
Wood, te. — Length om. iz eent., length of 
fayence tip 0 m. 085 mill, — Bersheh, 1898. 
    A glazed st   

Smooth tapering maul, sharpened at lower end; upper en fits in hollow of a gren- 

  

‘laced seatte tp; this fayence tip bears three eyelets on each side and one on 
‘ends. A pieee of linen is wrapped     top. To rough spars, tapering towanls 1 

    

  

spirally around the whole and another piece (a silt), neatly folded. is ted with a 
slring around the mide, 

Bh. : Annales du Serie, Ih th a 

4951, Model of sailing ship with canopy. — Wood. — Length o m. 65 eent., 

  

width om, 13 cent., height middle on 
(pl. XXII). 

07 cent. — Bersheh, 1898 

    

      

Fig. 365. — Pe 

      
Hous: Si 

  

Sigh, but stern not so bi 

  

and tip of bow cat off straight 

Fig: 36. — Deck pn 

and). Deck slightly hollowed like w* hg 7. Deck on stern higher 
the sides (unlike n° ig'7)- Bottom Mat in 
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CATAL 
Aupering mast (hb) with small hole near the top and slit in top; and 

tapering spar with sit in each end. Fat rudder-post with crotch eut 
367). Roug pointed blade 

       
rudder i 

  

jn upper end (and 

  

Fensrear : Small canopy consisting of two posts each with a crotch atthe top (d and 
fig, 368) bea reals one end of the rof; the other end of 
roof rests on a 9 

     ig eros piece on w 
ow wall on the left side of boat (e).   

  

ig. 365. — Mader pt Fg 68. =   

Grew: Helmsman (f), squating, right arm eatended, white garment covering whole 
hody but leaving let arm and shoulder exposed. Four sailors (g), standing feet 
together, both arms outstretched, fists lose, short white skirt. A servant (porter) 

(i) fet together, arms slighty extended, left hand open, right hand closed, eaeying 
4a bag, with a box on top of it, held by «coed around the throat; short white ski 

py siting figure like n° gh h (i). Lookout (j), like silos, 
slightly extended. AIl figures have short black wigs covering 

  

  

      
    Under ea   

  

cars, Total crew, 
  

  

Coons : Bottom, dirty whit, with red stripe along top (k). Tip of bow (1) painted 
white and black in imitation of a hide. Deck, white with red bars and black marks, 
Ruader-post, rod with white top. Mast, natural color with black top. Sp 
color with black ends and three black bands. Posts of canopy, natural colo, with 
black tops eros bar, black ends and thrve black bands; roof and side wall 
with black stripe along outside edges and slong middle, Figures, red, white and 
Dlack a usual. 

  

    

  

‘Teeuntgvt: Hull, of one pce. All posts rest in oles except mast. Mast and all gures 
pegged on. Arms of figures peggy on. Roof of canopy pegged to cross bar and to 
side wall; side wall pegged to deck, Cross har fastened to erotch of posts with 
plaster. Covered with lager of plaster ani psnte.     

Prasenatios: Perfect. 
Uae: Jounal dete du Mei, n° 398.
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4952. Model of a sailing ship with canopy and mummy. — Wood. — Length 

743 mill., width om. 1g2 
Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXII). 

      I, height middle o m. 4 

  

Hew: Like a Agog. ow-stck (a). S 

  

  

        

  

  

cctv: Hole for mast with end of mast broken off in ith). Hole for rudder-post 
with end broken of init).   

Fu   rene : Canopy roof with four posts (d)- Under it, a bod with Hin's feet and two, 
Tions’ heads on the head of 

  

Grew + Helasman (e) squatting with knves drawn up, both arms raised, hands closed 
and pieread, short shiet, leaving legs from knee dowa bare. Two female figures, 
fone at head and one at fot of hd (f, fet together, standing, body bent slightly 
forwards, arms outstretched over the mummy, hands open, palms down, short 
shiet supported by band over left shoulder, wig falling i short plat down the back, 
leaving ears exposed. Mummy on bed, wig in thre plats, one over each shoulder, 
fone down the back, necklace of sis red and five black strands across the breast. 
Beside the bed two standing figures of men (g and h) fet together, arms extended 

at at elbows; figure g holds a censor in the right hand and a leg of sacrificial 
le left arms of figure k broken off at elbows; heads shaved; short skirt 

(])! slanding, feet together, arms uplifted, fists closed and piereod, 
short shirt In front of mast, a figure (soilort) standing, fet together, right arm 
Dent hand drawn up to shoulder and closed, left arm slighty extended, hand open, 
palm in (j) and peg-boles for another figure which is missing (3)- Lookout (k), 

Tike sailors, left arm outstretched, hand open, palm in, right arm slightly extended, 
hand closed and pierced. In addition, a number of holes in which possibly other 
Aigures were fastened (1m). Total erew, at present, ten (with mummy). Figures e, 

i,j and k have side beards. 

     

  

  

  

    

   

      

   

  

Couomisc: Bottom, white with narrow rel stripe along top. Deck, with red bars and 
rail and black marks; the black marks connecting joints of beams are especially to 

© Oe of hs ba ee ram os he ae writen se XXL 
Toe Bpre hk been rered ete sre . 

Coa de ai, 9 1798 
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he noticed. Canopy (lige 870). — posts, white with alternate red and black bands   

   
2 roves of seven black crosses (++) 

+, with two fields on top cach with ive shields in 
  at short intervals; roof, white wit 

side, with black zigaag line on ed 
Mack and red surrounded by black zg 

    

1), Bed, yellow; lions heads 

  

  

CC 
    
  

  

      

  

Fig. 370. — Com ig: 3p — Roa of cap.    
  Mommy, — black       red with black wigs, eas, lps, eyetids and 's fet, black. Mummy. 

huir-ports, yellow shin, white wrappings. Female figures, — yellow shin, w 
ments and wig, black eyelashes, eyebrows and iris, white white-of-eye. Male 8 is ns i i 

figures, white, red and black as usual 

  

  

  

‘Trenstgee: Hull, of one piece, Bow-stick and helmsman, pegged. All other figures, 
like prolongotions, one on each heel, resting on deck. Arms of 

  

fastened by two ps 
+, pegged on. Mummy, ions’ heads and legs, pegged to body of hed. Posts, 

ter and painted. 

  

  

   
rest in holes. Coser with lager of pl 

Stern hrok   Prrseave   and partof| Tip of how-stick broken off, 

  

a: Jounal ene du Mane, ats. Amal de See, My p 4 

    4953, Model of a solar ship. — Wood. —Length o width 0. 
13 cent., height middle 0 m, 06 cent, —Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXIV) 

    

Hove: Like n* fgg, but smaller. No box-like object on how 
ioc: Non 
Feantont : Like n° igh except for minor differences (Nig. The ims-sign is 
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Aefetive ( 

  

373). The eylinds 
ksj shows traces of three ol 

cal object is a perfect cylinder; and bears two 
slicks, which were 

probably broken off fore the boat was finished (fig. 37/4). The 
hoard in how has only six feathers. Th rail is suppo 
post and is not pierced. The top of prow bears ends of three sticks 
painted black not pegs) and ie complete thus without the bos-like cover. 

  

slicks with   

  od by only one 

    Cotontne Hull, like n° iglag except thatthe extomely low ral is also 
red. Object 6,— upper part (more than half) yellow, lower part red, ig 373 

Separated by a black line, vertical edges black. Piet 
Object c, — rectangular part, half yellow, half red, divided 
obliquely by «black fine (ig. 373). Cylinder d, lke & except 

there are no vertical edges, For the rest, painted like n° igh. 

  

    

  Trcnsteve: Like n° Aghg 
seem to be pegged on. 

pt thatthe prow and the stern post Fig ph Topol 
Prestavarion : One   J: gone fromm d 
a: Journal ene du Mui, 3983. dame du Sri, p18 

4954, Prow-cover from the prow of a solar ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 
13 cont., height with sticks o m. 17 cent. — Bersheh, 1897-1898 
(pl. XXX). 

q   

  

Fig. 375. — Top of power. 
a top, i the center «rough havk on a stick, in front and behind the hawk, a Mat 

stick swelling aboxe and pierced (fi. 375, a), on each side is a row of sticks, first 

  

    Fig. 376. — Col 
‘oo pointed curved stick (bh), then one like «and then one more pointed curved stick. 
‘Top, red; sides have yellow, white, green and red bands separated by black fines 
(lig. 376). The front board is fastened on with pegs. The rest is one piece. The 
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sticks on top ate inserted in holes; and the over was originally fastened tothe prow 
by means of two pegs 

Bn: Soul dete du Mei, n° 3285. 

  

4985, Model of a ship. — Wood. —Length o m.71 cent., width 0 m. 133 mill 
‘6-m, 083 mill, — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXIV) 

  

eight © m. 09 ce 

  

ous High stern and bow, rising up more than on n* ig. Deck, not hollowed out. 

  

Fig. 855. — Datla 

iccine: Hole for rudder-post (lig. 877. . 
Fonsi: Thoee pairs of small pey-holes fr fastening round objects (posts of eanops) 

(eh. 4951) (b) 
Fight pains of holes (c) for eight Bigures, as on a” gS anu one small hole 

man (a). 
    

Covoniv: + White with rod bars and black marks similar ton* fig 
‘Twowstgur: Like n° 4859, Bow-stick only painted on 
Prrsenvarios : Completely stripped of rig 

lef side, 
. men, ete. Stern, piece broken out of    

Ba: Journal dete du Mai, 0° a8 

4956, Mast-tip from the model of a ship. — Green fayenee with brown streaks. 
— Length om. 086 mill. —Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXVI). 

  

  Like the tip of n° AgSo. 

4957. Prow-cover from the model of a solar ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 
mill. — Bersheh, s898 (pl. XXXII). 

  

Like the prow-cover n° fight The slicks, eleven in number as on nt ag5th, are all 
Inoken off. The back board is a separate piece pegged on, instead of the front one. 
Fastened to prow by a single peg. 

  

at: Journal nie de Mase, u° 35885.
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4958, Rectangular object (like n° 4949/) with four sticks on top from the model 

of a solar ship. — Wood. — Height o m. +4 cent., height 
with sticks 0 m. 17 ¢ 1898 (pl. XXXII) 

  

Sticks, black. Body white, vertical edges black; each face has three narrow 
78. 

  

vertical re stripes. One stick broken off. Seo fig. 
Fastened to deck by a single pe, 
Bun: Jara Cen ds Mie, w° 30845, 

ig. 8 

  

Semes-sign (like n° 4949.) from the model of a solar ship. 
Wood. — Height om. 155 mill., height with stick 

— Bersheh, 1 898 (pl. XXXII). 

    

Sicks black. Piece # on the side white with red fines. Main body has 
upper yart yellow; lower part, white. Bottom cut off slanting 
Fastened originally to deck by a single peg. Piece « pegged to 

  

+ main pieces. Sticks fastened in holes in a, Two pieces broken off 
of @at b and c, Plaster scale afin places, See fig. 379, 

Bn: Jeral eure du Muse, 39835, In pei on boom oOuest 

    

     

  

    

"4960, Semes-sign (like n® 4949) from the model ofa solar 
ship. — Wood. —Height o m. 1/e., height with stick o m. 205 mill 
— Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXXII) 

Lie w gg. Tho small pieeob colored Mack is preserved. There was 
never anything a e Soi, 380. 

Din Sora eed Mave, 99835. zi Fig o. 
4964. Cylindrical object (like n° 4949 l) with sticks on top, from the model of a 

solar ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 058 mill., height 
‘ with stick 0m. 134 mill, diameter om. oft mill. — 

Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXXII). 

    

  

Cylinder painted white. In top, a row of thve holes, of which the two 
5 outside holes (a) contain each a black stick from the top of which 

Pig. 3 something has been broken off, Fastened to deck with a peg, Seo 
fig. 381 

at: Jornal doi du Mei, n° 32845,
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4962, Box-like object (like n? 4949 e) with two hawks on forward end and 

eight flat sticks four on each side from the model of a solar ship. — 
Wood. — Main body o m. +5 cent. om. of cent. xo m. of2 mill., 
length with hawks om. 188 mill, height with sticks 0 m. 095 mill. — 
Bersheh, 1898. — Tombeau de\" Nefra (SA) (pl. XXNI), 

    

White with dark rel sticks. Position of sticks shown by red and black lines accidentally 
nade in painting the sticks, Six slicks and one hawk gone. Great deal of plaster 

sealed off, Pastel to deck by 00 pe eg each. Sticks 
simply stuck to plaster 

      
        a Hawks fastened by: 0 

  

Neen,   Ba: onal dried Mui, n° 3805, Ane d 

  

Set, pn pen omen 

  

4963, Small hawk from an object like n° 4962. — Wood. — Height o m. 
038 mill. — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXXII). 

Wings and back, traces of blue. Face and legs, traces of yellow. Stands on wooden 
plate, allof one piece. Pegged to object «(see w* Aghg) 

Ba: Sorel dente du Mai, n° $2825. 

  

4964, Figure of Horus as child from prow of model of a solar ship. — Wood. 
— Height om. of cent. — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXXII).   

  

Squatting: finger im mouth, lock of hair on side of bead. Hair parts and ies, black 
Skin, rod. Originally fastened with pog to prow.   

ia owl evr a Moi, 88. 

4965. Board with eight feathers (like n° 4949 /). — Wood. — Height 0 m. 
055 mill, length o m. 13 cent., wide 0 m. o8 cent. —Bersheh, 1898 
(pl. XXXII). 

Five feathers broken off Feath 
pegs. in opposite corners, 

    

    

; board, yellow, Board was fastened by two 
cere with plaster and painted       

Dt: Jornal dont Masi, of 25845. 

4966. Two pieces of railing (like n° 4949 -)” from the-bow of the model of a 
I. — Bersheh, 1898    solar ship. — Wood. — Length om. » 

(pl. XXX). 
‘This railing seems not to have been raised but to have been fastened diretly one 

of deck by means of four pegs (a). The 

  

pee or curved surface is marked by 

  

© Se came hea Af.
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1 fines. The unde surface was fited in a groove in the edge of the 

   ling i pence by seventeen horizontal holes. The end is rounded (¢) 
See ig. 380    

  

4967. Oar from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length om. 195 mill. — 
Bersheh, 1898. 

oughly whit, Narrow pointed blade, Mat on one side. 

4968. Rudder from the model of a ship of the dead. — Wood. — Length o m. 
515 mill, length blade o m. 14 cent. — Bersheh, +898 (pl. XXV)-       

    
   

1g Found pointed blade. Stem swelling 
ul green, No handle Bits of 

lightly inthe mile. Painted, red, white 
5 linging to stem. White is plaster, Se fig. 383. 

  

     
Ban: Jornal dente du Mei, w° 39826, 

4969. Rudder from the model of a ship of the dead. — Wood. —Length 0 m. 
53 cont., length blade o m. 138 mill, — Bersheh, +898 (pl. XXVI). 
  

  

Fig. 6 

  

  

  

Slender bla, rounded at tip 
‘and black. Whites plaster. End of stem broken off. $ 

onting hole for handle (a). Painted red, green, white 
fig. 384,    

Tae: Jounal er de Mai, 0° 39826,
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4970, Rudder from model of a ship. — Wood. — Length om. 425 mill., 

— Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXV1). 

  

length blade 0 m. 155 

  

   
Slender Blade pointed at tip. Stem surm 

red, yellow, green, black and whit. 
dara Eons de Mane, wt 32856,   

4971, Rudder from the model of a ship of the dead. — Wood. — Length 0 
‘125 mil, longth blade o m. 15 cont. — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XNVI),   

Similar to n° igo except thatthe stem is pnted red and white instead of green and 
and is not surmonted by a hawk’s head, The blade is also pierced by a hole 

‘upper part 6 m. 035 mill. feom where blade, 

  

       
.: Sorel entre de Mase, 99846, 

4972, Rudder trom the model of a ship of the dead. — Wood. —Length o m. 
fig cont., length blade o m. 17 cent. — Bersheh, 898 (pl. XXV1). 

  

   

  

Stem, tapering towards the end, Hole in stem (a) Long slender blade, with round tip 
lack and yellow. See fig. 386. for handle, Painted red, white, green      

Baa: Sora entre ds Mase, 0° 39836,   

4973, Rudder-rest from model of ship of the dead. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 
I. — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXX).    

clow with black marks, Beam, on 
npainted. Was fastened to deck by 

  

means of two pegs one of which is preserva 
urna dete ds Muse, w¢ 33846, 

  

© ot ws
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  igth om. 

  

4974, Model of a boat. — Fine grained yellow limestone. — Ls 
105 mill., height o m. 055 mill, — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXIV). 

ut: Rests on lat oval base (fig. 387). Ends 
curve-up and io, Deck rises up in a ridge in 
the middle, and the top of this rid 
whatever stood on it has been broken aw 

  

  

  

Covonise : Deck Iaid out with black lines and 
shows teace of roland light green. Peow and 
stern show traces of red. Ground coor, yellow 

  

Fig 387 
nda piece out of base,   Presravatioy: Top of ridge of deck, tips of prow and stern, 

broken off 

  

4975, Model of a boat. — Fine grained yellow limestone. — Length o m. 
tof mill., height o m. 063 mill. — Bersheh, 1898 (pl. XXIV). 

Hus: Similar to n° 497% except that the deck 
‘eats sort of cabin wih a sopport and the 
stern ends abruptly back of this cabin. See 
fig. 388. 

Covonise + Deck, cabin and support laid out 
th black Fines and. showing, splotches of 

ig 386 red paint. Ground colo, yellow.     
Pesseavisioy : Tip of prow, ruler (2) on underside of stern and large part of base, 

broken away 

  

4976. Three short round sticks possibly from the cylindrical ol 
(n° 4949 d) from the model of a solar ship. — Wool. — Height 
© m. 077 mill. to 0 m. 085 mill. — Bersheh, 1898. 

  
ZZ
EE
EE
P 

Each end cat down to a short peg; but the shortest stick has a hole in one Ps 3% 
nd instead of a peg. Each slick is marked by two spiral incised ines. Originally 
covered with plaster and painted. Se ig. 38 

  

5084", Tip ofstern ota boat with lotus flower". — Wood. —Length om. he 
— Thebes. Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section » (2), 1898. 

    

Steen shaped like the projecting end of n° 4g, Kad curves forward ond bears five 

© ch w tpg Seen" Ahi soe and 35-5100 blow. 
© Ji ino steno 4986 
(oa du Mase, 9 98. @. 
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bands jast at base of flower. Bands separated by incised lines painted red, Underside 
‘of flower painted with red lines. Ground color yellow. 

Tronsieve : Pieced about the middle by tongue and socket joint, Lotus flower joined 
to stern by tongue and socket jo 

  

  

Perstavarioy: Broken in two near end 
Bu: Journ ene du Muse, n° 32578 B. 

8035. Prow of a model of ship similar to n? 4944, — Wood. — Length o n 
‘Thebes. Tomb of Amenophis I, great hall, section 4, 1898.   395 mill. 

Prow with tip of bow. Painted yellow with green, white, red, blue and Black 
ornamentation, similar to n° hy ih. Prow fastened on by tongue and socket joint, 
Upper surface of how shows holes hy which the how hoard was pegged on, Beyon 
the hollow part of deck begins 

      

Ban: down en du Moi, 32601 Bs Dans, Foils, w° 5035, 

5096, Piece from bow or stern of model of ship similar to n® 4944. — Wood. 
—Length o m. 23 cent. — With n? 5035. 

All one piece. Painted, red, Mue, green, white and yellow. Peg holes in top. One side 
Droken off. End, sawed surface. 

  

Bat: Jounal Centre du Muse, n° 34631 C; Dine, Fale, n° 5086 

5037. Piece from end of a model of a ship similar to n* 4944. — Wood. — 
Length 0 m. 205 mill. — With n° 5035. 

All one piece. Painted red, green, blue, white and yellow. Peg holes in top. 
Bat: Jorn entre da Mae, w' 32624 Ds Dies, Fails, n° 5037. 

  

5088. Piece of prow, tip, from model of a boat similar to n° 4946"), 
5035.   Length om, 245 mill. — With n’ 

Printed yellow. 
Bin: Sera dente da Mei, w*3aa4 B; Dans, Pale, 2° 5038, 

15039, Piece of prow and tip of bow or stern of boat similar to n® 4946, — 
Wood. — Length 0 cent. — With n° 5035.    

All one piece. Painted, similar to n° Agfig. Apparently, once pieced at the end. Peg 
les in top 

Bn: Sera dente de Mae, w° Saa4 F; Dats, Fale, 2° S03, 
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8040. Piece of end of prow of model of boat, similar to n* 4946, — Wood. — 

Length 0 m. 23 cent. — With n’ 5035. 
Almost perfect piece which was pegged on, to complete the prow. Painted yellow. 

Jornal deni de Mei, a 32631 6.     
  S041. End of the model of a boat. — Wooul. — Height om. 28 cent. — Tomb 

‘of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section 4, 1898. 

  

Like n° Sofa, except in manner of and socket, 
{int Tongue broken off, and also portion of upper part. Painted yellow. 

    

Inara Cnr du Mase, 0° 2360;     0, Fale, 0° Bot 

5042, End of the model of a boat. — Wood. — Height o m. 28 cent. — Tomb 
of Amenophis I -un escalier, entre les deux salles,deux couloirs, 1898. 

‘Stem, flat on top and bottom, rounded on the sides, cursing up and ending in a four 
ings and an eight sided flower. Except for erack perfect. Peggad to how or stern 

of ship. Covered with coat of plaster. Painted yellow. Cracked, 

  

Ba 

  

ral erie du Mae, 0° 346; Ds, Foil ° Soa. 

5043, End of the model of a boat. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 30 cent. —Tomb 
‘of Amenophis IL, grande salle, section 1 (? 22), 1898. 

  

Similar to n° Sola except thatthe stem curves back and is attached to bow or stern 
like nt Sol, being glued on. Painted yellow. Extreme tip of sides of socket still 
clinging tthe corners. 

: Journal dere du Masi, w° $2563; Danes, Fle, w 5088.   

  5044. End of the model of a boat. — Wood. — Height o m. 33 cent. — Tomb 

of Amenophis IL, grande salle, 1 (? 22) et 6. 
Stem and flower like * Sola. Curving back. Pegged to boat. Covered with thin coat 

of plaster and painted yellow, Broken in two at bands at base of ower. 
Bm. : Journal dere du Muse, n°” 30564 and 32608; Dates, Piles, w* Sot 

5045. End of the model of a boat. 
of A 

  Wood. — Height 0 m. 95 cent. — Tomb 
iophis Il, grande salle, section 4   

Stem, flat on top and bottom, rounded on sides, thick and short, curving sharply 
back and ending in broad open flower. At base of ower, five bands separated 
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red lines. Upper side of lower, red with yellow ring around outer edge. Underside, 

light green with yellow ring crossed by rd lines around outer edge and with yellow 
leaves marked by red fines around base. Covered with thin coat of plaster before 
pointing. Stem of two pieces fastened ya thin sheet of wood inserted in the thickness 

pegged on. The whole pegged to boat by three pegs 
of flower on two sides, broken off 

    

‘of ath parts of stem, Flower 
Broken in two lengthwise. Es 

  

Tin: Jura Cen du Mei, n° 32600 B; Dans, File, w 50, 

  

‘8048, End of the model of a boat. — Wood. — Height om. 25 cent. — 
With ne 5045. 

Like n* 504 
Dost 

    racked. Rim of flower on one 
ing to angle. 

broken of. Pat of bow or stern of 

  

Ba: Journal dene du Mai, n° ane A: Danes, Fale, 0° 5086 

8047. End of the model of a boat, — Wood. — Height 6 m. 20 cent. — Tomb 
‘of Amenophis II, grande salle, section 6. 
In form and coloring like n° 5045. Bands around base of flower, only painted on 

Broken off at curve of neck. Flower fastened on apparently like n* S048,     
Bt: Jounal Zens de Mane,   607; Dns, Files, 9 Soy, 

5048. End of the model of a boat. — Wood. — Height o m. 96 cent. —Tomb 
of Amenophis Il =un escalier, entre les deux salles, deux couloirs>, 
1898, grande salle, 4 

  

Like nt 507. Flower fastened on by means of slender tongue and socket with peg 
through tongue, Sten broken off nearer ody of boat than on n° 507, 

  

  

a. : Sarl Cred Muse, $0845 aod Sax A; Dinar, Feiler, n° 5088, 

5049, End of the model of a boat(”. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 26 cent. — 
‘Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section 2 (2) 

Form like n* 5034. Painted yellow with red rings around stern at base of flower, and 
leaves (red outlines) on base of flower. Flower fastened on like n* 50! 
broken in two just below bands and mendod by inserting slanting pe. 
fastened to boat by longue and socket joint, Broken in two just below the mended 
place. 

  

    

Ban: Jornal dete du Mase, n° 32672, 

  0 Apps to btn Ay
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5050. Blade of a rudder from the model of a ship\’. — Wood. — Length 

© m. ho cent, — Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section 16. 

  

Rather an 

  

i Dade with round pointed tip. Covered with plaster. 
  Ba: dewalt de Msi, 

  

35; Danesr, Foils, m5 180 

8051, Rudder-rest from the model of a ship. — Wood. —Length o m. 267 mill. 
— Tomb of Amenophis II, grande salle, section 2 (2). 

  

Semicirular hollow neat each end for rece 
to deck. Painted yellow. 

Bn: Journal ene du Mai, 325 

stem of rudder. Fastened with two pegs 

      

Danes, Ful, 0° $423. 

£5082, Two post of a canopy from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Height 
© m, 535 mill, height © m. 33 cent. — Tomb of Amenophis Il, 

   

  

grande salle, sector 
Painted yellow. Peg-lke prolongation on top to it hole in roof. Hole in bottom to 

aumit peg. One post broken in two. 

  

Bn. : down! evr du Mee, n° $2685; Das, File, w 5456 

5059, Two rudder-posts from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Hei 
5 |. — Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande 

  

   
Square below, changing to round above. Surmounted by hawk’s head. Stem, yellow. 

Face of hawk, yellow with black markings; wig of haw, greenish blue. Inside half 
of bottom protonged to form a tongue which was inserted in slot in deck. Covered 
with coat of plaster before painting. The inside of each post rested against some 
levation on deck. Tongue on bottom of one post broken off 

   

Bae, Jounal dened Mase, 0 

  

13574 and 3aog A; Dane, Pals, w° 5159, 

8054. Pair of hawks’ heads similar to the heads on n° 5053, — Wood. — 
Height o m. 035 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, 
section 4 

yes and beak, black; no eye-marks. In underside, good-sized hole for fstening 
to post. 

Bi: Journal det du Mase, 1° aon F and; Dine, Fale, w° 5160. 

  © Sew Sony
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5055, Hawk's head like that on n° 8053. — Wood. — Height o m. 028 mill 
—Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section 4. 

  

Was glued on post. Plaster knorked off behind 

  

    Ban. : Sorat dete du Mei, n° Sao Bs Dunes, Feiler, 

8056. Hawk's head like that on n° 5053. — Wood. — Height o m. 07 mill. 
— With n° 5055. 

Was glued on post 

  

i. : Jornal Ceti du Masi, 0° 30g , 161, 

  

hes, Filer, 

5057. Hawk's head like n° 5056, — Wood. — Height om. o29 mill. — 
  With n* 5055. 

  

No oe in bottom, Was glued on post, Plaster knocked off behind. 
  Bae: Jornal dete du Mai, 1° 32609 B; Danes, Fol, w 5461 

‘5058. Hawk's head like n® 5054. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 03 cent. — 

8059, Upper end of a rudder from the model of a shi 

5060. Head of rudder, similar to n® $059", 

  With ne 5055. 

ole in botom smaller. Also glued on post. 
5136 

  

a. : Jounal dnt ds Mai, n° 30609 Cs Danes, File, 

— Wood. — Length 

  

‘om, oho mill. — With n° 5054   

Round stem pierced by a slanting bole for fastening the handle and surmounted by 
human head with rams’ horas and with the double crown. Painted yellow with blue 
wig, black eyebrows, eyelashes, cosmetic stripes and iris, and white white of eye 
Crown and lial, each bears a tongue projection on underside which fis into hole     
in boa and in post respectively. Horns inserted in holes, Horns now lost. 

au: Jura Cenre de Muse, n° 34607 A; Dae, Filer, w 5156.    
Wood. — Height o m. +05 mill 

nophis II, grande salle, section 4 
  

Sn 

  

b of Am   

  

sown (Amon's crown) painted with red, yellow, geoen and blue stripes. Twisted 
black, Face, yellow. Eyebrows, e 

  

rams’ horns and ears, Wig and horn     
1 See Sag and S83
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and iris, black, W 
to post like n* 505, 

  

of eye, white 

  

Crown and head of one piece. Head fastened 
ly one horn preserved. Horns inserted in holes 

  

  

Bi. : Journal etre du Mei, n° 30617 Bs Dosy, Filer, 

  

8, 

  

5061. Head of rudder similar to n® 059. — Wood. — Hei 
—With n° 5060. 

    om. 085 

  Double crown without horns. Yellow face, with black eyebrows, eyelas 
Crown of Lower Egypt, yellows erown of Upper Egypt, white. OF one piece. Head 
was fastened to post like n? 5059. 

es and iris   

     
    Bu: Jounal entre da Mane, n° 32647 

  

ev, Fole, at   

  Wood. — I 
th om. 329 

    8062. Part of a cabin from the model of a ship. 
165 mill., wide om. 175 

Amenophis I, Thebes, 1898, g 

ight om. 
— Tomb of     ., ler 

we salle, seetion 

    

On end, a rectangular hollow, about 6 m. 012 mill. deep, in which something was 
se. On each side short distance fom end a space similar to a doorway and after 
an intervening yancl, a second similar space on each side. Some object was 

gimally glued in each of these spaces 

    

Covonise ayo onsunesravion : Seroll-pattern with block border in rl, yellow, blue, 
light green and white. Black outlines 

Tecusigve: Piece over doors (?) peggel an. Strips are glued to underside of this pice. 
The two sides overlap the end piece, which hears two tongues on each side iting 
in hoes in ends of sides. Two pegs, ane on each side, were also used to fasten side 
to end. The abject which was set into end was pegged on. The whole was pegged 

to deck. Covered, ouside, with layer of plaster before painting. 
         

Puastavation : Lower part on one side broken aff, The second panel on each side 
is detached,    

Ba. : dowel dre du Mae, n° 39646; Das, Foils, w* 5089. 

5063. Piece from the side of a cabin, from the model of a ship”. —Wood.— 
Length om. 27 cent., width o m. 085 mill. —Tomb of Amenophis II, 
grande salle, section & 

  

   

Pointed with seroll-pattern Tike nt 5062, in the same colors; block pattern on 
‘margin like nt 5062, in black, red, green, yellow, black, et. (in this order). 
Corner, black stipe 

Ban. : Jounal entre du Mei nt 39616; Dany, Filer, B09, 

© Seem Bob
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from side of cabin from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m 
20 cent., wide om, o5 cent. — With n° 5063 

  

Seroll-pattern similar ton" 5062 inthe same colors. The dots in the centers of the 
rosettes, omitted, Margin not preserved. 

  

Ba: Joel ure de Mai, n° 39646; Dass, File, w 5091 

5065. End of a cabin from model of 
length om. 127 
section 4 (? 2 2). 

  

Wool. — Height o m. 132 mill, 
H., width © m, +35 mill. — With n* 5063, also 

  

End and both sides as far as the first spaces (doorways?) on each se, No indication 
that anything was fastened in these spaces. No roof. 

  

(Covoni ax» onsauestarion : Both end and sides painted with seroll and block pattern 
sinilar to” 5062. The ro spaces between the serolls ate replaced by brown and 
reddish brown and also the dots in the rosetes are yellow instead of red. Up and 
down the sides of the spaces between the panels (doorways?) beyond the block 
Dorder, yellow. 

‘Trowstour One pice evento the strips over doorways; comers solid Inside, roughly 
chiseled out. Layer of plaster outside before pai      ing 

Prosensarios 
Droken of, 

  

eee gone out of middle of end, separating i 

  

to pieces, Bottom 

Bn: Journal dete du Mai, 

  

9567 A and Bab    et, Foul, 590 

£5066. Small piece from the side of a cabin. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 10 cent. 
— Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section 4, 1898. 

  

Like a” 5065, with side of doorway yellow. 
Bat: Jounal Centred Mai, 3466. 

8067. Piece from side of cabin, from model of ship’. — Wood. — Length 
© m. 335 mill., width o m, 05 cent. — With n? 5062. 

Upper port, with three windows painted on. Painted with scroll pattern like n* 5062 
and with re, blue, green, brownish yellow, white and black. Windows are crossed 
with red fines. On left side, side of doorway has black border. 

  

Ba. : Journal ens de Mais, 32616; Danes, Fle, 6091 

of sein, 

  

1 Wh ead Am 563 blog prs on ight ed of   
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5068. Small piece from the cabin of the model of a ship. — Wood. — 

Length o m. 15 cent. — Tomb of Amenophis II, grande salle, 
22), 1898. 

  

  section 1 ( 
From side, without margin. Serull pat 

  

he n° 5065, 
Bia. : Journal deni du Mu, n° 32567 B; Dues, Fale, 5090 

  

iece from end of cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 
107 mill, width om. 148 mill, thick o m, 025 mill, — With? 5066.     

Above, om left, small fagment of side. Coloring, ornamentation and technique 
like n* 5065. Border along top, broader. 

Bat: owe Cenre de Mes, 
    

  

5° $466; Dna, Fol, 0° S09 

  

5070. Piece from side of cabin, from model of ship". — Wood. — Length 
‘om. 175 mill., width om, 07 cent. —Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande 
salle, section 2, 1898. 

  

    eroll pattern like n° 5062 but with brown spaces between the scrolls instead of the 
red. Dots in rosettes have black outlines. Block-pattern as border and beyond (on 
side of doorway) black vertical stripe (where n° 5065 bas yellow. 

Da. : Journal dente du Mai, 2° 34861 B; Dass, Fale, 1° 598. 

  

  

   

8071. Corner of cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. —Length o m. 173 mill., 
height o m. 085 mill., width o m. 065 mill. — With n’ 5070.     

  Port of end and part of side with dove (2). Painted with seroll and block pattern 
Frame of door (2), black. Ege to left of door also black (where n° 5065. has 
yellow). On the end, the brown space between scrolls is replaced by red. Peg in 
top, just above right end of door. End, thin; side, thinner. 

    

    Bat: Journal entre du Mae, n° 32364 A; Dates, Fails, w° 5099 

8072. Corner of cabin, from model of shi 

  

—Wood.—Length om. 156 mill., 

  

Similar to w° 5071. Bage of hollow on side, indicating door (w* 5074), sharply eu. 
Peg hole above Heft of door. Top and bottom, broken away, End very roughly 
painted, without scroll (2) 

  

Baa: Sonal dete Mea, n° 22646. 

© Seem 5067 
Ca a Mei, 8 “
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8073. Corner of cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length om. 056 

height o m. 145 mill., width o m. 027 mill. — With n? 5079. 

      

With side of a dooe space. 
and block pattern like 
eft hand corner. 

ide of door space, black. End of cabin white. Side, seroll 
Soba. One pice, like n° 5065. Technique like w” 5065.     

  Tan: Seared entre de Mas 

  

$26 6; Danes, Filer, 9 5o9t 

  

8074, Corner from cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 
‘052 mill. height o m. 063 mill. width om. 037 mill. —With n°5o72.   

[ight hand corner. Similar to n* 5073 but distance between end and edge of door 
space shorter. Seroll-pattern omitted. End, white lke n° 5073 and edge of door 
space also black, 

  

an: Jura dened Mute ° 646; Danes, Foils, n° 509 

8075. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Woo. — Length o m. 
width om, 052 mill., thick om. 007 mill. — Tomb of 
I, grande salle, section 4.    

Ground color, red, also inside and on edges. Outside, three fields enclosed above and 
‘on each side by yellow stripes. Pegged to deck by two pegs in lower edge. Pegged 

to some other pice by two pegs through left end. Might end apparently not attached. 
‘Thus the bos or cabin must have heen open infront and on top. 

  

Ba: Journal Cenre du Muse, n° 39623; Danes, Poles, n° S056,   

   
5076. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 

105 mill., width o m. 053 mill, — Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande 
salle, section 4 

Like n* 5075. 
nt: Jerald de Mase, w* 32623: Duns, Fails, w° 5053. 

5077. Side {rom box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 
109 mill., width o m, 055 mill. — With n? 5076. 

  

    

  

Bin: Jura Centre du Mai, 0° S08; Dunst, Fol, a S06
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8078. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 

098 mill., width on I. — With n° 5076     053 

     nlar to n" 5073, but with the two pogs in right end instead of lft, Lower right 
corner broken of 

Bae: Journ deur du Mai, 34643; Danes, Files, n° 5056, 

3079. Side of box or cabit 
ral mill., width o m. 06 co 

from model of ship. — Wood. — Length © m 
— With n° 

  

    
Ind, ber ite cdg ide by reaps Od ne Blo pee 

tod ccd by Uk por, canting gu ad jn sara El 
This of ei nso scape al by gob colo sss end ort ak Ta cat of per lon bre ping. Fast et ye pga lorries 

  

  

Be: Jounal ere du Muse, 628; Daas, File, 0° 5035, 

£5080, Side of box or cabin, from model of ship\?. — Wood. — Length o m. 
126 mill., width 0 m, 052 mill. — With n° 5076. 

Inde) ol Ons away bo wettng luce mean oe ee 
isha Gd Ce eto a ea aad TSS eae 

  

Bn: Journal deur du Mai, n° 3263; Dans, Foils, w° S05. 

5081. Side of box or cabin, from model of shi 
116 mil 

  

— Wood. — Length o m. 
|, width 0 m. of mill. — With n° 5076. 

  

Just like n° 5079, except that red stripe along bottom of outside is omited. Upper 
part split off. 

  

Bat: Jove erie du Mui, 608; Daa, Fale, n° S09 

8082, Side from box or cabin, from model of ship". — Wood. —Length o m. 
146 mill., width 0 m. 035 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis II, grande 

salle, section 4, 1898. 
  

So far as preserved, like n’ 5079, outside. Inside, red. Lower half split off. No ind 
cation of having been joined to anything else except posibl 
bar on left edge 

  

     

Ba: dowel eure du Mui, 34638: Daa, Fle, ° 5086, 
0 Baogig to ad gl 
0 Heng ad ladon #566 © lng and gad 
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a 
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5083, Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. Wood. — Le 
89. 

th om.     

  

mill., width om, 06 cont. — With n’     

  

Like n° 5079. First field on right contains Ff sign. Right end, inside, marks of having 
hen glued on, Upper part split off and glue on. Pattern at base of fields, slightly 
diffrent 

Bu. : Journal dente dy Mei, nt 603; Dane, Fale, wi 507 

15084. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship”. — Wood. —Length om. 
116 mill., width om, of mill, — With n° 5082.      

Similar to w* 5079. No black outlines. Bed stripe along bottom wanting. At base of 
ach Geld, the pattern isin red, white and blue instead of red, white and black. 

  

  First field on right conta 

  

Glue marks on inside of right end. Two pegs in 
bottom. Much broken and glued together. 

  

Soule Mase, w° 326; Daas, Fler, 9 9 

5085. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o n 
162 mill., width o m. 05 cent. — With n° 5082. 

  

  

Inside, red. Outside, similar to 
ead of pat 

3079 but with solid white Docks at base of fields 
  in rel wit and lc, itll oa ight ho af ig 

Aiboprabeeac   marks of gluing on ether 
Ban: Jornal dot dM 

  

3; Danes, Palle, 9° 5035. 

  

= Wool. — Length o m. 
— With n° 5082.    

Inside, red. Outside, 

  

re fields separated and sormounted by stripes in block pattern 
  The w S079 bet wt Mack oie Ia mile Gl i igus nach f 

hehe wes wo si. Signs eet lowe dg sie per unde 
penth Tw indent rpg in igh nd Tw peg nore 

Bt: Journal nine du Mut, n° 34623: Da 

  

    ide from box or cabin, from model of shij —Length om 
  width 0m. 035 mill, — With n° 508% 

  

  

ike n’ 5086, Upper pat split off. Two indentations, in let end instead of right end 
at: Jara! Centre de Mane, wt 30603; Dns, Feiler, 2° 5078. 

© Nlging oa had on a 5
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8088. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m 

108 mill., width o — Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande   

  

  

Inside, white. Outside like a” 5086. Two inden 
holes in lower edge, like 

  5 in ight ege and two peg 
086. Left end broken aff   

Bae: Sova Tene du Mae, 3 

  

Danes, File, 

  

‘3089. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. 
+ width 0m. 07 cont. — Wit 

  

Wood. — Length o m. 
5088.     

oa white   stripes separated by narrow red stipes; narrow red 
ght end. Eages, red. Outside, theee slid red fields enclosed above 

and on the two sides by yellow stripes and separated by yellow stipes. Inside of 
Fight end (left when seen from inside) traces of some object having been glued on, 
‘Two pogs in lower edge 

      

it: Jura Centred Mai, 

  

js Danas, Fowl, 

  

'5090. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship”. — Wood. —Length o m. 
12g mill., width o m, 065 mill. — With n* 5088.       

Painted like n° 508q- Right end and lower edge, two peg-holes, Very narrow glue- 
mark along inside of right edge. 

  

Bi: Jowael Conve de Muse, n° 30633; Dots, Foils, wt 5068 

5001. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship‘. — Wood. — Length o m. 
126 mill., width om, o62 mill. — With n° 5088. 

Painted lke »° 508g. Two peg-holes through right end, snd two in lower edge. One 
slanting peg through upper part of left end. Glue-mark along inside of let end, 

Bie: Jounal Centre du Muse, n° 32603; Duar, Foils, o° 5063, 

3092. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. Wood. — Length o m. 
width o m. 06 eent. — With n° 88.       

Inside, white with four vertical red stripes (leasing five white spaces). Edges, red 
Outside, four feds, surrounded by block border like n* 50793 but without lack 

   



    
   

      

outlin aud Dlack pattern beneath ea 
rae of @ god (Amon), holdin 

Fight arm raised, brandishing a spear. Left end, two indentations 
them filled with wood, and one slender peg Inside of left edge, glue 

field; red stripe 
left hand a staf, 

celge, one of| 
ark, 

    

  

  

Tia, : Iara ene de Mace, 33: Dany, File, a 5087 

'8098, Side from box or cabin, from model of ship‘. — Wood. — Length om, 
105 mill., width 0 m, 058 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande 
salle, seetion 4 

  

  

Like w 50g but reversed; figures facing left illo indentations, peg and glue-maek 
at right end, Black lines confined to base of fields. 

    

Ba. :Soual dete du Mei, n° Sa; Dans, File, 

  

087. 

5094. Side from box or cabii 
width 0 

  » from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 
064 mill. — With n? 5093.     

in left end. No peg, and no glue-marks on ether end. 
tin two and glued 

  

ont: Jornal Centred Mase, n° 34698: Dans, Fle, n° 5082 

8095, Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
413 mill., width 0 m, 064 mill. — With n? 5093. 

    

lite 
‘other pegs; no glue-m 

50ga, but with two indentations in right end. Two pegs in lower edge. No 
As   

  

a. Sonal en de Mei,   3a6a3; Dae, Fle,   

5096. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — L 
195 mill., width om. 068 mill. — With n° 5og3 

  igth 0 

    

  Inside, red. Outside, four fields containing figures Soga, surrounded by 
Mock pattern exactly like w° 5079. Figures, p blue, yellow, white and 
blue-green. Ends (edges), brownish yellow. Thee pegs in lower edge. Upper part 
slit off 
a: Jarl Cure du Muse, w 34638; Duns, Fol, n° 5086. 

    

  

© Bag ih a gs  
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5097. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — L 
ill. — 

  

262 mill., width om. 06 ce ick © m. 013   

Amenophis I, grande salle, section 1 (? 2 2). 

  

Inside, yellow. Outside, 
are separated by block-pattern stripes like the block-pattern st 

y but with incised fines insteal of black lines, The whole s then enclosed by 
a similar border. The fields are hollowed out ani the figures are in reie. Painted 
like n* 5096. Hanging down behind each Figure, a tail. Upper bal, split off Two 
pegs in lower edge. Inside of left end, glue-mark. 

Ba. : Journal dere du Mute, 32568 A; Danas, Filer, 0° ob, 

ve fields with stand 

  

gues similar ton 

  

   

      

8098. Side from box or cabin, from model of shi 
255 mill, width o m. 055 mill, thick o 

— Wood. — Length o 
04 cont. — With n° 5097.     

Inside, yellow over red. Outside, like n* 5097; only fou fields preserved. Lower half 
broken off. Upper part of figures; hawk’s head with solar dise and feathers. Inside 
of left end, glue-mark, 

Bt: Journal dere du Mui, wi 32577 B; Dane, Foils, 

  

8 

'8099. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
15 eent., width 0 m. 063 mill. — With n* 5097. 

Inside, red. Outside, like n° 5079 but with five fields. Fist field om 
igo. Two indentations in left end. Two pegs, in lower edge. Badly cracked 

    

    Bau Jura entre du Mai, 82577 C: Dias, Fol,» 5069 

8400. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
151 mill., width om. 061 mill. — With n* 5097. 
Ine, red Oui, dlr tow Bog Bs i ODA CE 

WE sig, Th rel, white end Mack pater tbs of Gls, gh diet 
Two ndtamsce dele Season ttt eam 

48568; Dir, File, 560 

      
    

  Bt: Jounal Cre de Muse, 

  

‘5101. Side from box or cabin, from model of shij 

129 mill., width  m. 068 mill. —V\ 
ip. — Wood. — Length o m. 

th n® 5097.       
Inside, red. Outside, like n° 5083, but without lack fines in block border. Two 

slanting pegs through left end. Two pegs in lower ed 
Bi: Journal trie du Mui, w 32568 C; Dut, Pale, 
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5102. Side from box or cabin, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 
118 mill., width o     - 065 mill. — With n* 5ogz. 

ee lata er eee ee 
Rote prec eal 

lower lf cater to per right. Casog hallow of ence mated wil rer pate eee nerd tee nepal 
ptt earouned by ect herder eit sbereen So ting fit (9) ten abumen hel pis taping on eget god 

Aca apes [| dng ou hr wing oer he sgn Dan Ballon yellow 
heme es eras 

parallelogram with shorter diagonal ru 

  

       

   

    

      
  

Mong bottom, a red stipe. Lower edge and edges of bu 

  

As 
ie: Jornal dnt de Mai, 08395 

  

  

2963 mill., width om. 108 mill. — With n* 5097. 
   
    

Feathers marked with black fin 
math long 

‘Two pegs in lower edge. Two peg holes in let edge. 
{nt edge. Upper edge rounded. Spit in two and glued, de of      

Ba: Jounal eri du Mai, 

  

Danes, Fler, 0 So, 

5104, Rudder-post trom model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 13 cent., 
width om.o19 ‘Tomb of Amenophis Il, grande salle, section 4 

  

Rectangular stick, growing broader towards tp. Inside of top, hollowed out to receive 
round stem of rudder. On each side of top, a square peg. Top, red. Back, red over 
yellow. Front and edges, blue, red and green bands of blocks. Base bears maths 
of having been glued in hole Tike n° gt, 

  

     Ban, : Sarl nt de Mae, 

  

a: Duns, Foils, w° 504 

5105. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m, 

    

‘on right side broken off. Lower end sharpened. 
Ba. : Journal Cure du Muse, w* 39620; Danes, Fle, 5105.   

5106, Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 184 mill. 
— With n° 5104 

Like 0° 510! but without black 
broken of 

Ban: Sura Centre de Mase, n° 3065 Dane, Foley w° 5406, 

  

ines to blocks of color. Right peg, broken of, 
Lower   

© Sod on ng bow of sip
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5108. 

5109. 

410. 

Sit. 

5H12. 
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Rudder-post {rom model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 907 mill., 
width o m, 033 mill. — With n? 5104 

  

lar to n° Sol; much broader above, more di 
top, much deeper; edges and back, yellow. 
     ly wedge shaped hollow in 

  

Baa: Journal Ente du Mase, 0° 3aG005 Dana, Files, a 6g 

Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 159 mill. — 
With n° 5104. 

Similar to nt 5104, Back, yellow 

  

Di: dowel Centred Muse, w' 2260; Duar, Foils, w 5100 

Lower part of rudder-post. — Wood. — Height o m. 115 mill, — 
With nt 5104 
lar ton" 5104, 

   Ioana Ere du Muse, x 39629; Dit, Files, 

  

5109 

Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. —Height 0 m. 148 mill. — 
With nw’ 5104.   

Similae to n° 5104; more distintly wedge-shaped. Peg, hole through top, 
Ban. : Journal enti du Mei, n° 32695 Danes, Pale 

  

Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. —Height o m. 143 mill. — 
With ne 5104. 

Similar to n° 5104. Top projects slghily on each side forming a kind of head. Peg, 
through the top similar t9 n° 5140. On right of base, pegrlike projection to rest 
in hole in deck. 

Bin. : Journal ere du Muse, 

  

aaa; Diner, Fale, w° 544 

Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height om. 135 mill. — 
With nv 5104. 

Painted ike n° 5104, Pog through top like 
‘wo sides. Bottom broken off 

  

0. Head projecting over front and 

  

Dnt: Jnral Cen du Mai, n° 34620; Dats, Pil, 

aa de Mai, 0 S398 #
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5143, Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 168 mill. — 

BAM. 

BAN8. 

B16. 

Bt7. 

18. 

Wit 

Painted like n° S404; bands h 

th ne 5104 

Bottom like nt 51.04, 
  ve Mack outlines. Head Hike at   11 without peg. 

Bn, ; Jornal dete du Muse, wt 3a6a; Danes, Fale, n° 5113, 

Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height om. 15 cent, — 
Wit 

Painted Tike w* 

  

of, Head Tike n 

  

+4 without peg. Bottom broken off 
Bia: Journal dere du Muse, n° 3069; Danes, Foul,” S18 

5. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 12 cent. — 
Wit th 

  

10h 

Like 1 5114, Base and right side of head broken off Sides (edges), yellow instead 
‘of red like the back or instead of having bana like font 
Ban: Jornal Cone du Mae, 36003 Dasa, Fler,» 5415 

. Rudder-post from model of shi 
Wi 

Like w5 

th ne Bro, 

  

  — Wood. — Height 0 m. 13 cent. — 

4, with peg through head. Base and right side of head, broken off 
Tine: Jural eure du Muse, w 34622 Danes, Pale, w° 5116, 

. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 122 mill. 
With n° 5104 

Form like n° 5107, with peg holes on sides. Painted with stripes like w° 5104; but 
‘of the three nareow stripes, the middle one is blue (blue green) while the two outer 
‘ones are ro, Black outlines. 

nt: Jornal dere de Mei, + w Sa8na; Danes, Foul, 5046 

3. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 195 mill. 

Like w 

With nr 5104, 

    

Iona ei de Masi, 
peg holes on sides, Bottom broken off. 
4° Saan; Dane, Faille, 5058,  
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S119. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 243 mill 

— With n°   

Form like nt 5110 (peg through top). Top. 
stripes, broad, separate by red lines. Back, red. Bottom, sharpened, 

  rl. Then alternate white and yellow 

  

  

eile,   ral urd du Mei, w° $3629; Danes, 

  

5098. 

8120. Rudder-post, model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 1g2 mill, — 
With 

    

of, Pegs lost out of holes on sides. Bottom sharpened, Top, reds 
rest, yellow, 

Bu: Jornal dete du Mei, n° Sa69; Danses, File, 0° 5098. 

S121, Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m, 215 mill 
— With ne 5104. 

Wedge form with head projecting slightly over the two sides. Hea, red; est, yellow 
Bm: Iara ene du Mute, 326095 Danasr, Fle, a 5107. 

8122. Rest for rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. —Length o m. 18 cent. 
— With n° 5104 

Right end, like one end of w” 3054. Left end, under edge cutoff obliquely. Two peg 
holes. Painted red. Underside where it rested on deck, unpainted. 

Bi: Jour dene du Mei, 2602; Dats, Fail, o° 28. 

8423. Rest for rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. —Length 0 m. 184 mill. 
— With n° 5104. 

   Similar ton? 5129, Left end, underside, not cutoff; but painted yellow. Unpainted 
part on underside, bears layer of glue. Right peg. projects abore upper surface of 
rst, asi for holding rope for fastening rudder. 

Bn: Journal dene du Mui, n° Sa6a0; Daas, File, ° 527 

  

5124. Rest for rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. — 
— With n 5104 

rngth om. 198 mill 

  Similar to n° 5423. Right end, both corners rounded. Three pege, one of which 
(now los) stood up above upper surface like right peg on n’ 5423. Underside of 
ends, white 

Bat: Jounal etre du Mui, n° 609; Dasa, File, w° 513,
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5426, 

5127. 

5428, 

5129, 

5190. 
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RE, 
Rest for rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 16 cent. 

— With nv 5104 
  

Right end like n° 5x99, Laft end, front corner cut out. Upperside, front, yellows 
‘a9, Single peg, projecting aboxe upper surface, 

peg on n* 5193, with bit of string wrapped around i 
   back, red, 

Tike 
    

  

Ta: Searels d Mase, 

  

09; Dass, Foils 1° 526. 

Cabin from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length  m. 205 

    

width o m. 155 mill.,o m. 10 eent., height o m. 105 mill. —Tomb of   

  Amenophis I, 

  

les deus sales, deux couloirs>, 1898. 
Solid block. Front broader th   back. Bottom, slighly slanting to Gt deek. Painted 

te. On front, left side, a door painted on, yellow with red frame. Underside, 
three pegs for fastening to deck. 

  

  

  ine: Jornal dete du Mai, 1° 323173 Dans, Fale, w° 508, 

Blade of rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o 
335 mill. — Tomb of Thothmes III, etas g>, 1898. 

   

  

tow 5050. OF 
together with two pegs on each side, Covered with 

     

  

ee pieces, to tip and two sides, pegged 
aster and smoothed,   

  Din: Sura eared Mase, n° 3280; Dats, Fal, w* 5482, 

Blade of rudder from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
3g cent., length blade o m. 29g mill, — Tomb of Thothmes II, 
las af, 1898. 

Rounded end. Gurvng faces. Painted white (very thin coat of plaster). Part of stern 
ako preserved. 

Bi, : Jerald Mei, n° Saa6gs Dany, Fle, 5483. 

Tip of mast, from model of shi mill, 
— Thebes, Tomb of Thothn 

. — Wood. — Length © m. 13 
II, 1898. 

eyes, for fastening ropes, Painted red and yellow. 
      

  

On each side, four roug 
  Bin: Dunes, Pais, w° Sa 

Side of a cabin, from model of shi 
height o m. 085 mill. — Thebes, 

Wood. —Length 0 m. 19 cent., 
nb of Thothmes III, 1898. 

Part of side, with side of doorway. Painted in red, blue, green, white, black and 
yellow. One peg in lower edge and one in upper. 

  

  

  

Ba. : Dane, Flr, n° 8008
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8431. Cabin from the model of a ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 298 mill., 

width 0m, 06 cent., 0 m. 079 mill., height om. 075 mill. — Tomb 
of Thothmes III, 1898. 

     

Front end broader than rear end. The whole is curved to it slope of deck. 8 cornice 
uns around the top. Door in font end. Window and door in each side. On left side 
ofeach door; a small knob. On top, two stout pegs and marks of rectangular object 
(smaller than roof) which rested on roo. 

  

   

    

}0 and in same colors 
except thatthe yellow square with white dot of n° 5430 is replaced by white square 
in n’ 5131. Comice, blue, red, blue, green, blue, red, ete (in this order) vertical 

I. 
Tecuntace: One piece. Gilt is gold fil, laid on. Covered with layer of plaster before 

painting. Pegged to deck 
Parsenverion: Front left corner and back, right corner broken 

Coronne x0 Onvoweseattos: Sides in same pattern as 1 

  

stripes on yellow back ground. Window, browaish yellow. Door frame, 

  

  

    

Ban: Danes, Files, n° S208, 

5192. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 027 mill. — 
‘Tomb of Amenophis Il, section 4 

Form like n* 5104; no pegs on side, but a hole slanting through each back corner. 
Bottom broken off 

  

Bn. : Danes, Fle, w° 5108,   

‘5198. Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 9 
Tomb of Amenophis I, section 6. 

  

  

Like w’ 5119. Left side split off 
Bowral entre du Muse, n° 346; Dane, Faille, 0° 5098, 

5184, Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 225 mill. — 
Tomb of Amenophis I, sectio 

  

Like a” 5439, but narrower. Bottom broken of 
Bat: Dansy, Foils, n° 5106 

   
5485, Rudder-post from model of ship. — Wood. — Hl 

length 0 m. 32 cont. — Tomb of Amenophis Il se 
  

  

With eross-piece from deck through wbich the post passed. Rudder-post like n° 5104. Cross-picee, red. Ruder-pst, set in, leaning outwards, and made tight with 
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woaden wedges. Cross-pieee, pegged to deck by two pegs. Rig end of eross-piece, 
front split off, Lower end of left rudder-pos still in the hole left end 

  

  Bun: Dana, Filer,» 50g 

‘5136. Blade and lower part of stem of rudder from model of ship. — Wood. — 
Length o m. 295 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis Il, section 6, 1898.   

Blade, shaped like segment ofa fan; the stem runs out fo end but is Matened. Two 
holes through blade on each side, Both faces and both sides of blade are alike. 

Painted in red, green, blue, yellow, white and black 
Ba. : Dass, File, o° 6:68,    

8137. Blade of rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. —Length o m. 157 mill 
With n 5136. 

    

1 5136, Rosettes a tlle diffrent. Only two holes, 0 
Four pivees glued together. 

n each side of stem.   

  

69, 

  

54138. One side of blade of rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 
oa cent. — With n? 5136. 

  

Was fastened to stem by two pegs and is pierced by a hole like n 5436-7. Rosettes 
Bim of red irs, Mack. Otherwise lke n° 5436. 

  

Bat: Dass, Foils, w   3 

£5199, Blade of rudder trom model of ship. — Wood. —Length  m. 18» mill. 
— With n? 5136. 

Wedge shaped, Stem disappears in blade, Painted in red, green, yellow, blue and 
lack, No holes through blade, 

Ban: Dane, Files, 0° 5474 

  

5140, Blade of rudder from model of ship. —Wood. —Length 0 m. 983 mill, 
Tength blade om. 188 mill. — With n° 5136, 

  

    
  

  With prt of stem. Like n° 5137. Painted in green, rel, yellow, blue, white and 
black. Two pices glued together 

Bo: Danes, Piles, 0° 547.
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S441, Blade and part of stem of rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. — 

Length o m. 28 cent., length blade o m. 148 mill. — Tomb of 

menophis I, section 6 

    

Like 05136 

  

tem broken if at slanting hole through which the handle passed, 
Bu. : Dies, Foils, w° 5170. 

5142, End of stem of rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 
78 mill. — With 7   

  

Round, and slightly tapering towards end. Round hole through end, by which it was 
fastened by a peg to rudder-post®, Rectangular hole for handle, slanting in same 
Airecton as round hole, 

Tat: Danser, Pale, w 5176 

5143, End of stem of rudder, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length © m. 
mill. — With nt 51 fs 

  

Round, 
hole 

nd slightly taper 
th part of handle. 

  1g towards end. Square hole in en 

  

Slanting, round 

  

  i. : Dans, Foils, a 5163   

5144, Three rough oars, {rom model of ship. — Wood. — Length n° +, 0 m. 
18 .cenl.; n° 2, om. 22 cent.; n° 3, om. 265 mill. —With n°51f1. 

  

Lor 

  

jandle; narrow oval blade. End of handle, broken off on n° and 2. Unpainted. 
But: Daas Ful, 5194. 

‘5145, Four oars from model of ship. —Wood. —Length n° 1, 0 m. 108 mil 
n’a, om, 123 mill; n? 3, 0m. 108 mills n” 4, om. 137 mill. — 
With n’ 5141. N° 3, from section 4. 

  

    
     

[Round handle, narrow blade. Handle continued along back of blade nearly to tip 
Blade, red; handle yellow. 

Bint: Danas, File, 0° S10, 

1 Seem Sine, Sanyo 
1 Se a" Saba bab. 
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‘5146, Part of spar with rope, {rom model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
14 cent. — Tomb of Amenophis, section 4. 

Taporing tovaels end, round. Notch on opposite sides where the string is ted on, 
Sing of two stan 

Bin: Daas, Fone, w° S90. 

  

‘5147, Top of mast, from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 20 cont. — 
With nv 51 fr. 

‘The top is sit and holds a thin board with two wooden eyelets on each sides two 
notches on each side, One half of top broken away. The boar i glued on. Mast 
yellow; eyelets, red. 

Baa: Dane, Fone, a 616. 

  

8148. Notched block for fastening mast ropes, like objects on n™ 4944 and 

4946. — Wood. — Length om. 407 mill. — With n? 5141 
  ‘Three notches on underside, Fastened to deck by two pegs. Painted re 

Bam. : Dane, Fale, n° 510,   

8149, Notched block like n° $448, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 
om. 193 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis Il, section 6. 

‘Two pegs. Unpainted. 
Ba. : Das, Foul,    0 

5150, Notched block like n® 5148, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 
‘6-m, 068 mill, — With      Sihg. 

No peas glue to deck. Two note 
Daten, Foil, 0° 5185. 

  

. Two red banal   

       

  

S181. Pair of rudder-posts trom model of ship. 
3 mill. and om, 968 mill. — With ne 

Wood. — Length on 
thg. 

bore hawl’s head, now lost, On 
mill. and om. 075 mill. fom top). 

      
   

    

1 Peg, like projection above 
outside of each, a round bole (0 m. 0 
Yellow. 

Bam. : ane, Fone, 0° 537 

  

0 NSS ny be bade tee.



5182, 

5183. 

5184, 

5188. 

5186. 

5487. 

Hawk's head from rudder-post. — Wood. — Height 0 m. o: 
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With n’ 51g, 
  

Like n* 5055, 
Bu. : Dist, Foils, n° 5463 

Ladder, from model of ship’. — Wood. — Length o m 
— Tomb of Amenophis Il, section 4 om, 098   

      

5 mill., width 

Board with notchlike steps on front. Unpainted. Cuts, vertical to length, are sawed. 
But: Danasy, Foils, w* 5198. 

Ladder, from model of ship. 
ill. — With ne    

Like 
‘of two pieces 

  

Bao: Dasa, Filer, 

Ladder, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 937, 

  5196. 

‘om. o92 mill. — With n 

  

    

Woo 
hg 

hg. 

vl. — Length o m, 251 mill, width 

5453, but with projection on upper end. Painted yellow. Glued together cut 

  

+ width, 

Upper part, broken off, Like n° 5153, but with a projection on back of lower end. 
Painted yellow. 

Ban. : Dane, Foul, a     

Flight of steps, from model of ship". — Wood. — Height o m. 17 cent., 
length om. 
‘Thothmes Ill (tas 6). 

Back and sides, yellow. Front, whi 
to deck by two pegs. Piece spit off of left side 

083 mill., v 

  

leo m. 043 mill. — Thebes, Tomb of 

narrow green border on all edges. Fastened 

wt: Jura Cnr da Mase, w° 39085; Danes, Fels, 0° 5016. 

  

029 mill,   

‘Tomb of Thothmes II. 

ight of two steps, from model of ship. — Wood. — H 
igth_o m. 148 mill., width o m. 06 cent. — Thebes, 

  

ight om. 

White; all edges, except on bottom, have green border. 

  

Ba. : Dies, 

© For ma 
(aa de Ma, 

    

   

  

ike, 58. 

fsa 486  
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— Wood. — Length 0 m. 125 mill. Mallet, from model of shi 
With n° 51g. 

    

Short round handle and swelling head of about equal length. Unpainted, 

  

Mallet, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 134 mill. — 
‘Tomb of Amenophis IL, section 4 

  

Similoe to n* 5438, 

Mallet, trom model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 102 mill. — 
‘Tomb of Amenophis IL, section 6. 

Similor to n° 5158, but with the end sawed off square. Painted yellow. 

Blade of rudder, from model of ship. — Wool. —Length  m. 8o eent., 
bo. 

  

Tength blade 0 m. 4/5 mill. — With n 
  Long and slender, with slightly convey faces. End of blade, round. Technique like 

1" 5050, One side of end broken off and. glued on, 

  

Bin: Dans, Fale, 8s 

Papyrus flower from the bow of a ship. — Wood. — Diameter o m. 
145 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis Il. 

  

Unilersie, green with yellow leaves with red ines around the base. Upperside, red 
llow border, and showing traces af having horne teo hawks, side by side, 

fastened to flower each by a stout square peg. Flower fastened to stern by tongue 
and socket, with peg in end of tongue. Badly eracked and front edge broken 

  

  

Rudder-rest, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 165 mill 
— Tomb of Amenophis I, seetion 2 

    

Like wt bit of string. 

  

5. With peg on upper surface, wrapped 
Ban: Dust, Piles, n° 516. 

   
Platform from bow or stern of model of ship, with box. — Wood. 

Length om. (082 mill., wide o m. 135 mill 
— Tomb of Amenophis IL section 6. 

      height 0 
  

‘The playorm consiats of « board in form of trancated triangle with projection on each 
and with dre supports on underside, two of which ae triangular, 

  

side of smaller  
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siving the wider end of platform, a slight elevation, The Jax consists of theee 
hoards, set on edge on the platform. One side-boand isn? 

  

795 the other is lower 
30793 and the end-board isa narrow, curved board beating 

fork on upper end, and colored red, blue geovn, yellow on front, yellow behind. 
‘The triangular piece is onthe outside red with white rings decreasing in size towards 

the end. The platform is yellow. The two triangular pieces on the sides and the two 
side-boards of the box are pegged to main board by two pegs on each side, the 
same pegs serving for both upper and lower pies. The wider end of the platform 
is possibly also pegged on. The other parts ate glued together and the whale glued 
to deck. Round hole in lower part of front edge of platform, 

  half of a board Tike   

    
  

    

     
    

Bu. : Dace, File, w 5024 

8165. Platiorm with end of box from bow or stern of model of shi 
—Length om. 167 mill.,height 
—Tomb of Amenophis II, section 6. 

Wood. 
205 mill, 
  

  

5 mill, width 0     

Ean ene eeiercrenen lan he mir bs «rigs dhe, Ts rd ea 5,664 Sta 1s Ppt wll par co led i hell Se a egies ed a alee 
sea pea cee ee 
eee a aera ee 

  © supports giving the broad end an 
    

  

   

  

Bu: Diese, Filer,    

5166, Platform with box trom model of ship. — Wood. —Length om. 13 cent., 
height o m. 155 mill., width 0 m. 08 cent. — With n° 5165, 

  

Platform like n° 5165 (5164). The end piece d tilted up slightly. The tiangulae 
sides, underset, are on ones, red with white rings, a simply red 

    

com the oth   
One side of bor, is n” 5080 and the other side is like it (4 sign on right, f). At 
the small end, these boards were connected by to elas (or Bars), glued to edges of 
boards, These slats are now missing. 

But : Danse, Foils, 2° 5051 
  

  

5167. Platform with one side of box, irom model of ship. — Wood. — Length 
om. scent, height om. 155 mill., width om. 07 —With 5165. 

Platform, like n* 5164 except that there ate no projection on sides of smaller end. 
‘The front edge is painted red; the rest yellow. The supports on underside are 
lost. The sde-boord of the box is n° 508a with red back but without glue marks
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on inside of either end. The other sie-board is mi 
joined by « bar across end glued to edges. 

  

1. The two were possibly 

a. : Dane, File, 5086, 

5168, Platform with part of box, from model of ship. — Wood. —Length 
I. height o m. 15 cent,        19) thom, 08 

  

Platform, lke n° 5 
boar and an end piece similar 

t form and coloring. The side-board is n* 5084; the opposite 
64, ate misting. Glued to deck. 

    

Baa. : Danes, Fle, 0° 5, 

5169, Platform with part of end of box, from bow or stern of model of ship. — 
Wood. — Length om. 125 mill., height om. 13 cent 
197 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis IL, seetions & and 6. 

Platform like n° 50 in form. Yellow; underset triangular sides, blue. Box consisted 
‘of two side boards, pegged on, and an end piece. End piece, inside yello 
outside, red. The end pivce must have had a projection entering the hole & 

riddle of small end of platform; the end piece overlaps the side boards with pegs 
(two close together) passing throu 
whole pegged to deck by pegs. 

6. 

    
  

  

     
  

the flange ¢ into ends of side boards. ‘The 

  

Ba: Dinas, Fouls,   

5170, Platform from bow or stern of model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 m. 
196 mill., height om. 017 mill., width om. 148 mill. —Tomb of 
Amenophis IL, section 6, 

Form of truncated triangle, seen from abore; from these, wedge-shaped (not underse). 
Eages, red; mile, white. Traces of two hoards af box fastened each by two pegs. 
In mille, end of fat post (rudder-post?) in oblong hole. The whole fastened to 
deck, by two peg aes. 

Bin: Danese, Fale,     

5171. Box from model of ship, from platform on bow or stern. — Wood. — 
Length o m. 147 mill., height 0 m. 055 mill., om, 063 mill. — 
‘Tomb of Amenophis Il, sections 4, 6 and ¢ 2 s. 

  

  

Only right side of end preserved, apparently like end of nt 51614. Two side boards 
similar to n* 5083. The sides overlap end and are fastened to it by two pes on each 
side; leo fastened to deck by two pegs on each side 

  

Fan, : Danese, Piles, 2° 

 



5172. 

5173, 

8176, 

578. 

5176. 
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Box from model of ship, from platform on bow or stern\"”.— Wood. — 

Length om. 127 mill., height om. 12 cent. — Tomb of Amenophisll,      
section 9. 

  

The end is smile in form to n° 5164 but with «raised bond across the top. Fork, 
Sogo and 5og1, respectively 

ni are pegged to it by one peg on cach side, 
63, 

edges and front, red; hack, white. The sides are     
‘The sides overlap en 

  

Bau: Das, Foil, 

Box {rom model of ship, from platform on stern. — Wood. —Length 
height  m. 095 mill, — Tomb of Amenophis Il, 

  

om. 107 
section 

    11 similar to n° 5464 in form bot broader with larger fork. Red, all over. The 
sides are n™ Soja and 5093. The sides overlap end and are pegged tit hy one 
slender peg on each     

  

Bm. : Danes, Foil, a° 5037 

End from box from model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. 083 mill., 
width om, 028 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis IL, section 6, 1898. 

  

  Like n° 5164 in form. Red, outsides yellow, i 
ued tit 

ie. Sides overlapped end and were 

End from box from model of ship. — Wood. 
width 0 m. 036 mill. — Tomb of Amenop 

Height om. 103 mill, 
is Meas, 1898.      

Narrow curved board, with narrow raised band across top and broad raised strip up 
the front, terminating in fork. Roughly cut, filled and smooth with plaster, and 
painted red all over. Glued to overlapping ends of side boards. 

  

Bm : Dans, Foie, n° 5085, 

End of box from model of ship. — Wood. — Height om. 075 mill., 
width om. 064 mill. — With w   oi Sigh. 

Similar to n° 

  

Dut broader. Band across top broader; fork, broken off Overlapping 
end of board on lel side was fastened by two pegs: on right side, by one pe 

  

ngs frm hse th sme bes. 
© N* Soga.Sg3 ate he sides his box
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pu Mi 

  

DU CAIRE 

S177. End of box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Height om. 105 mill., 
width o m. 08 cont. — With n* 

    

Similar to n* 5472, but broader, with hig 

  

+ fork and lower ban across top. Red in 
front; white, behind. Back of sides, latened 

Ba : Danae, Fone, S055. 

5178. End of box, {rom model of ship.— Wood. — Height om. 121 mill. 
width om. 068 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis I, gran 
section 4, 1898. 

  

      le salle,   

pee Perec erect leed) wre ee ered eet ete 
ea ee epee teeta ete 
eet cn rt cfc ara eet nae ae 

tm apg On i ed, exon ot T§ COTRDY A Dowie, 
wie od et he. etree erate erecta etree 

    
  

  Bunt: Journal dened Mase, n° Baa Dunes; Fails, n° 5083. 

  

‘5179, End of box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Height om. 16 cent., width 
6 m. 115 mill, — Tomb of Amenophis Il, edans le couloir avant fa 
deuridme salle, 1898. 

  

    

form, lke n° 5178. Band across top of front high and rounded. On bottom, sort of 
fxehe of (OTRP. Ovtapped 

‘were pegged to flanges, by wo pegs on each side, 
peg. Front, yellow. Back, like a? 5178 ( 

of 
  

  ends of boards, the edge    
Be: Journal dete du Mai, ° 32634 A; Danese, Foils, a 5082 

5180. End of box from model of shi 
width 0 

  

— Wood. — Height om. 17 cen 
menophis II, couloir avant la 

  

7 cent. — Tomb of      
douxidme salle, 

    In form siilar 0 n° 5   esl, outsides yellow, inside, Top of fork broken off. Up 
the feont, slightly slanting, a round ste’ or past, about same height as fork and 
bearing. peg-like projection on top for fastening some object: below bottom of 
hoard, sharpened for insertion in hole in deck; glued to hoard and painted yellow. 
‘The side boards of box oxerlapped edges of end, to which they were glued and 
peaged by two pegs on each side 

      
  

Bn. : Sour dete de Mave, n° Soa; Dane, Foul, 0° 5086
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84184, Post with crotch in top, from box from model of ship. — Wood. — 
Height om. 195 mill. — Tomb of Amenophis Il section 6. 

re mark on back at, as if glued to bar connecting ends of sides of box (ct 
+d band. Bottom broken. Painted white 

  

     On front a project 
  Baw: Dae Fi, oS 

5182. Pair of triangular supports from underside of platform, from stern (2) 
of model of shi Height om. 045 

I, sections and 6. 
         

  

Outside, red with white uracus in eight folds, winged, holding between wings cartouche 
of Tere fran eee cea ee 

One of them badly splintered. 

    

Bn: Daur, File, 9° 

  

5183. Pair of triangular supports from underside of platform, from stern (2) 
of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m, 03 eent., length 0 m. 22 cent. — 
Tomb of Amenophis Il, section 

    

  tse, red with five hawks’ heads and five circles all white gro 
sharp angle. Fastened to platform by one an two pegs respectivl 
and two pegs respectively. 

ng smaller towards 
to deck by one     

Bia. : Dass, Fs, a” So, 

  

5484, Cross-bar from end of box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 
© m. og cent. — Tomb of Amenophis I. 

  Round, with ing notched around each end, Just inside of notched ring, a pein each 
end which fastened the bar to ends of side boards, Yellow. 

  

Ba: Dansy, Fler, w* 5188, 

8185. Cross-bar from box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
10/ mill. — Tomb of Amenophis I, section 6. 

  

A Title way from each end, glue mark and yellow smese where glued to ends of sido 
hoards oF fastened in notch in ends of side boards Painted red 

Bae: ines, Files, w° 5488
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5486. 

5187. 

5188. 

5489, Post of a canopy. — Wood. — Height o 

5190. 

191. 

CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 
Roof of a canopy. — Wood. —Length o m. 245 mill. — Tomb of Amen- 

ophis I. 
Sen from above, form of a truncated triangle. Broad end curves down. Two pair of 

holes (one of th 

Ba 

  

ages, Foul, 1° 5084. 

for receving columns) at small end; and another pai 
Broad end is broken off at corners. Pointed yellow 

nid,   

  

Post of a canopy. — Wood. — Height o m. 56 cent. — Tomb of 
Amenophis I. 

Form of 
fitted hole in deck, b 

Baa. Daas, Foie, n* 

  

  

  

53.   

with small Mock above the capital. Lower haf, contains a peg which 
ig led in, 

. Front cornice from canopy.— Wood. —Length om. 213 mill. —Tomb 
of Amenophis II, sect   6. 

‘The broad end of a roof like a” 5186 rested on top. Each end was supported by a 
column like n* 5059,   

Amenophis IL 

Lower 
Ba, 

|. Post of canopy. — Wood. — Height o m. 185 mill. — Tomb of A 

518g, 5190. Painted yellow. 

203 mill. — Tomb of   

5052. Lower end sharpened. The back of lower haf rested against something. 

    

ophis IL, 

Lite 

  

Broad upris 
o1eent., wide om, 03 cen 
M 

  

  

5189, 
Danese, File, w° 5088, 

  

ophis II, seetion 6. 

ft post, from model of ship. — Wood. — I 
  

  

  

thick © m. 014 mill. — Tomb of 

Hollowed, grooved on inside. Tongue on lower end. Painted re 
re Danes, Foul, w° 5124.
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5192, Side of board with eyelets from top of mast. — Wood. — Height 

  

rill. — Tomb of Amenophis IL 
ot 
Bat: Danes, Fle, a 

  

  a 

5193, Platform from end of model of ship. — Wood. —L 
ith om. 45 cont. — Tomb of Thothmes II 

  

     
       

  

Solid piece lke n’ 5165. Recta 
two pegs each, Platform pe 

  

lar notch i frontend 
eto deck by two pegs 

ile walls of box pegged on, 
  

Baa. : Dine, Fs, a 5206 

5194. Pair of side boards of box irom model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 
18 mill., height o m. 062 mill. — Tomb of Thothmes IIL, 1898.     

  Back, red. Front, three plain red fields surrounded by block border in red, blue, 
green and yellow. Glue mark side left end 
peg holes in bottom edge. Covered with plaster outside before painting. 

Bm. : ines, Fouile, 0° 5207 

  

right end on the other. Two 
  

  

5195. Side of box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length 0 n 
height o m. 064 mill. — With n° 5194. 

  197 

  

Like n° 5494. Instead of glue mark, left end has two square notches. 
Bae : Dass, Files, 1° 5207 

"8196, Pair of side boards from box on model of shi 
sho mill., height o m, 

    

  

— Wood. — Length 
om. 1h cent.-o ‘eent.-o m. of5 mill. 
— With n* 5194 
  

Back, red. Front three red fields containing one   cite (ere 
ble brder iso The rng, cred ed le; gon ed lle 
ike lb fd eka eed Nose aac etapa ae ea 
the eters al en Pied odo if pegs Oot bane ose   

Bim. : Dane, Fol, 1° 5208, 

5197. Side of box, from model of shi 
height o m. of4 mill. — With 

Wood. — Length o m. 07 cent., 
Sigh. 

  

  

Painted like n* Sogo the red fields on front have black outlines. One notch in right 
end; two pegs in lower edge. Worm eaten. 

  

Bat: Dans, Foil, 5209
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5198. Side of box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Length o m. 068 mil., 
height o m. 036 mill. — With n* 51g. 

Like w” 5497, without notch in either end 

  

Bat: Dasay, Foul, 2° 5040. 

5199. End of box, trom model of ship. — Wood. — Height 0 m. +43 mill,, 
width o-m. 07 mill. — With n® 5      

Carved board with flange on each side, ike n° 5178. Double raised band across top 
of front. Originally, a stick glued up the front, ef. n° S200. Fastened to deck by 
to pege. 

Bae: Datsy, Foils, a 524 

    

£5200, End of box, from model of ship. — Wood. — Height o m. 105 mill 
wide © m, 065 mill. — With nt 5194. 

ised board without flanges, and with double raised band like n° 99. Up the front, 
fat stick with notch in upper end, tongue on lower end. Tongue broken off 

‘overlapped end and were glued to its edges. Board, red; post, yellow. 

  

  

    

    

ine: Danes, Ful,



— GENERAL INDEX, 

    

Auuwia, 0° 80l, po gi nt 4842, p. 305 n° A843, po 3a 
Aunan, seo Table 
Awnaren, canoe-rall, p. x 
Awrsonats IL, tomb of, a Ag etight p. gigs 0" 5034-5196, p. 113-1395 0" 5132 

5185, p. 133 
Awox, tomb of priests of, n° gag 
Assioor, W918, pe 7h 
Assouin, n° gig, p. 8o. 

  

  

Ws wT 545R-Saya, p. 137-483, 

  

      

Bue, carted by servant, n° yt, p. tof. 
Ban, om deck for sil ropes, n* 4gs8, p. 75: n" 4808, pe 14s 
Basis, on botiom of model, n° Agi, p. 99s a gh8, 

Bruns, ends of, marked on outside of bull, n° 4801, p. 6-73 0°48, pe 74s ight, p. 96s 
ar hg'5, p. 98s n° 4gh6, p. gS and perhaps n° gag, p- go. Elbow-beams, n° figi8, 
P79. Bro, for mommy figure, n° 6807, p. 135 0° Hge5, pe 72s nh hgn7, p. 735 m ighS, p. 1015 
wt igha, p. 105. 

Bucen (Chistian) in Z. Aegyp., 
Beasusu, p-ae. Tomb of Sepa, 1 

Year 1897-98, 0° 
ig7h, pe 808-413. 

Buen, see Bed. 
Busck wanes, representing tes and bans, sev p. 1. Marks crossing corners of whi 

wi figha, p. 103. 
Buock, as seat for rowers, psx, n° g/l 

See Matt-shoe. 
Bourn wiru evtsrs, inserted in top of sas type VII, n° 5 ya, p. 143, 

ig, pe 1045 n” g53, p. 106, 

    5148-5450, p.   

     
  

‘gi7-hglg, p. gg-tor- Tomb of Nefa, n° figha, p. 110. 
a, pe 807. Year 1898, n™ hg51-4953, p. 108-100; 0" hgS5~ 

  

    
  

  

spaces, 

  p--975 8 gS, p. gS. For mast, n° i799, p- 8. 

  

Bousns wire rearusns, n° 965, p. 01 
Bones, see Dor-til bonde and Metal bands, 
Bow-cvarts, n° igo, p- 924 0° A860, p- 43; n° Aglg, p. 104 

p.8. 
Bon-stics, n° 4835, p. 275 n° &7g8, p- and other models of type Il. Painted representation 

of," 8g53, p. 108. 
Box, caried by servant, n° y5, p. 10 
Box rtow starrons, bow or stern of model type VIM (New Em 

198; 1" 5171-5180, p. 139-so; 
‘outer, a table (2), unatached, n* 4897 and 6898, p. Gs 

Box-tice owect, with hawks and slicks, from solar bark, unatached, n° 6 
Bruce ron wast, see Mast-shoe. 

  

  

4iy53, p. 1065 a gad, 

  

  0), W* 5075-3108, p. 129- 
ah. 

  

      5198-5200, p. 143   
Bost   
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Brosee car, on mast, p. a 
Besret, n° 4844, p. 39; 9° 4863, p. 

4938, p. gs and p. aw 
Buuren, see Bufer. 

  

5: 4878, p. Sa: n° 87g, p. 513 m gso, p. 65s 

  

  

Cunt, 1. Covered wooden frame, With two rooms, n° bg18, p. 76. With one room, n* Ago, 
po p-go. Painted dommy with vestibule, n*4igao, p. 81. Painted 
omy, n° g24, p. 84: g33, p. 935 a” 4934, p. gh 

>. Wooden frame (type 1), n° 4886, p. 56. 
3. On stone model, n° y75, pe 443. 
4 Wooden, on New Empire boats (type Vill), w* Agih-Agh6, p. 97-98: 8" 5062-5074, 

perngeraas w 5426; 5 2-133. See also Canopy and Chapel. 
Caso, see type Hand n* 6844-5815, p. 205 9° 4gS4, p. 93. 
Casorr, 1. Roof supported by four posts, n° A808, p. +55 n° 4844, po ays m A847, p. 3 

W884, p. 535 a" digas, p. 67: whys 5—hg17, 
7 aga, p. 105. See p. a. 

2, Roof supported by txo posts and back wall, 1° 484s, p. 30; 0" gS, p. 408 
5. Holes for canopy posts, n° 4809, p. 73 n° A8olh, p. gsm 4807, p. 43: a" 485g, p. ha. 
4, Canopies and parts, unattached, a” 4809-4840, p. 16; a 4836-6838, p. 2» 

ni" 4848-484 Q, p. 37: n° go7, p. 63; n° hgda, p. g3s 0° 935, p. gh 
5, Parts of canopies unattached from New Empire models (type VII), nt 5052, p. 

ni" 5486-5190, p. 149-143. See also Cabin and Chapel 
(Cavanr (Jean), Primitive Art, p. xv. 
Canresry, se p.1¥ and passim under tochoique, especially, n’ gs, p. 78-80 and a 4ga5, 

gab, hya8, p. 83, 86, 88, 
Censon, held by priest, n° Sgh8, p. 1015 n° ga, p. 105. 

jas w 488s, p. 53; a gas, p. 67. See also Orne. 
Curt, on divine bark, n' 4g30, p. gu (stone). 
Cuvew, statue of, w° 30, p. gs 
Cussircaiox, of models on basis of fonction, p. 11. On basis of structure, p- 

types, p- t. On basis af chronology, p. tery. * 
Gorray, n° 4847, p. 355 a” 4850, p. 373 9° Ag5t, p. 3g. 
Covonine, see p. 

G9, 70, 78, 100, 
For type IV, see p. 8, 10, 13, 15 
For type V, see p. 18, 36, 39, 
For type VI, se p. 44, 80, 102, 

For type VIL, see p. go, 143. 
For type VIIL, see p. 97, 98, * 
For the coloring of rudders, cai 
sn, papyrus 

ner Ox stock, n° gs p. 65 
ion of, passing around throat of porter to support burden, w* hg! 

See also n° ga:      

  

   
    
     

    

       

      
   

  

    

   

  

On. 

  

of 

     
  For type I. seep. 3,4, 5, 6, 

  

0, 39, 33, 34, 45, 48, 50, 6h, 

  

of, 108      
   

  

    

  

canopies, ete, se the references to those heads. 

  

  Closed capital, n° hg 18, p. 7 

  

      spt 
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oF su 

  

Cross-pun, 1. On deck for ropes, n° 4808, p. + 
2 From end of bow-box (type VIII, 9 

Growroor (J. W.), note by, p. svt. 
Consus, on bow of solar bark, see u 4860, p. 43; 8 Sghg, p- 104; n° 4953, p. 106. On 

divine bark, w ga, p. 825 n" hyo, p. ga 
Vi), n° Aghg, p. 2045 n° 4y53, p. 106; n° 4860, 

    
gt, pe 
5485, pe 

  

8h   

   Catone onseer, on solar barks (ty 
- 43. Unattached, n* hg6s, p. 109, 

Dansuee, w° ga, p. 83; n° hga6, p. 865 n° 4 
Danasse(6.), Files de la Valle der Rais, p. 0 
Dats (N. de G.), Deir 
Deon, see under Hull passim. For representation of structure, see p. 1%. For actual deck, see 

1" figa5-4iga6, p. 84-86. For deck type VIM, see n° hg'h-ighG, p. g6-g8. For ines 
con deck mark of objects, see nt 4860, p. 43, 

Drca-tor, type VIlL, n° ght, p. 98. 
Dain-n.-Bausi, n° hog, p. 635 n° iy10, p 
Dz Moncas (J.), 
Doxcous, modern boats, p. 1 note 1. Modern reed-raft, p.m, note 1. Modern sail, p. att, 

note 
Door, with relief and inscription, n° 4948, p. 7 

Door-raine, structural model, n° 4gs8, p. 79. Representation of, n fgao-lgas, p. 815 
1 ugg, of, on New Empire cabins, n® 5062-5074, 

‘aa; n 5126, p. 132; w" 5130-5431, pe 39 
g18, p. 7 

Doon-socasr, n° gt 8, 
Devin ven” g35;f8¢5 00 Kgedl p87: Sel epeatl ua ee se eee 

tation, p- 86. See also n° hga8, p. 88. 
Daas, for tansporting ship, nt 428, p. 88. 

28, p. 88. 
     

  I-Gebivi, x, 1, 8, 0, 

       
         

      

ules i Dahchowr, p. ¥; Origins, p. xvi 

    

   

      

    

  Btsow-neaus, n° ig8, p. 79, 
Eusow-srans, n° g18, p. 79-80. 
Ess or atiws, marked on outside of hull, n’ S801, p. 73 n° hgs8, p. 74; and perhops 

* fig80 p. go. 
Enuus (Adolf), Life in Ancient Egypt, pean, xe. 
Enaurs ox wast, nt i798, p. 23 9° 486g, p. 475 n° hg13, p. Gg nt hgs8, p. 755 9° Ago, 

fig, p. 108: w" Saag, p. 1395 0° 5447, p. 1355 n° 5199, p. 143.       
ip. n° 656, p. 108 (ct. nt 

Fearueas, on solar bark, n° gg, p. 1093 n° 453 
Feats icons, n° 4841, p73 0° A842, p. 305 a4 

‘aga, p. 105. Unattached servant fi 
Fons, sce Sern, Mast, and Pet 
Fran, of door, see Doorframe. 

1950, p. 103) 
(07. Unattached, n* 65, p. 110. 

p- 315 0° gs5, p. 715 a" Age, 
1 A868, p. 47, 

  

     843   
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Franses, figures of, with figure of owner, a? 4918, p. 78. 

pe a 

  

Foxcros, of boat model 

Gee, owner and companion playing, p. xv 
Gaso-rtass, 808 ps pe 136. 
Guastane (Jolin), in Annales de Musée, pst, x88 

  

   

  

18, see Fayeue. Glaze steaite mastip, n° 4850, p. 103. 
Goooess, figre of, see Wailing woman 
ous, representation of, as ornamentation, n° 4930, p. go. On type VIEL, n 

p. 196-197, 
Gnees (F.W.), Mirakonplis, p. seme, 0%, 

  

    Soga-5ror, 

HcreBorere, 4808, pss; ahaa, p. 
Hows, figures of, on igpe VU, gh, p. 10 
Man's wae, om rudder-posts and rudders, n° 814, p- 7-18; 

Ba Paar Tea eNeryae auntie) 
f° byzovtgzs,p. +49: 4973, p. 119. Ontype Vl," 5054-5058, p. 447. 
15:84, p 136 

Hauasatr, ce terme. 
Hoe, covering of canopy, psx. 
Hhamronc ss, for dvoe bark, px 
Hieovornes, on sone mel, m3, p. 8a. 
Hours, +. For oars, 798 ps 9 and passin typeI 

For rope-stays and sl ropes, 4798p. 5° 4799. Sam SROn, pe Goa BOB, 
p theu5; a 4869, p. 48; A8ya, ps figs a” ABBa-4884, p. 54-55: n° A886, 

és fgog, p: Obs n° gto, p. 683 mg 18, p. 73. Sor Siri. 
3. Holes for mast, rulder- ps, and figures se unde conrsponing hed. 

Hotes, a ld from prow-rover of sole ark, a 954, 

      

  

    4826-4828, p. 25, 
   

    

  

  

      
        

      

  

  

Inscaios, +. Hiratc, in side of boat, w’ 4846, pons. 
Hieroglyphic, on collin, n’ A847, p. 35; n° 4850, p. 38, 
Hiecoglyphic, ny, W487, p. as a" 4858, p. ba 

  

  

         
4 Horoglyphie, on door, a” 4y18, p. 7b. 
5. Hieroglyphic, on type VIL, at 4g, pe 

peahi 
Irons, models made of, p. a8. 

Seo, pe 1985 at 5178 Saga, 

  

Kent, p. x, at and n fight=tighG, p. 96 and g8. 
Kor, rope-knot indicated by string, n* 483g, p. 98; 9° 484s, p. 9 
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Lavoen, as landing plank, 
Lavoine rune, p. ate. See Ladier 
Laren, of door, n° 4g +8, p. 77 
Lc, of sacrificial animal, held by pr   st, nt ga, p. 105. On olfering table, n* 4815-4917, 

  

Lane, Deka, pv tnt, 38 
Lowsroae, bat modes a" Syao,p. Boy w"g99, p. Sasa 928, p. 895m yop. yrs ir" bg7t-kg7S 
eee 

p08 
Lanes ox sce, mathng potion of objets 
Lane lge and bead imtd in deorti 

ps t045 0 8969, p20, 
lasso gh hgh, p98 
los; bellowed, as ene, pi 
wor, gure #1. Type Ha 4798p. 350° 4809, p75 9 A805, ps 1 A844, p. Baz n° ABKS, p. 335 9 4B4G, p. 94; 4872, p 0 W Agog, p. Gh 1 gro, p 6654" S913, p Gy; at bg18, 78; whe puvots we gba, pe 108 On other examples, the pao the okou is are bys for fastening fie 2. Type W, 9 480K, p. 1055" 4808, ps 135 a 6BB0, p. 5a: w ABBA, pe 3D; Bg, 

Bo 3. Typ V 8887, p. 36; 0° 4851, ps 393 0° hyip Be vai Ag6By cor 
Laer roe, see Popre. 

Lacs (A), Prarie Mari wed bythe dint Egypt, ps. Las, prcosed s,m 4807, ps 12:0 Sgn, p. OF 

pond. 
gures, n° fgli7-g'8, p. 90-104. On bundle of spars and sail,    

        

  

  

     

  

tnt gs6, p. 725.9 Ag)     

Meer, representation of on prow-bor, n’ 5102, p. 128. 
Maclven (D. Randall), ef Anak, p. xsi, 
Mactca oseers, on sola bark, n° igh, p. 1095 n° i953, p. 107; 

P. 108: n" 958-4965, p. 109-r105 n" 4g76, p. 113, 
On divine bark, n° Aga, p. 895 n° bg30, p. g2- 

aw and 9” 5158-5160, p. 137. 
Mans, and 
Mansincs 

    nig, pe 
  

  

Maer,     

  

Colored to indicate structure, seep. 
2. Black, to indicate tes of metal, thong or cord 

4. On deck, see type I passim, 
  

4. On rudders, see especially, n° 4804, p. 6, n" 4820-4825, p. a3-ah, 
6. On oars, see especially, n” 4893, p. Go. 
4. On bow stick, sev especially, n" S798, p. 35 0° 4835, p. 97   

  
6. On wooden frame-mork: see especially n° gro, p. 66. 

3. On masts and spas, posibly to represent sail and stay ropes orto indicate the places where ‘hey were tobe tied, n* 4821, p. a6; n° Sho, p. a8; n*48gh, p. 60; n° g36,p. gh.
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4 On paddlers, black marks, to mark the side to which each belongs, n° 488o, p. 53. 
5. On rowers, black and red numbers, to mark side and order, n° 798, p. 3 (Technigue) 

Black numbers, n° 484g, p. 32. 
6. On deck, lines to mark position of objects, 

Masruno (Sir G.), Guide ts Cairo Museum, . 
Masr, 1. Single, with eyelets on tip, n” 4798, pe a: 

W figh0, p. 103 (glazed 

  

     860, p. fi 

  869, pe 7s mt gid, p. 695 
we gS, p. 408; w Saag, p. 1325 

  

       
2. Single, with holes in tip, n 480, p. 73 n° 4887, p. 58; n" 4888, p. 5g;   4893, 

  p. Gos nt ho13, p. 693 n° Agh8, p. +005 m" highs, p. 
5. Single, w' 4803, p. 8; ° 480, p. 9 7 4831-4833, p. a6; 0" 483g. p. 985 0° 48h, 

pags 937, p. g/t Soe also holes for mast in types IL and IV passin. 
4 Tworlegged mast, a” 4808, p. 14 (Iype IV): w* 4882-4885 (type L), p. 54-85. 

See p. vi, 6 
Masr-tucs, nt 799s pe 
Masrenssr, w 4854, p. 20; n° 4869, p. 48s m" lgog, p. 64; m* Agro, p. 65 (instead of 

rast); a hg18, p73) 
Mase-snoe, pe at, n° £808, p. 

Painted representation on deck and on m 
p-70. See Max-bock. 

Masreane, see Serw-powt and Sring. 
Masr-ni, ps att, a” gS, p. +03 (glazed steatite); n’fig36, p. 108 (fayence). 
Main, p-v and xx, n* 4798-4803, p. 1-8; 9 4805-4806, p. re-uas n° 484s, pe a8 

i” W8AAKB4 7, p. 3 po 37-855 m* 4869-4879, p. f- 
n° 4880-4 g08, p. 5 

Meste-norer, tomb of, at Dei-el-Bahei, 1 gog 
Mestaer, tomb of, at Assout, n° gs8, p. 7 
Mera, models made of, p. 
Merut nino, represented by black maths, seep. 1. Holes for, niga, p. 85 
Mrreunien, nt ga‘, p. 825 9° 4g30, p. gte 
Monrts, of scenes from life, p. tt, OF objects in predynastic graves, p.m, note 
Mornisine,p. vt and sat, see especially n* hg 8 under fecknique, n° hg, p. 84-835 0° hg38, 

p. 95. 
Mocasess, n° 4814, p. 175 0° A847, p. 365 9° A854, pe 3g; 
Mop, model made of unbaked mud, w° 4817, p. a1 

A844, pe #75 Wt W857, p. fas wT ABED, pas af ghd, pe gts 
WFighS, p. 1045 n° bya, p. +05. On throne, w hgi6, p. 72. 

  

   
   

  

    (orlegged mast); n° igh, p. 735 a" hgal, p. 70. 
eres, wigs, pe 66. Traces of, n° hg t3,   

  

            

    9105p. 63565. 
  

ga, p. 87. 

  

  

      

  

  

  

igh8, p. ror. 
  

          

    
Narma, tomb of, Bersheh, n° ga, p- 110. 
‘Nwono, trampled y Sphinx 
[Naw Ewise tones, derived fom Type IV, px. 
Neweenay (Perey), Beni Haamn, p. &, xt, X¥y SH, A 

igure, w gSa, p. 105. 

  

5109, p. 198, Soldier, pt.
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Nn vonrs, moder 

  

36,     Noncuto wocx, for rope-stays, 5150, p. 135: 
Nevwens, on rowers, n° A7y8, pe 3: 0" 48g, p. 3a. 

  

       

  

  

              
     

Oun, n° 798. peas wT G7990 pe fs W808, p. 65m" ASK, pe Bas ot 484: 
n° 4846, p. 345 n° 4869, p. 48; 0° 4873-4875, p. 50 (now on n* 4872); 
P n° gad, ps 6g. Unattached, w° 4860-4863, p. 6s 
81, p. AS2n" 4875-4878, n° 6895, p. Go; a yay, p. 875 mt hgb,    
peteega” 54h h5, p. 135, 

Oanamas, see Ror 
    

    

Orramise anes, n° igh’, ps 715m fighB, pe 795 0 4898, 
p. be 

estar. of models in graves, 
Onsen, figure of, n° 4809, p. 73 #4803, p. 8; n° Sol, p. 10; w 484, p. 30; agro,     

     nt gt 8: nt giz, pr gg a ght, p. vol. pe p- 72 (mummy); n° gs, p 
Unattached, »* 842, ps 493 a go5, p. Gas oligo, p. 63. 

Panate, p. sat and uv; m° 4880, p. Sas uf 4884, p33, 
Pasoten, n° 4804, p. +05 0° 4864, p. 49; w° A880, p. Sa; n* 4881, p. 53. 
Pasr, on wood, n° 4933, p. 93s n° gil, pe g8. Ordinarily on plaster, see pasin under 

Coloring and Technique 
Pans, of boas, ia Tombs, p.m 
Parsavs-roowen, form of stern and bow, see types IV and V. See type VII, n" Agi6, p. 98, 

nt 5169, po 
Parenise, of wood, see Technigue of, n° 801, p. 75 4804, p. 105 n° 48; 

p. +3; 0° 4808, p. 055 a7 48:4, ps 485 n° 484s, p. Bos a” 487, p. 3 
n° 485g, p. 43; a 4860, p. hls m" 4879, p. 50; n° igh’, p. 705 0° ged, 

p72: MT gi7, p. 78s n° 4gi8, p. 78; n° Aga, p. 863 n° Aga, p. 87; a hgaS, 
p- 88; Aglih, p. gg. See especially n> 4801, hg+8,and 4828. 

Pres, on deck, unexplained, n° 4gh7, p. 99 
Prrv-es-anun-xin, tomb of, p. x, 1" 4880-4893, p. 51-60. 

Perme (W. M. F.), Adydar 1, p. xv, svt; Deshasheh, p. xv xut, x08, xu; Diopolis parca, 
pe xvucavt; Gizek and Deir Mio, pe stv; Medum, p.t, avn, ant, xan; Nagada and 
Ballon, p. x0, xv Reyel Tombs, p. au, 390 

Prorene, of oflering scene on end of stern, n° gag, p. go. Of solar bark, n" hgag, p. go. 
Proc, p. 30 
Pastis, dressing, see posi under Coloring and Technipu. See expecially n™ hg25, figa6, 

iga8, gag. 
Puarron, on how and stern of type VII, n* kgi-fgh6, p. 96-98; n" 5164-5170, pe 138- 

13g; 5480, p. 1a; 9" 5483, p. aha; ar51g3, p. 143. 
Pontes, figure of, n° 45s, p. 1044 

   

    

       
      

  

       

  

  

   
  

(N° 6861 as pads bot ot pals. The ost ol along the ral donut elog to this mde 
Catal de Maio S598 
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Post   unexplained, possibly mast-rest, n* 5s 

Stern= pos. 
Porreny, models made of, se p. 1, and ef. n° 4847, p. 20, 
Priest, figure of, n° gh5, ps 74s a* hye6, pe 793 a gay, pe 

1959p. 105. Priests of Amon (tomb of). n* hgag, p. 88. 
Prow, type Hl, 9” 5 

+ pe 183. Also see Rudder-post, Mast-rest, 

  

so gh, pe 08:   

   

    

  pe anhen 6, 

  

Prow-civen, on solar bark, #° Sig. pe 2093 0 4g   073 whiz, pe 108. 

  

ores (J. F,), Erearations at Saggarah, 1gob=u gor, p. xis Micrakompolis,p. xv. 

    

  Ru, see under Hull of n° 4802, p. 73 n* A803, p. 8: a” 4807, p. 12-435 a" 4808, p. of 
and postin, See espesally n° hy25, p. 843 9° 4ga6, p. 865 a" Ago, p. gas nigh, 
P96. Raise, on bow of solar bark, to support curtain (2), n° 4860, p. 43s 
n° g53, p. 1073 a Ay6U, p. 110. 

Tu’ meso, on rudder, n* 5059-5061, p. 118-119. 
Recossear n* gB, p. ggi n” gaS, p. 865m" gab, p. 873 a" digaS, p. 88. 
Fecrancouan ostecr, with sticks, on solar bark, n° kgf, p. 1095 n° 4953, p. 107: n" 4938, 

P-t09, 
aune, on door, hg 18, p.7 

pay. 
Reese, of wood, n* 4iga5, p. 865 n° Aga6, p. 87. 
vax soars pt 
iar, of A847. p. 99 
Pores, ind 

  

fighg, pe roa 

  

     

      - Ornamentation on platform box (type Vill, n* 5097-5098, 

  

by strings, see Sring. 
           sd on eross-beams, 

fig. p. 97 (liga 
1798s p33 nt 7994 pe Ms HP 4800, p. 3: nt A8or, 

rising). 
Sol, p. 195 n 48KS, p. 3a; mt A845, p. 335 wf 4846, 

1p fz; n° 4809, p. 48: w° 4872, p. 50 (blocks modern): n° hg13, 

ps0" 
2, Seated on stools (blocks), nt     
poh 0 486 
Bb 3. eae ton dec, asf over logs wee below deck, 2° A807, p. 135 "Agi, p. 67. 

AW losin ole a deck,w 909, p- 5. 
4.54 lgissp GeiPatsps ake tere a 

Evatt 
Tome bie; dningushd from ti oats, 
Ronen 1. Type I vin ore, ot preted 

Type I singl dere, 4844, p 3 4B 
paling 4ge8, p75 end 7850 8g5s, p 108 

5 Type NY, ttn raiders ABop, pei W A818, p 295° A680, p50; 4884, 
pods hpi p67 

    

    ating, at rest, w? 48k, ps Bo 

  

     - pe 385 ne ASKS, p. 3h w M82, 

 



novi 
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Type V, twin rudders 

  

ca, With hawk's heads, n° 4811, p47 
n° hga6, p. 86, 

4, Without hawk’s heads, n° gS, ps 
5. Type VIL, twin rudders P90. 
6. Unattached, probably type Il, n® 4849-4895, p. 99-21 
fig, p. gm 4g68, p. a4 

7. Unattached, with hawk's heat 
8. Unattached, probably type V, n° 38, p- gn” 4g68~ 
9 Type VIIL, twin rudders, w° 75148, p. 1395 n% 

p. 134 37. With ram's head, w* 5056-5061, p. 182119. 
Reuoer-ueoue, a short stick inserted in hole in shaft of rudder and hanging vertically, soe 

p= 873 n° ge, pe 725.8 Agi7, pe 73 
A882-4884, p. 54-58. 

"4826-4830, p. 25-26; n° igaS, p. 8h; 
  

    figag 
  

    W hgog, p. 6: 
    

  1" 4826-489, p. 25; w” hgGgehg7, pe 
979 Pe At 

    
  

    
   

5s a 5464,   

  

expecially n° Ago, p. 635 a” highs       
Reoota-rosr, +. Type I, twin rudders, 

2. Type Il, n° fi798, p. as n° 4802, p. 75 14803, p. 8; a S05, p. +4; 9&8, p. Boz 
Si, p. 3a; w° ASS, p. 33; w"ASK6, p. Bh; m" 4869, p. 475 0° A872, p. hs 

1 figog, p. Gh; at figto, p. 65; w'hgia, p. G8; n° 4gs3, p. 6g; a” Aghz, p. ggs 
1" fig52, p. 105. With peg on side, nig s8, p. 74. Flat with erotch, n° Ag5s, p. 103. 

3. Type IV, twin posts, n° 807, p. 12: n° 808, p. 14: m° Aight, p. 67. Single post, 
wr h8o4, pg. 

4. Type V, twin post, with baw’ head, n° 4811, p. 175 n° 4830, p. a6 (unattached); 
A847, p. 355 0° 4854, p. 395 m°ga5, p. 84; nt hga6, p. 86, Without hawk’s head, 
1 figt, pe 745 0 gu, p. 725. gt, p- 73: a" hghB, p. sor. 

5. Type VIL, twin posts, w° gag, p. go. 
6. Type VILL, twin posts, night, p. 8s u° Mgt, p. gg nt 4yh8, 

(Ihawhs't), n° 5451, p. 136, Hawks’ head from rudiler-post, 0 
posts unatlached (undoubtedly twin posts al), 505 
1345 w" 5139-5435, p. 133, 

Rewour-nesr, eoss-pice for twin rudders, n° 4807, p. 125 n° 4808, p. 155 n° 4844, p. 475 
nt 4847, p. 355 n° 4851, p. 3 ies 5a; n" A881, p. 53; n° gas, p. 673 
ne gi, pe 715 a 4g6, ps 7 nt figad, p. 84; n" ga6, p. 865 
nt hgag, p. gor a hgh, p. 108. Vast th hawk’s heads, n° ig73, p. 12 
Same, of type VIIL, 5054, p. 1473 195, pe 131-132; 0° 5463, p. 137. 

  

     

        
  

    

  

04, With heads 
5a, p. 136, Phin 

uw" Srol-Sia4, p18 

    

    

   

    ni hgt       
  

  

  

    Stemmrcu, leg of sacrificial animal 
Sut, w° 4841, p. ags a 4890, pe 395 0" 

"igo, p. 103. 
st-20115, distinguished fom rowing boats, p. 

rors, see Strings, 

2p. 1055 nig Snhg7, p. 74-7 
93, p- Gos n° 4g36, p. gs a hgh, 

  

  

  

  

Su   

© Only the post-hole remain, the steraman appears 
seomalous sod under. Ponibly the bled wa for rt 
‘oopy. See lo 0° 4860, p. $0 

ave soo in fost of it The arrangement 
ne andthe ed ofthe rudders esta on the 
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    Suwon, wt A802, p. 75 0 4803, p. 8: w° A844, p. Sos m 486, p. MBs a Agno, p. 65s 

WF fora, p. 6 a hgh@,p. 1015 at hy, ps cots of hySa p. 105 sn hg58,p. 118 
Unatached, "4852, p. bos n° 5S, p. fo W885, p bs. Perhaps aio, wg 
pr: a" bgoenlged, p 

Siena, 1884, a7. PB 
Sate, 14803, p. 8; 0° ABO, p40 
Seu raran, 0" 5063-3074, Ps 149 
: beam, 0°798.p 53079 

2: Blokstds, psx 4806, pa; ASU 
ARG 9, pe Age wP ASGq, po ABs W899, p 

3. See Ghai. 
Sus, tomb of" bg hz-hgtg, p 9940 
Steven os vores hate, 1893, 10g 
ate 
Saran, porter 4g, p19 
Senne (Heinrich), Pritegri,p 96, Mh ty 8. 
Suureo mun, pie, aga, p. 108 
Seusbsten, igh, pe 98; 2" Aghn, p. 10a; o*hgS8, p. 1075 a gBg, p. 1095 af bgGo, 

py 
Sumas, represented on rot of enopy n° hg. 

Sin, 0918, p 7 
Sear, for dor, 918 p77. 
Sou re, ee ipe VL Pitre of  hg.29, p90. 
Soin + Simple sick, tapering a bth ends, n° A839, ps 28s of 4840, po 28s wt 8a, 

pag (ail allachod); 8 4865, p. 4s 475 889, p. 59; w ABgo, 
P59 (cll atached) ng 36, p98 (ail alaced) n° hg 48, p. 100 (sal altached) 
WF gS0, p. 103 (le in bundle, foled sl); w* hgBe, p. 108s w 5486, p 
(ype vith 

o- Boweshapd stick, tapering at oth ends, eyelet inthe middle, 48g», py 
1 Go (bound wih ring); n’ 4893, p Go (sail tached). 

Smont, trampling mgr, w x09, p98 
eraes ateang ese 
Snacnon, baron deck for sil-sopes,w°ABOR, ph; at hg, p75 

135-136, 
Snare, of Choum nfg30, p92. Of a dvny, a Ayah, p85 
Sure, oe Stings 7 and Elly 
Smune, glass, mastp, n° 4950, p. 103 (ctw 456). 
Sremne, by leering rue, type I pv. By toning rudder on 

type IV, pags pe Vy px 
eset oF helmsman, fi 
1s Type 0, wt 98, ps 

        
    

    

   

  

   

   
   

     §801,p-6:mrhghtsp.g7- 
39; nh ASK5, p. 33; 0° SUG, p. 3s 

    

    

    

    

    

os    

  

  

     

  

     

  h8ga,     

  

     
   

      ais, type Il, pov 

  

     486,   A805, p. 115 a" ABs, pe 3 

©All other mol ave the eran indicate bya ol, or pogo pater
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P- 455m" hgog, p. 64; m Agia, p. 65s n° Agia, p. By: n° hg13, p. 6g5 n° hg:8, 
P- 77: hgh, p. 10h; n* bya, p. 105 

2. Type IV, n° 4803, p. 8; n" 4807, p. 135 n’ A808, p. 13 (infront of rudder-post), 
n° 4880, p. Sas n° 4884, p. 53; n° byes, p. 67. 

3. Type 4847, p. 36 (peg-hole only), n° 4854, p. Sy (pegchole only), n° ys, 
e743 7 Ag6, p. 7a; Agi7, p. 73: m hghz, p99) 

fi, Unatiached, n° A866, p. 463 n° Bt gos, p. 6, 
Stirs, flight of for mounting cabin, n° 5 Bs 9457, p. 437 

    

     
  

  

   Steasrons, pa. 
Sraasernce type V,unatahed, n° 4896. p 
Stras-rost, for maststays, n° A887, p. 583 n° 48BS, p. 5y- Unexplained, pechaps rudder 

Poss, n° 4889-4888, p. 54 
Sneas, on magical objets belonging to sla barks, see 

hed wg p 
Srone, models made of, n° gg, p. 80; n° Sgaa-hgah, p. 825 n° Ag30, p. gry a" hy7h> 

fig?', pe as3 
Sroots, see Sea 3 
Sac, representing cope 

1. Roperknat, n° &83g, p. 28s" SLs, p. 2g 
- 59: higso,p. Gas n° 36, pe gh 

2. Binding wooden frame, n° 4887, p- 575 n* hg p. Gs Indicated by print, n° Sgag, 
P- gos n" hgso, p. 66. 

3. Bining ge of sil, nt 484 
n° Agh8, p. 100. 

4, Tying up folded si, n° Ago, p. 103 
Ropes on mast, nt fi7g8, p. 25 0° 483g, p. a8; a" 48h, 
"885, p. 585 n° bg, p. 100, Hols or ecets for n° hoa, p. 

887, p. 58; a gs3, p. Gye af bg, p. 754 n° bg, p. x03 
6. Ropes on spar, af 488g, p- a8; n° &S4o, p. 285 n° ABs, pe ag; m” A890, p. 593 

4899, p. Gos w° 893, p. Go; n° 4936, p. gh: m* 4937, p. hs a AgKB, p. 1005 
5486, p. 135 (type Vil) 

7. Slay-ropes for mast, p. x In holes in eal, n° 488, p. 5 
5g. Holes fo, in rail, 798, p. 2 (j); 0° 47gg.p. 4 (Ks 0° A804, p- 6; n° 4803, 

P- 7 (29): 4808, p. a4 (gy) a” BGG, p. Shs we ASG, p. M5 (a); 4869, 
88; n° Aya, p. gsm BBs, p54; n° ABBS, p. 555m ABB, p. 58m Agog, 

PBs wt hg 8, p75. 
8. Barstanchion on deck fr ropes (hoisting ropest) 

1" 5148-5150, p. 135-136. 
Tying oars, 9° 6798, p 

    

  

  

fighg, p. 104. Unatta- 
   

  

  n° 884, p. 

  

A883, p. 355 n° 4888, 

  

    

  

   

  293 HA8go, p. 5g5 n° 48y8, p. Gos nt hg36, p. ghs 

  

   
Wt 4883, p. 55: 
sn" 4889, p. 54: 

    

   

     4886, p. 565.0" 488, 
  

      

  

  

fig, p. 755 m 4808, p. 445 

ASIA, p. 3a; m 4845, p. 33; nt Sgro, p. 655 

  

©All tbr models have the storia iit by able, or pega plaster. 
©) No race of sleraman on 4° 4811 
0) See sho nba, p. 108
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whges, p67: 
p98 

10, Tying single rudder to stern, bole for, nt 47y8, pu a (Asm Azy9, po (Ks a 4879, 
pigs m higog, p. Gs hyn, p. 655” hg, p. 6ys Ay '7, p99. 
Holes for, in blade of rudder, nt 43818, p. 29; 0° 4824, p. 23 

  ga, ps 68s a hy)   3. p. Ggs a ght, p. gym” hyhi~Ayh6,     

      
         

11, Tying single rudders to ruder-post, hole in tip of shaft, a? 4844, p. 32.     shaft, n° 4g68, p. 14. Hole in ruder-post, nig, ps 7h 
1a, Tying tin rudders to ruder-post, n° hg a, pe 6 

Holes for, n? 4807, p- 193 w" 4808, po 13. 
String on peg on rudder-rest, n° 5463, p. #37 

WSK, pe 395 nt 4864, pe Ss a” 4878, pe Bas A8qy, 

  

  

    

Smeccrore, classification on basis of, p. 
SALLow-Tut saxo, wooden, HY fg 

bark n° 
58-1965, 

  

Shy a" hya6, p. 87 
p. toa: a" g53, p. 107: n" Ag54, p. 107: 

soz at 4g75, po 183. 
Starotist oneers, on sol 

" p. #08: 0" 
On divine bark, w" figah, 

       

  

          
930, p92. 

  

   

‘Taste, for offerings, on funerary baek (type V), n° gto, p. 65; a" ytd, p. ges a Ags, 
pe 728 8 4gt7, p. 78. Unattached, w* 4897-4898, p. 6s 

Teensior, p.1¥, S00 especially the Dabshur boats and drag, n* AgaG~igaz. p. 8-87 and 
1° 4838, p. 88 and the boat from the tomb of Meschet n° 4g8, p. 74 9. 

Taaats, 1898, 07 Ag hi-ig't, p. g6eg8s 0" 5034-5200, p. 113114, 
‘Taorues IL, tomb af, w* 5427-5431, pe 39-1335 n* 5436-5457, p. 496 

5200, p. shes 
outs for fastening boat to drag, n° hga8, p. 88. 

For metal bands, n” Aga p87 
‘Tous. OF Amon priets at Quraah, w° gag, p. 88. OF Amenophie IL, n® hghhighG, p. 96 

985 n" 5034-5196, p. 1 

      

    

  

  

        By:     
  1 

  p85; a ga 

  

      132; n 5139-5155, p. 133-1365 0" 5158 
p- 137-443. OF Thothmes HL, w* 5127-5134, p. 133 
"5193-3200, p. 443-144. Of Mentu-hotep 
Meachet, Nefra. Pgy-en-anb-kam, Sepa 

Towise wosrs, 
‘Two-tsccrn mst, see Mast 4 
‘Twas, seo Redders and Rudde-post 
ores oF wooxts, see Introduction, p. sv. Deviations fom, p. 18, x6, 40 

1, Type L, travelling and toving boats, Old Empire, p.v-1; n° 4882-4888, p. 53-58. 
Possibly also, 4847, p. 

1 Type IL, traveling an towing boats, middle Empire, p. waste 
1. Rigged for row 798. p. +5 04799. pe 25 W A800, p 

4805, p.v4sw GS4K, p. 315 a" 4845, p. 33; aS 
4861, p. &5 (padillers): u* 486g, p. 473 a" 4872, p, 
igs3, p. 6g, 

     i" 5156-5157, p. 
figog-hgro, p. 63-65 

    

  

  

      sn A808, p. 5: 
p. Bl: n485y, p. a: 

p. 63:        
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6 Rigged for silo ef ASha, po a8! wt 4861, ps 43 at Agro, 

p- 65 (mast-rest instead of mast); n° gaa, p. G8: nt 4gi8, p. 7h: nt Sgh7, 
P- 99: a Ags, p. 1035 nt gS 55, p. #08 (no trace of mas). 

Type IL, papyrus ra 
- Type IV, papyrusform pleasure bark, p. xvi 
W807, p. #3; n° 4808, p. 
Bight pe 

5. Type V, fanerary bark, 
nt gs5, p. 708 mga, p. 794 mgs 
nt hgh, p. 100. 

6. Type VI, solar bark, p. xxeaasn 
7- Type VIN, divine bark, p. xvi 

4, Papyrus form, Small stone models, 0°19, p. 805 9° 829, p 8 
(hippopotamus); ng, p. 1435 0° 
Wooden model, n° Agag, p. 88, 

6. Form with curtained prow, n° yh, p. 82 
8. Type VII, funerary barks of New 

1" 5034-3200, p. 113-14. Perhaps also n° y3s, p. 3. 
4. Unclassified, 9" 4813-6818, pe 193 

809, p.     
  

      

  

pesmi 

  

4803, 

  

p. 8: wf 4804, peg: 
A881, p. 53 (paddlers); 

   
   

      

  

  4851, p. 38; 
sn ga, p. 865, 

  

    4860, p, yg, p- 401s a Ag53, p. 106. 

1 h8a   pee 

    

    
    Empire, pe sven 

    

Vase, model of, nig, pe 715 a Age6, pe gas nt hgi7. pe 

  

Wraxzowe (Hl S.), note by, p. x 
Wee, on mummy, niga, p+      Wours, wailing, n° 814, ps 475 0° 413, p 

  

Wigs 7. pe 73: nt hha, p. 105. 

B. — INDEX OF HIEROGLYPHIC 

PROPER NAMES. 

  

[2 don figure of mummy   fm A857. pe hae   

LEN Lo, on igure of mummy, 9° 4857, p- 
$29. on colin, nt 4850, p. 38, 

  

  

[eso certin whthr the slo the paler is a mish ofthe resore.





LIST OF PLATES. 

   44798, boat, type I, with rowers, se p. 1. — N* gg, boat, type Hl, seeps be — 
N° &So0, bat, type Hl, with rowers, se p. 5 
         

    

    

      

  

H—N+ G84, boat, type I, with rowers, see p. 5. — N° 4802, bat, type IL, with silos, 
ep 

IL, N+ 6803, boat type IV, with silos, see p. 8. — N° ASol, bot, typeI, with paddlers, 
sep. 9 

IN, N° 805, boat, type Hl, with rowers, see p14. — N° 4807, boat, te IY, with rowers, 
‘5 faneraty bark, se p. 13. — N° 4808, boat, type I, with two-legged 
mast se p14 

V A811, boat, type Vy see p17. — N? 4813, boat, unclassified, see p. 19. 
L fed, p. 1.— N° 815, boat, uncasfed seep. 20.— N° 4816, 

oat, unclassified, see p. 21. —N? 4817, boat, type Il(t), of unbaked 
imu ee p. 2. — N Gg3s, bot, type IV(2), se p93 

VIL N° 484s, boat, typeI, wth sil, se p. 28. 
VIM, N° 4844, boat ype If, with rowers, see p31. — N° A845, boat, type Hl, with rowers, 

    

se p. 33, 
TX, N°4846, boat, ype, Il, with rowers sop p. 34. — N* A867, boat, type V, se p. 34. 
NX. N*A854, boat, type V, Seep. 38. — N* 6859, boat, type Il, seep. fa 
NL N*4861, boot, tspe I, with silors and adlers, seep. 4. — Ne 486g, boat, type Il, 

hk rowers, seep. 
NIL N° 4872, boat, type Hl, with rowers see pig. — N° 4880, boat, type IY, with padd 

NIM, N° 4881, boat, type IV, 

xn 

XV, N*4888, boat, type [, with single mast, see p. 58. — 

AVL Nedigro, boat, typell, with silrs, seep. 65. — N° ig 

xvi 

XVI N° gs, boat 
Xb 

XX, N+ 4g3o, boat, type VIL, white 

   ers, sep. 

  

palers, see p. 53. — N° 4882, boat, typeI, with two- 
legged mat, see p83. 

WV. N*4886, boat, type Ty with canopy, soe p. 56. — N° 4887, boat, type Ty with single 
rast se p57. 

  

figog, boat, typeI, with 
rowers, see p63 

boat, type IV, with rowers,   

se p67 
‘hgt3, boat, type If, with rowers, seep. 6g. — N° ga5, boat type V, see p- 70. — 

TN ign, boat, type Vy see p72. 
type Ve ste pe 73: — NP ge8 boat, ype Hsing, seep. 7 

IX. Ne g29, boat, ype Vil, yellow limestone, seep. 82. — N° ign’, boat, type VIL, white 
Timestone, se p. 82. — N* gat, boat, type VIL, rel granite, se p. 82.— 
N+ figag, boat, type VI (or Vill), wood, see p. 88. 

peste, se p. 91. 

    

       

  

   
XXI.__N* go, side view, seep. gt. — N° hig, boat, type I, sailing, se p. 99 
XNIL. Ne G8, boat, type Vy sling, se0 p. 100. — N° gh, boat, type VI solar bark, see 

XN, Ne 4951, boat, type I, sling 

  

tor, with the prow-cover placed on the deck onthe lft hy mistake 
se p. 103, — N’ hg5s, boat, type Il sling, as fane= 

rary bark, se0 p. #05. 
8. Hi 

  

Gh de Me, 
 



  

  

ANIV. Ne 6953, 

XN, Ne gos 

XXV N° 970, 

ANVIL N° 4835 

AXVIIL N° 4892 

AMIN. N 

  

ANN, N86) 

XXXL N*4836, 

XXNIL N° 954, 

XXMIILN* gq, 

4808, 

CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 

boat, type VI, solar bath, seep. 106. — N* 4g65, boot, type II, see p. 108. 
Ys fg7h, boat, type VIE, yellow Himesione, see p. 113. — 

oat, type Vi, yellow Hinestone, see p. 143. — N° (2), uncata : 
‘of type VIL, with hippepotanins (ef, n° Ago}. — Ne Agag, boat, type VIE, 

yellow limestone, seep. 80. 
rudder of type Il, see p. 63. — N° 4807, rudder of type V, see p. 2. 

Ne 4844, rudder of type Hl, ser p. $9. — N° 4g68, rudder of type Hor I 
seep atv.-= NebSng, euler of type Hor NV se p. 95, 

rudder of type Vy seep. 142. — Nt yt, rudder of ype IV or V, ate pe 112. 
— XigGag, ruder of ype WV of V, See p. ses. — Ne gga, rudder of 
type IV or Vy seep. 149, — Ne ANa8, rudder of type V, seep. 5. 

rast single stick, see p. 96. — N° 4883, mast, two-legged, see pe 54. — 
Ne 4g, masttip with eyelets, gated state, ste p. 108. — N* Sg 3(?), 
rudder, type Ny see p. 5. — A? 4g38, side of Made of rudder, type Vy 
seep. gh — N° 895, oa, ace p. Go. 

low-shiaped spar, see p. Go. — N° 8gs, Dow-shaped spar, see p. 5g. — 
Ne 480, sraight spar with sil see p. Sg. — N*4869, mast and two spars 

ssl, type IL step. 
two-legged mast, type WV, see ps 14. — N° 485g, single mast, see p. 28. — 

y Single mast (broken), seep. gh. — N° 483g, spar, see p28. — 
Bg}, single mast se p. Go. 

nast-rest, type I, see p. 48. — N° 4835, bow-stick, typeI, seep. 27. — 
N° fg66, ralig of solar bark, type VI, see p. 1x0, — N* Ag66, railing of 
solar bark, type VI, seep. 1x0. — N° 830, ruder-post, type V, see p. 96. 
= N> igg3, rudder-rest, type V, see p. t42. — N° 4834, canopy post 
(upside down), se p. 97. 

roof af canopy, seep. 27- — N* gS, rool of canopy, seep. 3. — Ne gor, 
dummy cabin, step. 81. — N° bya, dammy eain, seep. 81.— N° 4933, 
dummy cabin, se p. 93 

prow-cover of solar bark, type VI, seep. 107. — N° gi, prow-cover of sl 
ark, type VI, seep. 108. — N* 6g58, reetanguae object fom solar bark, 
type Vl, seep. 0g. — Nv Ag6s, elindical objet from sale bark, type VL, 
see p. 109 

sceme-sign fom solar bark, 

       
     

    

  

  

    

  

  

  

    

     

  

     
  

  

  

ipe VI, seep. 09. — N° hyGa, boscibe abject 
from solar bark, type VI, see p10. — N° glo, deme-sign from solar 
ark, type VI, see pe 10g. — N° figG, Horns ar child from solar bark, 

type VI, ee py aso. — N° hg65, board with feathers, from solar bark, 
type VE, ace p. 140, — N° gG3, hawk fom solar hark, type VE, se p. 110, 

     
   

     

 



LIST OF DRA 

    

type I, profil. Seale 4 40.. 
+ + deck plan. Seale +: 10,       

1 

ee ee Scie an : 
As + bowatick 
5. = + section of stern, Se 
6 

  

= = thee crosesetions. Seale + 

    

hole in rl. 
Figure of lookout 
figure of rower. 
figure of stoersman : 
color plan of deck, Seale 42400... : 

type Il, profile. Sale 4 = 40 4 
sections of bow and stern. Seale 4 10. 4 
color plan of deck. Seale 4:40. : 

‘mast block - 5 
type Il, igure of rower MOP ec ercoo! 9 
calor plan of deck. Scale: 40 Se eee. 6 

6 

  

Iype I, sections of bow and stern. Seale     
red mark onside, cad of beam 
type Il, deck plan with colors, Sele + #40 
cross-sections, Seale 4: 40 
mast 

    

  

figure of owner. 
Sigur of sailor 
figure of sailor 

type IN, profile. Seale #10. 
   

    

crowsaection of projecting bow pier. Seale 1:40. 
crose-selion of mide part, Seale + 40 

Seale 4 240: 
gh shoulder of fgu 

37, 4806, type IV, profile, Sea 
we cros-seetions. Sede 1210.0 ccceeeeecereeeeseeeesenee 

39, = + deck plan. Seale +: 10. ses 
40. = = figure of owner. i eae eee estate) 
41. ++ figure of paddler So see 

       showing dowel     

  

    



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 

    

   
    

   

      

      
    

    

Par 
1 4806, figure of squatting lookout. 10 

= = fastening of bow-piee.. cree ae 
+ = tablet pegged to hands of pict. oe. 
+ 4905, type Il, four sections. Scale 4 £10,.ccccsccseseseseeceeseeese 14 
== section of hole for mat . 
++ deck plan, Seale +: 10. 5 

+ 4807, type IV, profile of stern and two sections... Binns J 
+= | deck plan with colors. Seale 4: 10 Bie : 
= + rudder. ss sooner see 
++ Ggure of rower 3 
== figure of stersman so ay ft 

= coloring of rail BE Eo crerctth 1 
++ etre on tip of bow : 
+ = Mot joint on bow. - a 
+ > groove holding Hinen arms of figures irararone > 
= 4808, type IV, profile snd two ersssetions. Seale 4 240.0. 0. 0. “4 

| tepofimast. eae fees 
G2, = + crossbar behind mast, stanchion 3 
G3. = = hole g and & through ri. : 
Gi + + hols through Bow and stern : 
65. = + rest fortwin rulers... 5 
O62 ay au inchabe Sesh thse) cca ods been cattts 
G1 ++ figure of steeraan, ‘ 
BS. = = figure of lookout. :         69, = = eanopy roof, colored yellow and back 

>= mastshoe, side view 

  

          
     

ts wie of bottom. 

+ > tongue snd slot, joining eot of enopy toposes ves ec esseeseee 
= 4809, canopy esos Lees 
» 4810, two ean : 
> ABH, type V, ve 4 
5+ deere on stern A 
=> amvmny on bed > 
=> Ggure of wailing woman : 
++ figure of atendaat ec ccesccssseceseeeeseeesesnees : 
+> figure of attendant. ‘ : 
+ = calor plan of deck. Seale #40... i : 
+ > color plan of hall, Seale + 30 18 
++ colors on rudder. ars 
+ 4842, figure on thtone «=e eeeseeceseseseseeseeeeesestenseseees 19 
+ 4819, undassii, ps 
++ | plan of ip of bow See hese t a    



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS, 165 

  

    

  

Pas 
N 4844, unclassified, profile and three sections. Scale 4: 102.-22ceeeesee 90 
+ 4815, = profile and two sections. Sele 4210 ese . 
= 4816, - profile and three sections. Sale #2 40.2. ” 
+4817, = profile and thee sections. Seale x 402.20. 00 > 
sos.) deck plan, Seale 1 40 tea “ 
+ 481s, rudder cee : meet a 
+4819, ae Der : 
+ 4820, = pian 3 
2AM, csscceees cs : 
2432, , eee 
74823, > nee ste st 

+ with hawks head. 6 

painted rudder, end broken of i 
Dutt of mast, 6 
tip of masts ernie, 
rmast-rest (ork) Sante soautaae tee : 
owstick ” 
raf of canopy 
canopy post,     

  

     

  

     
      

not on sparse 8 
second knot on mast. : 
filth not on mast... : 
rope-rings on spar. 5 
colored rings on spar. S 

type H, mast, spars and sal 2 
ating ropes on spar and > 

canopy. Bo 
Figuee of silo a 5 
deck plan with colors. Seale #10 - 
foot-plate of female figure a 
vg of female figure 5 
type I, rudder. 3a 

Dole. he = 
color plan of deck. Seale 140. s 
type Il, profile and seetion. Sele 1:10. 3 
rudder... S 

figure of rower. waste a . 
calor plan of deck. Seale 12 10.00000cececcseeee aha 

Fste. cP 35    deck plan, Seale + = 40 

 



166 CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 

N° IB4 N° 4867, color plan of deck. 
135. + 4808, canopy post 
136. + 4849, roof of canopy. 

133, eyes on side of callin. 
138. = 4854, type Y, profile, Sea 
139, = = stern 
140. + = deck plan, Sealey Fv. 
18h ++ gue member of ee, vt 
12. == coloring in bow. 2 
143. = + color plan of deck. Seale 4s 0 

      

   

  

1h == hase of rudder pot. 
15.» 4853, apron on figure 
46. = 
1 
148. + 

    

i : 
149, = 4859, typeI, proile and three sections. Sele 1 : v0 

ss sernfirk 
+ deck plan, Seale ys 10 
> 4860, type V1, profile and three sections, Seale + 10 
+= | deek plan, Seale vs 40. 
+= tap of bow-post 
= = ole in face af bow-post.. 

+ coboing of rail» 
== bowpot.. 

  

    

    

Seale v1 10. 

  

+= figure of paddler 

= 4862, oars 
= 4963, oars 
+ 4998, figure of steesman - 
+467, =e rower. 
+ 4868, = 5 serving mouse, 
= 4869, type Il, mast-rst (low), 
= + ode fr on in eit 
+ + tipot stern 
+ = deck plan with colors. Seale 12 10. 
+ 4870, oars, blades only 
+ 4871, oar, bade only ‘ 

type Hl, profile. Seale 1 80 see 
+n | deck plan. Seale + 10 
= 4873, oar blade 
+ 4877, o3e Made 

baller 
+ 4879, buffer (possibly a vase). 
> 4880, type IV, profile and one section, Seale += 10 

    

                 



180, 
Ast 
182, 

  

183. 
184, 

1386, 
187. 
188, 
189. 
190, 
191, 
192, 
193. 
196 
195, 
196, 
197, 
198, 
199, 
200. 
201 

  

MODELS OF SHIPS AND BOATS. 

Ne 4880, radder-rest for twin rudders. 
++ | padile 

of canopy with tp of post 
+ > section of ref of canopy 
ees ear 

  

   + deck plan. Seale 1:44 
++ figure of steersnan   

int of sterstnon 
+ + section legs of paddler 
= 4884, type TV, hand of lookout 
+ 4882! ype L profile and three sections. Seale + 

| top of mast 
+= mudder-post(?) 
= + plan, Seale +: 
== base of mastteg 
+ 4889, type I, stern. 
+ 4884, type Tre Knot ia hole in rails. 
+ 4885, rope Knot in bole in mat 
= = rope knot in mast... 

4886, ype I, profile and two sections. Seale + = 
+s deck plan, Seale 5 
+> canopy oof, erosssetion 

= + bond with post. 
stera-pieee, bond. - 
{ype I, profile and two setions. Scale + 
deck plan, Seale +: 5. 

of mast 
post for masstays 
ond at copner of sternframe 
type I stern iss 
rope Knot in hoe in Herm... 
ow-shaped spar 
rope ted on spar. 

+ > in hole in spar 
tip of mast 

stern pive.. 
rosette end af ter 
table from funerary bark . 
Figure of squatting man 
figure of steersman () 
figure of steeraman 
Figure of owner on stool 
ees 

roof of anopy = 2-2 
adder, with handle 

  

   

  

    

    

     

  

    

  

        

    

      

   

     



CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE, 

  

    

4908, tp pale a etn, Sate + = 10. 63 
+ = section of tip of ster fo 6a 
+ + Sigur of stersman, 5 
+ +s = leo ee é 5 

== calor plan of deck. Seale + 
ype I, rope knot in hole in 

= eabin . 
+ deck plan with olrs. Seale + = 40. 
= = conical object (e) om deck. 

     

      

  

     
    

      
   

+= figure of omer nat : 
fe attire sees secigirep eee tadrae © 60 
+ = colored representation f mast-shee. i aay 
+ = colors on roof of eanopy : . 
+ > bond of ein fame... i : s 
+ ABH, type IV, how-pieee 22 esses S 7 
s+ deckplin, Seale tito ccc sesee eeheaas s 

= enuf rudder-rest.. z 

++ figure of ower ee sceecsteeeeeeseee ene 
== edge of canopy rot 08 
= ot ati . ; 

= elbow joint of romer. . 
5 nets of rower : 

+ 4912, type Hy deck plan with coors. Sele 15 10...c0cccceveuesevenee 
+= figure of stersman, 

  

+ 4943, type Il desk plan with color. Seale 4 #40.    
   

  

  

= =" amas tip with eyelets, : 

+ + ster, showing je 7° 
+ 4914, low mast-soe, 
= 4915, type Vy profile. Seale + 
++ deck plan, Seale 1: 6. 

    

      

i si delta Ge sed ec et ecescegri ss bie a 

++ figure of steers : ae . 

  

ts a pen i 5 
++ commer of canopy. 
+5 painting of fring on top of table 

Vs ofeing table 
++ papyrus rollin hand of priest. ah es a et 

5+ oferings on tp of table 

  

       
     



    Cha du aie, 

MODELS OF SILIPS AND BOATS. 

    

N> 4946, ellow joint of priest... 
> A917, type V, profiles of how and st 
+ + ollerng table 

  

color pln of stern, 
colors on top of tale    + typeI, peg in side of re 
mastahoe. 

  

deck plan. Seale «a. +2 40 
Inestaneion on deck. 
end of rudder. 
oor of eabi. 
relief on door 
upper door socket 
oor ath 

  

  

elbow: beam of wall kon vestibule, 
apron of lookout 

collar 08 owner. Pas 
color plan of deck. Scale c. 4 19. 
lack mark on rudder, cord bond 
construction of side of ast-shoe 
elbow stay in wall of cabin... 
joints in canopy beams, section 
euctre of end wall Lo 
joint on end wall Li. 
‘bow beams in wal _ 

top of side frame of cabin kaneny. 
‘overlapping joint in eros-eam af rot 
ne hall of wall 2... X 

type VE, profile and two sections. Safe ca, : 
, dusmy cabin, with vestibule. 

  

   

      

     

  

ype VIL, profile and color plan. Seale ca. + 
5 ype VIE profile with colors Seale ea. 1:2... 0 0 

type VI, profile and tno setions, Seale ea. 1: 
relief, bead-work on bow covet. .- ss. +e 
relief, eye on bow. 
oss section, hi 

    
  

        
  

‘erosesetion, horizontal, of object f. 
type V, deck plan. Seale ea. +: 80 

slripes along outside of ri. 
plan of hull Seale ea. : So 
lot jolt in sides of planks, 
slot joint in ens of planks of rail 
hols for metal bond: 
pried crosssetion of bow. « 

a8 ” 

  

    

      

zonal of isis of slate and symbolic object (a)



170 
Fret 
Nests, 

319. 

    

CATALOGUE DU MUSEE DU CAIRE. 

     

    

     

    

   

Pac 
-setion of end of eros eam... Pas 

ss hase of ruddeepistsss eves esesceeeeee 86 
top of right rudder post... oe & 
eieibagregas - 

type Voll... eects 
tie holes for metal bond in ail, % 
smidile beam and end of deck plank, seelion,..s.scscvecevevevee 

drag or sedge. Seale ea. 1: 50. are tol 
type VI), marks on deck under ebi 88 

profile, Seale + 4 ” 
‘ors on side % 

tures on ends of flowers. : i 
cabin stay o       
plan of eabia ee 

type VIL, profile. Seale #2 202.20 2eee cee eee _ 
deck plan, Selo 1 290,200.00 
section of ri.     

    

front of bow oo 
section of jee dss svsesvsvsvvevevcevee : 
third of tatue. 0 .ccoesceseseeee : 
froot of ehapel cc csesesecseseee . 

  

ype WV, deck pao, Sele 11 3-fossc.coscoseoscoscuscensus 
   

  

roof of canopy a 
front of dummy esbin i 

top of eanopy pos... Y 
spar sal and rape hoot Z 
painted rudder blade, 96 
Dlr. : 4 

selon of oar binde:. eas as arenes 
{ype Vil, profile and four sections. Seale 130. 96 
deck plan. Seale 1 +20 Sees nt 
ow platform i Hein : 

cloned border on bow and ler. ...csccccssrveeseseeveeeeee 97 
secalls on ow and stern d 

      

    
  

  

onder separating fields on bow and stern... 5 
type VII, deck plan. Seale 1:20... Pietaton 9 

type I, section. Scale ++ 40 9 
slern-fork ete ieee 
deck plan with colors. Seale 4 10.0000 Gate 
‘unexplained sticks fastened in deck behind mast... eer 
type V, profile and two setions. Seale 1:10... + 100 
deck plan, Seale 4: 10. : 

rudder tot 
type VI, profile and section of tern-post. Seale 1 40 109    

 



MODELS OF SIPS AND BOATS. 

  

  

    

  

  

    

    

    

  

  

N* 4849, color on prow coverees soe 109 
> 4951, type I, profile with colors. Seale + + 10 ciel 108 
+ + deck plan with colors. Seale ea. 1: 9. ep 
+s rudderpst.. 108 
ss canopy sees i Seeate seas as 
= 4952, type Il deck plan with colors. Seale 1 #400. es 0+ sess 108 
+ = | canopy, pro Pe, ees 
4 roof of canopy with shilds os 0.0s0 4 
= 4953, type VI deck plan. Seale +: 0. foes ees 
ss object, doedsign 

= topofabject a ii eo eer 
+4954, top of prow cover ‘ . 
+ + colors on sides of prow corer é 
+ 4985, type I, deck plan with colors. Sele 108 
+ 4958, rectangolr object bees eseseeeese Hi Aone 
+ A959, semesign. ceo ceesitiess oi 

+ 4964, top of cylindrical abject AA as 5 
    

    

> 4988, rudder - _ one as 
+ 4969, painted rudder. ‘ 5 

+ 4974, type VIL, profile. Sele 1 22... 13    type MIL, profile, Seale 
+ 4976, round stick   
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[IN COMPLIANCE WITH CURRENT 
OcKER & TRAPP INC. 

‘AND 

(on WEYERHAEUSER COUGAR OPAQUE NATURAL PAPER, "THAT MEETS ANSI/NISO STANDARDS 239.48-1992 "TO REPLACE THE IRREPARAOLY
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